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GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES

TUESDAY, JUNE 17, 1986

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITrEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE,

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,
Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m. in room SD-
215, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable John C. Dan-
forth (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Danforth, Grassley, Long, Bentsen, and
Baucus.

[The press release announcing the hearing on opening statement
of Senator Dole and a description of S. 1867 by the committee staff
follows:]

(1)
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OPENING STATEMENT

SENATOR 930 DOLE

HEARING ON S. 1967, GSP (GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES) GRADUATION

JUNE 17, 1986

THE GSII PROGRAM WAS ESTABLISIIED IN 1974 IN ORDER TO HELP

IESS-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES GROW ECONOMICALLY -- TO ENABLE THEM TO

GENERATE INTERNATIONALLY COMPETITIVE INDIISTRIES. WHAT'S HAPPENED

IN THE YEARS SINCE THEN> WHAT'S IIAPPENED IS THAT MANY OF THESE

SUPPOSEDI,Y LESS-I)EVEI,)PEI) COUNTRIES 11AVE BECOME SUPER

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITORS. YET THEY'RE STILL ON THE IST OF

COUNTRIES RECEIVING PREFERENTIAL DUTY-FREE TREATMENT FOR MANY OF

THEIR PRODUCTS.
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S. 1867 DIRECTS THE PRESIDENT TO SEND US LEGISLATION THAT

WOULD GRADUATE TIIF MORE ADVANCED OF THESE "NEWLY INDUSTRIALIZII

COUNTRIES" FROM TiH- GSP PROGRAM. THE BILL MENTIONS |IY NAME

TAIWAN. KOREA, ANID HlNG KONG.

I VISITED THOSE TfiREE AREAS LAST SUMMER. I SAW, FIRSTHAND,

EVIDENCE "IF STRONG ECONOMIC GROWTH, OF SOPHISTICATED EXPORT-

ORIENTEID PLANNING, AND OF TECHNOLOGY THAT PUTS THESE COUNTRIES ON

TiE CUTTING EDGE OF COMIPETITIVENESS IN MANY INDUSTRIES.

TIlL STaTiSTICS BEAR OUT TIE OBSERVATIONS I MADE IN PERSON.

LAST YEAR, KOREA, TAIWAN, AND 1ONG KONG RAN A LARGE TRADE SURPLUS
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WITH TIlE U.S. OUR DEFICIT WITH TAIWAN WAS $13.1 BILLION, WITH

HONG KONG. $ .2 IIII.ION, AND WITH KOREA, $4.A BILLION. IN EACH

CASE, THEIR VXI-)HTS To 11S VASTLY -X0EEI)ED IMPORTS FROM US5 -- BY

1,0RE TftAN TIIIEE TIMES, IN TIlE CASE IF TAIWAN.

YET THEY NOT ONLY CONTINUE TO RECEIVE GSP (IBNEFITS, BUT AMONG

TH4EM THEY GET ALMOST HALF OF ALL, THE GSI' BENEFITS THE U.S. MAKES

AVAILABLE. ALMOST ONE-FIFTH ($3.2 BILLION) OF ALL THE IMPORTS

FROM TAIWAN LAST YEAR ENTERED TIlE U.S. DUTY-FREE UNDER GSP. THAT

$3.2 BILLION IS ONE QUARTER OF ALL THE IMPORTS UNDER THE ENTIRE

PROGRAM LAST YEAR.
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THE SUPER COMrETITORS

1'0 COUNTRIES ARE ON THE LIST AS ELIGIBLE GSP BENEFICIARIES.

BUT ALMOST HALF THE BENEFITS ARE GOING TO THREE SUPER COMPETITORS:

TAIWAN, HONG KONG, AND KOREA.

IN 1980, THE PRESIDENT SENT US A REPORT POINTING OUT THAT

ONLY 10 COUNTRIES WERE SUPPLYING 80 PERCENT OF THE GSP IMPORTS.

HE ANNOUNCED SEVERAL "IMPROVEMENTS" IN THE MECHANISMS TO GRADUATE

INDIVIDUAL PRODUCTS FROM THE PROGRAM, IN ORDER TO PROMOTE THE

CONTINUED GRADUATION OF MORE ADVANCED DEVELOPING COUNTRIES.

WHAT'S HAPPENED? TODAY, ONLY 10 COUNTRIES STILL SUPPLY 80
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PERCENT OF .LI. GSP IMPORTS, AN) T11E LIST OF .7rVNTR!-S !S Alit"

THE SAME AS IT WAS SIX YEARS AGO.

£

1984 "IMPROVEMENTS" N OT SUFFICI ENT

THIS SAYS TO ME THAT ALL OF THE IMPROVEMENTST" IN "

SPECIFIC GRADUATION, INCLUDING THOSE MADE IN THE 19FH4 ACT, JT*ST

WON'T ACHIEVE re OBJECTIVE OF PROMOTING DEVELOPMENT I" THOSE ,

TRULY LESSER-DEVELOPED COUNTRIES THAT NEED OUR HELP MOST.

INSTEAD, AS SOON AS THESE PRODUCTS ARE GRADUATED, THF HIGHLY

COMPETITIVE COUNTRIES JUST SHIFT OVER TO PRODUCTS THAT HAVEN'T

BEEN GRADUATED YET. PRODUCT-SPECIFIC GRADUATION SHOULD BE
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REPLACED BY COMPLETE GRADUATION OF THOSE RELATIVELY ADVANCED

COUNTRIES THAT DON'T NEED OUR HELP IN BECOMING INTERNATIONALLY

COMPETITIVE.

A FINAL POINT: SOME INTERESTS (INCLUDING SEVERAL OF THE

WITNESSES TFSTIFYING TODAY) ARlGUE THAT WE SHOULDN'T GRADUATE

ADVANCEi) IEVEL.)PING 2' UT. :ES flEc*A11SE THE THREAT OF GSP

WITHDRAWAl. PRr 'I. tl .S L V'RACF IN PRESSURING BENEFICIARY

COUNTRIES TO P-N THF!R ,A ,o.S PRODUCTS. I DON'T HAVE

ANY QUARREL WIT.H THA7 Ak. f'" . T I 'VE CUO-SPONSORED

LEGISLATION IN -)TPER P')RlI NS F S. 1ii6O TO STRENGTHEN THE

PRESIDENT'S HAN!) IN RAKING DOWN UNFAIR FOREIGN TRADE BARRIERS.
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IT JUST SEEMS TO ME THAT THE GSP PROGRtJ4 IS THE WRONG PLACE TO

TRY TO CREATE LEVERAGE. WE SHOULDN'T HAVE TO BRIBE OUR TRADING

PARTNERS WITH SPECIAL BENEFITS TO GET THEM TO STOP UNFAIR TRADE

PRACTICES. WE SHOULD, INSTEAD, PUT THOSE BENEFITS TO WORK FOR

THOSE COUNTRIES THAT REALLY NEEI THEM.

CONCLUS ION

AGAIN, I APPRECIATE THOSE WHO HAVE AGREED TO TESTIFY BEFORE

US TODAY AND LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH THEM ON THIS AND THE

OTHER MYRIAD OF ISSUES IN THE TkADE AREA.
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of the lagge trade surplus that each has tun

with the United States.

4. Although the threat of Withdrawal of GSP

benefits may provide some useful levesage

against unfair practices by beneficiary

countries, the U.S. should not have to offer

special benefits to out trading partners to

obtain removal of unfair trade practices.

a. Con

The Administration and other opponents of S. :867

age likely to present a varied set of acquments:

The several ptoduct-specific graduation

mechanisms already in place provide ample

protection against extension of GSP benefits to

imports that either damage U.S. industry or in

which the exporter is highly competitive.

2. The forthcoming General Review in particular

provides a comprehensive opportunity to cut back

on GSP eligibility of competitive countries. To

the extent that countries remain eligible after

the Review, it is likely to be in product areas

in which they could nct be considered highly

advanced or competitive.
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ATIONAL TRADE .URCOMITTEE: HEARING ON GSP

)r. Tuesday, June :7, :9R6 the international Trade

Subcommittee wilt hold a hearing on the Generalized

system of Preferences (GSP). The hearing will begin at

9:30 a.m. in Room SD-2:5 an will he chaired by Senator

Danftoth. The heariq will focus on S. :867

(incorporated in S. :860 as Title VI), which was

introduced ny senator Dole.

The G9P p oqram provides preferential, duty-free

treatment to certain products from designated less-

developed countries. S. :867 would require the

President to submit legislation withdrawing those

benefits from certain relatively advanced developing

countries, including Taiwan, Honq Kong, and Korea.

I. THE CURRZ4T GSP PROGRAM

The GSP oroqram provides preferential duty-free

entry to apptoxiiiately 3,000 products from :40

desqnated beneficiary countries. Most other

industrialized countries maintain similar systems.

Originally initiated in :976, the U.S. program was
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extended by the :984 Trade and Tariff Act through 'id-

:993.

Last yeat, S.3.3 millionn in qnodqt from less-

developed ounttles, which would otherwise have been

dutiable, entered the U.S. duty-free under GSP. These

GSP entgies accounted fot slightly less than 4% of total

U.S. imports.

The following briefly describes those features of

the proqam most directly relevant to the issue raised

by S. "967: which count.ties should be eligible fot GSP

benefits and on what basis?

k. Eligible Countgies

The Ptendent has discretionary authority to qrant

beneficiary status to a less-developed country, based on

consideration of a variety of factors, including, amonq

others:

the country's level of economic development,

including peg capita GNP and the living standard

of its inhabitants;

2. whether other developed countries extend similar

preferences to that country; and

3. the extent to which that country has assured the

U.S. reasonable access to its markets, provides

%k
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adequate intellectual property ptotectior, and

has aAtd to reduce disottnq investment

lolicieq ar. eliminate bagglegq to tgade in

services*

In addition to the above factors for considetation

in the desiqation decision, the statute expressly

prohibits designation of:

most Communist countries;

2. most OPEC countries;

3. countries that give pteforential trade treatment

to developed countries other thn the U.S.;

4. countries that nationalize U.S. property without

compensation;

5. countries not coopfratinq in preventing illeqal

drugs from entering the U.S.;

6. countries failing to recognize or entorce

arbitral awards in favor of U.S. oetsos;

7. countries aiding or granting sanctuary to

international terrorists;

8. countries not taking steps to afford

internationally recognized worker rights.
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The Ptesident may waive nst of tnese if he Lertlfie% to

the Conqress that doinq so wnul be i. the national

econnmIL Intereqt.

Finally# and pprhdps most llmpogtant as an absolute

pcohihition on county eligibility fog GSP, the .9R4 Act

requtreR graduationn* of any country two years afteg its

pet capita GNP exceeds SRSO0 (indexed to one-half the

growth in U.S. GNP since :984).

B. Eligible Provucts

In practice, the above country eligibility critecia

have not resulted in the complete exclusion of many

countries from the program. However, product

eligibility cciteria have resulted in a large number of

ogoduct-specific exclusions.

The President has general authority to designate

products as GSP eligible, except those he determines to

be import-sensitive. The statute lists several products

which are expressly excluded from eligibility, including

textiles and apparel, footwear, and watches.

In addition to general presidential discretion to

remove import-sensitive products from the list, the

statute sets out a graduation mechanism called

Competitive need' limits. The competitive need limits

require the termination of a particular country's GSP
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eligibility or. a patticular product if U.S. imports fgom

that county:

account for SO percent or mote of the value of

total imports of that product; or

2. exceed a certain dollar value. The dollar value

is a GNP-inlexed level that USTR set at S69.6

million fog :985.

The competitive need limits on a product may be waived

on a variety of bases, including that the product is not

made in the U.S. ot imports of the product age de

mirimis.

C. Annual and Genetrl Rpviews

Each yeat, USFR conducts a review and receives

pijh1L cnert on el iible products. The review

culi:nites in Administration detetminations or.

Itaijation of certain products from specific countries

-- either causee the LOmpPtItive need limits tor a

product have been exceedefi; or as a result of

discretionary qtaliation of individual products (which,

as noted above, is based on factors such as a county's

level of development, it competitiveness in a specific

product, and U.S. economic intecests).

At the review just completed Match 31. :986, S839

million in GSP imports will lose eligibility because

a
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competitive need limits have been exceeded. Ir.

addition, of approximately S2.6 billion in imports that!'

could have been redesiqnated eligible because

competitive need limits wete not exceeded last year,

only S:67 million will reqain GSP treatment; the

gemainde( will be qaduated. The countries with the

largest volume of trade qaduated in this way wete

Taiwan (S972 million), IHorg Konq (S55 million), ind

Korea (S3:6 million).

The :984 Act also tequites th t a special, Genetal

Review be completed by Januagy :987. That Review, which

is now urdegway, is desiqel to identify countties that

ase sufficiently competitive with respect to specific

eli qble atticles. Specific products tgom counties so

idertifiei will then he subject to lower competitive

need limits: 25 percent of total impoits (instead of

the normal 50 percent): and $25 million in imports of

that product from that county (instead of the current

$69.6 million). The statute also directs that the

President's review expressly take into account the

factors listed above as beating on the eligibility of a

country fo& heneficiagy status. USrR indicates that it

is using the Review to ptessuse beneficiary countries to

compott with these standards, such as adequate

pfotOction of intellectual pgopetty rights.
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11. S. *867

S. :867 hegins with the premise that neither GATT

rules nor U.S. law provide adequate procedures for

withdrawal of GSP from countries that have become moge

advanced, so that opportunities for economic growth may

be directed toward less developed countries. It

therefore directs the Pcesident to send Congress a draft

bill that, within 2 years, would withdraw GSP benefits

from countries to whom continuation of the bnefit4 can

no longer be justified as promoting economic growth and

development in the developing world. The bill is to

take into account per capita income and other

indications of economic development and ability to

compete internationally ir. the absence of GSP benefits.

S. :867 also directs that the bill "shall apply to

foreign countries such as Taiwan, Hong Kong, Korea, and

any other countries* that meet the above criteria. The

bill is to exempt any country with which the U.S. has a

free trade agreement (i.e., Israel). When submitted the

bill is to be entitled to fast-track consideration.

III. COUNTRY DATA

S. :867 singles out Taiwan, Hong Kong and Korea

because, by some measures, they are relatively advanced
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and h qhly competItIve. These thtee have in past yeats

also captured the laclest shace Of GSP benefits.

Jr. :95. the u,s. hil a lacqe tale deficit with

each of the thee: Taiwan. $S..2 million: Hong Kong,

$5.2 billion; and Kotea, $4.3 billion. tr each case,

imports entecir the U.S. duty-ftee undes GSP

conttihuted siqgntic3ntly, although not ovetwhelminqly

to the deficit. About '5 percent of U.S. imports (tom

Hong Kong, about :7 percent of imports fsom Kogea, and

about 2) percent of i-ipotts ftom Taiwan, received duty-

fcee GSP treatment.

4ppenlixes A Irl 4 list data fog the top 's GqP

bereficiacies in :4R4 tnd :995. The table% show that

while Honq Kong's pec capita GNP (S6fi.30) was relatively

hiqh, those of Kotea (S2,0901 and Taiwan (S3,046) wece

not,

The tables also show that in both yeau., the top

five beneficiaty counties sent about 64 percent of all

GSP imports to the U.S. The top ter sent about 80

percent of all GSP imports. In both yeacs, Taiwan and

Kotea tanked one and two in total GSP impocts: in &985,

Honq Konq slipped fcom thitd to fifth, behind Biazil and

Mexico.
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IV. ARGUMENTS

A. Pro

Arguments in favor of S. :067 age fairly direct.

They include:

The original purpose of GSP was to provide

prefecential treatment to less-developed

countries that would enable them to develop

internationally competitive industries.

Countries such as Taiwan, Korea, and Hong Kong

have all already reached that stage of

international competitiveness.

2. In fact, giving GSP benefits to such advanced

developing countries (or *newly industrialized

countries') operates to the detriment of truly

lesser developed countries more in need of

preferential treatment. When highly competitive

countries like Taiwan, Korea, and Hong Kong

receive the same benefit, they tend to freeze

out the lesser developed countries in GSP-

eligible products -- as reflected in the very

high percentage of total GSP imports that come

from the relatively advanced countries.

3. Maintaining GSP benefits for Taiwan, Korea, and

Hong Kong is particularly unjustifiable in light

.0
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3. The #Jraluatio. p ovisirns, irA lirticulatly the

Genr~eal Revie w, qlve the I.S. excentlir.ally

us-t ul lever a )e i. pt ndllinrf- *)enet it- aty

(.)ur.t & ies to r.1 j r faI tlid r ntacticeq ir1

opera. m gets to U.S. goods. Tanihle results

have beer. obtained, nnt3bly in the ptotection of

U.S. intellectjal pgopegty rights.

4. If heneficiary status is withdrawn from Taiwan,

'Korea, ar. Hor.q Korl, 'try slft in source of

ipotts is more likely tn 'he toward countties

like Japanm; ar.d Ctr.ad|% than toward less-developed

S. 4,4cy U.S. companies depend or ,uty-free G.%P

irponts foe fir.ished products And componer.ts.

Cor.umers ber.efit through lower prices.

6. Finally, S. :q67 itself reflects the difficulty

of crafting rational country-specific (as

opposed to the current ptoduct-specific)

graduation criteria. By the one objective

measure, encompassed in current law -- pet

capita GNP -- Honq Kong is already near

graduation but Kotea and Taiwan ace fat from it.
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V. HOUSE BILL

H.R. 4800, the House omnibus trade bill, contains no

provision comparable to S. :867. However, it does

contain a provision designed to reallocatee' GSP

benefits to Latin American debtor nations. Section 472

of the bill would reqjuie the President to waive

competitive need limits on eligible products from

certain Latin debtor nations. The requirement would

apply only on products that ace eligible fot

disctetionagy waiver by the President under current law

and would e subject to an overall dollar cap. The

provision is intended to assist those countries in

reducing their debt bu:den through expanded exports.

Section :73 of H.R. 4800 would also transfer from

the President to the U.S. Trade Reptesentative authority

to mako determinations ant -theg fOnctions *nder the GSP

program. Section 86: of the bill 4uld remove watches

from the list of GSP-eligible products to the extent the

USTR determines that so doing would not iarure domestic

producers. S. 8S3, introduced by Senator Pryor, would

remove watches from the ineligible list entirely (but

the President would still have to designate them as

eligible).

(TED-0329)
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A~j r~ixA

GSP 1984 Too 15 BENEFICIARIES LjT

Beneficiary
Rank , , n

1 Taiwan
2 Korea
3 Hong Kong
4 Brazil
5 Mexico

Subtotal (1-5) a

6 Israel
7 Singapore
8 Philippines
9 India
10 Yugoslavia

Subtotal (6-10) -

11 Argentina
12 Peru
13 Thailand
14 Malaysia
15 Portugal

Subtotal (11-15) -

Total (1-15) a

1984 GSP
imports

3,225
1,504
1,326
1,196

8,343

660
627
283
257

2,065

233
218
192
178

970

11,378

% of total(S13 billion

24.8
11.5
10.2

9.2

64.1

5.1
4.8
2.2
2.0

15.9

1.8
1.7
1.5
1.4
1..1

7.5

87.5

GNP per
capita

2,000
1,910
5,340
2,240
2,270

5,090
5,910

820
260

2,800

2,520
1,310

790
1,860
2,450
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Appendix B

GSP l9s 'OP 1 B!MRPICIAI!RB LTST

1988 GSP GNP per
Bnetioiary imports % Of total capitalouantr (AMtL111Wn (113 3 b i11tn (1964 9

1 Taivan 3.921 24.2 3.046
2 Korea 1.885 12.4 2,090
3 Brazil 1,278 9.8 1,710
4 Mexo00 1.239 9.3 2.060
8 long Long 1J2 b.300

Subtotal (1-8) a 8,897 84.8

a Israel 748 8.8 5,100
7 Sligapore 874 8.1 7.260
8 India 288 2.1 260
9 Yugoslavia 273 2.1 2.120
10 Thailand M lA 850

Subtotal (8-10) - 2.216 18.8

11 Argentina 228 1.7 2.230
12 Philippines 219 1.8 660
13 Malaysia 190 1.4 1,990
14 Portugal 185 1.4 1.970
1 Peru IN L2 980

Subtotal (11-18) - 988 7.4

Total (1-18) - 11.799 88.8

Senator DANFORTH. This is a hearing on S. 1867, which has also
been incorporated as a title of S. 1860 relating to the graduation
from GSP status of certainly newly industrialized countries, specifi-
cally, Korea, Taiwan, and Wong Kong. We are pleased that the first
witness today is Senator McConnell.

STATEMENT OF HON. MITCH McCONNELL, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF KENTUCKY

- Senator MCCONNELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I
will be very brief. I appreciate the opportunity to be here this
morning. Obviously, there are those in the back who do as well.
[Laughter.]

Senator DANFORTH. We always greet witnesses this way.
Senator MCCONN&LL. This is such a happy committee; everybody

is so jovial.
This series of hearings is important as the Senate will be turning

its attention more fully to the trade debate in the coming months.
This specific hearing is timely because of the periodic GSP review
now taking place. As S. 1867 Illustrates, the GSP issue affects more
than one country and encompasses more than just market access
concerns.

I might say, Mr. Chairman, I took a slightly different approach
with S. Res. 369-which I introduced in arch-which focused on
one particularly important part of the GSP debate; market access
in Korea. I understand that conceptually S. 1967 essentially takes
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the view that some countries have now reached the point where
they have-as you put it-graduated from GSP preference.

I decided to take as I put it, a country-specific approach; S. Res.
369 pointed out that Korea was not providing access to its markets
for a variety of our products and, therefore, under existing law,
should be denied GSP benefits.

One particular market access problem warrants discussion in
this context. Treatment of American cigarettes, is the principal
reason for my introduction of this particular resolution. As you
may be aware, Korea practices a rather egregious brand of protec-
tionism with regard to American tobacco products. They simply
make the possession of foreign cigarettes illegal.

If a Korean is so unfortunate as to have foreign cigarettes on his
person, he can be arrested. There were about 4,000 such arrests in
1984, so they are serious about it.

With regard to my own resolution, after its introduction in
March, I was visited by a variety of different officials from the
Korean Government. I went to Korea at the end of May and
wanted to report to the subcommittee my experience there. I met
with a variety of different high-ranking Korean officials including
a 45-minute private meeting with President Chun Du Hwan, at
which point he made the following commitments.

No. 1, at the special session of the National Assembly, which is
currently in session, he said he would propose-and the cabinet in
Korea has since proposed to the National Assembly on June 5-
that Korea move its tobacco and gensing monopoly from the public
to the private sector. That is a fairly gutsy step for them.

They have 30,000 employees in the tobacco and gensing monopo-
ly-bigger than the Kentucky State government, to put that in con-
text. As you can imagine, a number of those government employees
are somewhat apprehensive about this shift. I believe that that bill
will be passed at the extraordinary session of the National Assem-
bly currently in session. That extraordinary session is due to end
June 24, so we should see.

The second commitment President Chun made was that, at the
regular session of the National Assembly, to be convened in Sep-
tember, the possession of foreign cigarettes would be decriminal-
ized. That is a second step that I think is reasonably important to
those of us who would like to sell a little tobacco abroad.

Should both of those steps take place, as he committed they
would, the market liberalization process would begin January 1,
1987. These are small steps, but they are important ones, particu-
larly to a State like mine.

I think that your broad review of the GSP program and the ap-
propriateness of continuing those preferences for a variety of differ-
ent countries is certainly commendable. I just bring-up my own ex-
perience to say that you can, I think, have some results under ex-
isting law; and I believe that I have had some results under exist-
ing law by singling out a country which has particularly egregious
practices with regard to American products and saying in effect it
would be the sense of the Senate, if this resolution passed, that the
GSP benefits to a country be discontinued under existing law
simply because they are not providing market access.
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As to the larger question of whether these countries have, as the
chairman put it, graduated and are no longer entitled to GSP bene-
fits, I would hold judgment; but I do think that under existing law
Korea has forfeited its right to continued GSP preferences under
the 1974 act simply by denying access to our products-not just to-
bacco, but beef and citrus and a variety of other commodities-im-
portant to a number of us.

Mr. Chairman, I have a full statement which I would like includ-
ed in the record.

Senator DANFORTH. Fine. Thank you very much.
Senator MCCONNELL. Thank you for the chance to be here.
Senator DANFORTH. It will be included. Thank you, Senator Mc-

Connell. It seems from your testimony that merely mentioning the
possibility of terminating GSP status has remarkable consequences.
People have taken the position that GSP status should be main-
tained in order to provide leverage for opening up other markets.
Do you hold to that theory.

Senator MCCONNELL. Mr. Chairman, I can only speak with
regard to Korea, and I must say, on the assumption that the Kore-
ans do what they say they are going to do-and they made quite a
lot about following through on their word-I would say I have
gotten remarkable results by simply introducing one sense of the
Senate resolution which singled out a country and said that they
should lose their GSP benefits if they don't open their markets to
certain specific products.

That might be an argument for continuing GSP, but it seems to
me that you have to be willing to terminate for it to mean any-
thing. And I know a number of you have been frustrated by this
administration and its lack of aggressiveness with regard to these
isspes. I suppose you could make an argument for continued GSP
preference, based on my own experience.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Long.
Senator LONG. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAucus. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Senator MCCONNELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Senator McConnell.
The next witness is Michael Smith, Deputy United States Trade

Representative.
[The prepared written statement of Senator McConnell follows:]
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Senate Committee on Finance

Subcommittee on International Trade

GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES

Mr. Chairman, the Senate has been focused on tax reform

during the past few days, but it wij io. ; 1%,,6 tho'

trade debate moves to the forefront of the legislative arena.

This hearing on the Generalized System or Preferences, along with

those already conducted or scheduled by this subcommittee, is

vital to providing the background information the Senate will

need to adequately address the challenges in trade facing our

nation. This hearing is particularly timely in light or the

current review or the Generalized System or Preferences now being

conducted by the United States.

On March 19th, Mr. Chairman, I introduced Senate Resolution

369, which ir approved, would express the sense of the Senate

that the Republic of Korea should not be extended benefit under

the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) until the

unreasonable and unjustifiable trade related acts, policies, and

practices described in the legislation are eliminated.

Presently, 13 or my Senate colleagues have cosponsored this

Resolution.
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I recognize that this Initiative 1s narrow in its focus. As

illustrated by S. 1867, the OSP issue certainly affects more than

one country and goes beyond market access concerns alone.

By introducing S. Res. 369, however, I have chosen to

isolate what I believe is a particularly important part of the

0SP debate. Korea is not alone In erecting trade barriers, but

it has maintained in some areas especially egregious policies of

import protection.

Title V or the Trade Act or 1974 as amended provides the

authority to extend preferences and sets forth criteria for

country and product eligibility, and for limitations or

preferential treatment under GSP. In all 0SP determinations, the

President is required to take into account. several discretionary

criteria relating to country practices. Specifically, he is

required, among other things, to examine "the extent to which

such country has assured the United States it will provide

equitable and reasonable access to the markets and basic

commodity resources oF such country and the extent to which such

country has assured the United States that It will refrain from

engaging in unreasonable export practices...".

Furthermore, the President must consider "the extent to

which such country is providing adequate and effective means

under its laws For foreign nations to secure, to exercise, and to

enforce exclusive rights In intellectual property, including
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patent, trademarks, and copyrights...." And he must also

consider "the extent to which such country has taken action to

reduce distorting Investment practices and pollcles (Including

export performance requirements); and reduce or elml1nate

barriers to trade In services .... "

It was after examining these criteria as applied to the

Republic of Korea that I decided to introduce Senate Resolution

369. While I will not attempt to list this morning the entire

catalogue of trade problems cited In the legislation, I am

convinced that the market access barriers maintained by the

Republic of Korea to protect their markets requires us to

seriously consider eliminating duty-free access for Korean

products and commodities to our markets.

As I travel throughout my state I rind that rew things

frustrate Kentucky's farmers, manufacturers, and businessmen more

than racing a wall of protectionism. In my mind, It is

inconsistent to allow a country like Korea to enjoy the rewards

of a free market without also accepting the responsibilities

associated with free trade.

In this regard, there is one particular market access

problem that warrants discussion in the context of this hearing--

the exportation of American cigarettes to Korea. I raise this

issue not only because of the exceptional unfairness of current

policies--it is presently illegal in Korea to possess foreign
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cigarettes--but because I am Impressed with the movement made by

the Republic of Korea in the direction of resolving this problem.

While we are quick to criticize our trading allies, we too seldom

discuss the positive steps many of them are making to correct

trade inequities.

Over the Memorial Day recess, Mr. Chairman, I had the

opportunity to visit Korea and discuss a range or bilateral tradb

problems with Korean President Chun as well as a number of

members or his Cabinet. Our discussions were frank and to the

point. I returned to the United States with a clearer

understanding or the Korean political challenges represented by

market liberalization, and I trust they were left with a better

understanding of the political realities which result from an

unfavorable U.S./Korea trade Imbalance that is nearing $5 billion

annually.

I am pleased to report that with regard to cigarettes,

President Chuni committed to support legislation during the

extraordinary session of the Korean National Assembly now taking

place which will change the state-run tobacco monopoly to a

public tobacco monopoly. Indeed, on June 5th, President Chun's

Cabinet approved such legislation and I am optimistic that the

bill will be approved by the National Assembly before the

extraordinary session ends on June 24th.
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Furthermore, President Chun has promised to support

legislation during the regular Pal' session or the nal

Assembly which will decriminalize the possession of fore!6n

cigarettes. Passage of these initiatives, although small In

scope, virtually assure that Korea's tobacco markets will begin

to open by January 1, 1987.

For the Kentucky tobacco farmer, open access to the Korean

cigarette market means potential new business worth over $500

million. It would also mean a renewed commitment between our two

nations to a more equitable trade relationship.

Mr. Chairman, I realize that our trade alliance with Korea

is more complicated than just one Issue. Good faith negotiations

on one issue, however, can be the beginning of restoring a sense

or fairness to our trading system. The Republic of Korea should

be commended for the actions taken so far to rectify trade

inconsistencies. It is this sense of equity which must be

foremost in our minds as we evaluate the appropriateness of

extending GSP benefits to our trading allies.

63-103 0 - 86 - 2
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STATEMENT OF HON. MICIIAEL B. SMITH. DEPUTY U.S. TRADE
REPRESENTATIVE, WASH INGTON, 1)(, AC'COMPANIEl) Ill
DAVID SHARK, DIRECTOR OF TIlE U.S. TRADE REPRESENTA.
TIVE OFFICE FOR THE GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFER.
ENCES PROGRAM
Ambassador Smith. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of

the subcommittee. I am joined this morning by Mr. David Shark,
USTR's Director of the Generalized System of Preferences Pro-
gram. I welcome this chance to appear before you regarding pro-
posed changes in the Generalized System of Preferences, so-called
GSP, as contained in S. 1867, as well as in title 6 of S. 1860.

The administration strongly opposes this legislation. The pro-
posed legislation would require that we remove, or in other words,
graduate certain more advanced developing countries from the
GSP program within 2 years. I would say at the outset that we
have no quarrel with the concept of graduation. Indeed, it has been
U.S. Government policy throughout the years that GSP benefits
are temporary preferences which should be phased out as develop-
ment occurs in individual beneficiary countries.

However, we do have serious concerns about the specific ap-
proach to graduation suggested in the bills that we are discussing
today. We believe that such legislation is unwarranted because
graduation was fully and appropriately addressed in the Trade and
Tariff Act of 1984.

Further, the proposed legislation would seriously undermine on-
going efforts to secure important improvements in the practices of
our trading partners, such as the Senator from Kentucky referred
to, and would impose an unnecessary burden on U.S. firms that
depend on GSP imports without providing any significant offsetting
economic benefits to the United States. As I indicated, Mr. Chair-
man, the practice of graduation has been an integral part of the
GSP program since 1981 when the administration initiated a policy
of discretionary graduation.

Under this policy, we have been substantially reducing the level
of GSP benefits available to the more advanced developing coun-
tries in those areas where they are competitive. The value of trade
affected by discretionary graduation has grown substantially over
the years from about $360 million in 1981 to something around $2.4
billion in 1986.

Looking at the three beneficiaries mentioned in the proposed leg-
islation, this year our graduation policy will exclude from GSP ben-
efits trade valued at almost $1 billion from Taiwan and about $.5
billion from Hong Kong and about $300 million for Korea. In addi-
tion, imports of competitive products have been limited since the
beginning of the GSP program in 1976 by the program's competi-
tive need limits.

When a country's export of a product exceed those competitive
need limits, the country automatically loses duty-free treatment for
the product in the following year.

Currently, trade valued at almost $13 billion is excluded from
the GSP program because of this provision. Korea, Hong Kong and
Taiwan account for almost $8 billion of this total $13 billion. As a
result of the combined effects of discretionary graduation and corn-
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petitive need limits, potential GSP benefits available to these three
bneficiaries have been reduced, by our calculations, by about 62
percent.

When the GSP program was renewed in 1984, Congress amended
the Trade Act of 1974 to make graduation a more explicit statutory
element of the program. The administration strongly supported
this amendment as it continued in a refined and improved form-
the approach to graduation known as "product graduation."

Under such an approach, as countries become sufficiently corn-
petitive in a product, they lose GSP eligibility for that product. We

lieve that this is the correct approach because it recognizes that
different sectors of the economies of developing countries develop
at different rates. The alternative approach-removing countries
from the program entirely-was also considered but was wisely re-
jected.

In renewing the GSP program, Congress provided a strong incen-
tive for developing countries, particularly the more advanced ones,
to improve their practices relating to trade, intellectual propert.
rights, investment, and workers' rights.

Passage of the proposed legislation would remove this incentive
and seriously undermine our efforts to solve problems in these
areas to the detriment of U.S. firms, farmers, and consumers. The
central element of graduation under the revised program is a gen-
eral review of program eligibility. Under the general review, which
Mr. Shark heads, we are required to examine the competitiveness
of each beneficiary country, vis-a-vis each GSP eligible product.

Where we find a country to be "sufficiently competitive" with re-
spect to a product, we must reduce the applicable limits on GSP
eligibility, known as competitive need limits, by half. In determin-
ing whether a country is "sufficiently competitive" in a product,
we are required to consider: one, the impact of GSP eligible im-
ports on U.S. firms; two, the competitiveness of the country in the
particular product; three, the country's level of development; and
four, its practices.

In regard to these practices, we are required to look at: one,
market access to goods and services; two, export practices; three,
protection of intellectual property rights; four, investment prac-
tices; and five, workers' rights. The general review must be com-
pleted by January 4, 1987. Work is obviously well under way. We
have held public hearings on country practices and competitive-
ness. We have received thousands of pages of advice from the U.S.
ITC, and we have consulted extensively with beneficiary countries.

Although the process of bilateral consultation is still in progress,
several countries have already begun to respond to our concerns,
most notably in the area of intellectual property rights. We are
hopeful that, by the end of the general review, many important
problems for U.S. firms will have been remedied. Ironically, howev-
er, this progress is in jeopardy because of proposed legislation
which singles out for removal from GSP eligibility those benefici-
aries that have been most responsive to our concerns and where
there is much yet to be accomplished.

I should add at this point, Mr. Chairman, that it is not clear how
many beneficiary countries might be affected by the proposed legis-
lation in addition to the beneficiaries specifically mentioned, that is
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to say, Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan. The legislation would direct
the administration to develop criteria to remove countries' GSP eli-
gibility on the basis of per capita income, other unspecified indica-
tions of economic development, and indications that the country
can compete in the absence of GSP.

Looking strictly at per capita GNP, Korea's level in 1984 was
only slightly above $2,000, compared to almost $15,500 for the
United States. There are many GSP beneficiaries whose per capita
GNP generally hovers close to or exceeds that of Korea. These
countries include Mexico, Argentina, Cypress, Israel, Malta, Brazil,
Chile, Uruguay, Singapore, and Yugoslavia. The law would provide
us with some flexibility to develop specific graduation criteria.
However, it would be unlikely that we could develop graduation
criteria that would affect the three beneficiaries mentioned in the
legislation without also affecting most of these other countries.

It is essential in reviewing the proposed legislation that we have
no illusions about its potential impact on the U.S. economy. First
and foremost, it should be recognized that removing countries from
the GSP Program is not likely to have a significant impact on the
current deficit in our balance of trade. Over the years, we have re-
frained from adding import-sensitive products to the program and
have removed products in the relatively rare instances where they
have been found to cause harm to U.S. industries.

By the end of the general review, we will have graduated benefi-
ciaries on those products where we have found them so competitive
that they are having an adverse effect on U.S. industry or are
squeezing out less advanced foreign suppliers.

Therefore, removal-of countries is not likely to affect the level of
U.S. imports. It will simply lead to higher prices for goods that will
be imported in any event and to shifting of export sources from one
advanced developing country to another or to developed countries.

Ironically, if we would remove Korea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan
from the GSP Program, the principal beneficiary most likely would
be Japan. It should also be borne in mind that the proposed legisla-
tion would act as an unnecessary and unwelcome new burden for
U.S. firms that rely on GSP imports. Many U.S. firms depend on
GSP imports of parts and materials to remain competitive against
imports of finished goods and in export markets. Other U.S. indus-
tries import goods under GSP to complement product lines pro-
duced in the United States. These points have been underscored by
U.S. firms time and again during congressional hearings on the re-
newal of the GSP Program and during our hearings on the general
review.

In 1984, Congress carefully considered the issues of graduation
and came uD with what we believe to be a wise and effective ap-
proach. The enthusiastic participation of the private sector in the
general review, especially their strong interest in our ongoing con-
sultations with the advanced beneficiaries, demonstrates their sup-
port for following through with the graduation mechanism of the
general review.

This new mechanism for graduation is now in place, and it is
working. Under those circumstances, Mr. Chairman, I think we
should be guided by an old axiom, "If it ain't broke, don't fix it."
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Ambassador, thank you very much. I am
not sure that "it ain't broke." It seems to me that the point of GSP
is to provide a way of improving the economies of lesser developed
countries. And when the benefits are largely soaked up by coun-
tries that could not reasonably be called lesser developed, I am
wondering if this "ain't broke" after all.

Can you think of any way to skew GSP-if we were to do any-
thing with it-can you figure any way that we can skew it so that
the benefits would redound more toward truly lesser developed
countries than to these three? It is disconcerting to hear you say-
and others have said as well-that if these three countries were
graduated, the benefits would largely go to Japan, or Japan and
Canada. That truly would be a backfiring of any intention with re-
spect to graduation. Can you think of any way to maybe change
the system so that the real basket case countries get the benefits
and not the newly industrialized countries?

Ambassador SMrrH. Mr. Chairman, that is perhaps the most diffi-
cult question that we have had to -apple with in the GSP Pro-
gram. Ever since I have been in USTR, we have tried to look at
this question from an intellectual point of view as to how you get
what we call a "better trickle down." And in my 13 years with the
USTR, we haven't been able to find a way to do that. It is, I sup-
pose, a truism to say that the countries that trade are the ones
which are going to benefit by this; and countries which don't trade
are not going to benefit by this. And there are many developing
countries that deserve, if you will, preferences or need preferences
to get into the trading game; but because they are not geared up to
trade, they don't get the benefits.

So, we have grappled with this--
Senator DANFORTH. It seems to me, then, that the system is mal-

functioning. I mean, if the intention of the generalized system of
preferences is to aid lesser developed countries by developing trade
with lesser developed countries, then we say, well, the lesser devel-
oped countries don't trade; so, let's maintain this program with
countries that are no longer lesser developed and that have huge
trade surpluses with the United States, in any event. It seems to
me that something is clearly wrong with the GSP.

Ambassador SMITH. I don't think that is so, Mr. Chairman, be-
cause there are a large number of countries which do use the GSP
Program, perhaps, obviously to a lesser degree than the big users.
But the point is that it has worked gradually with an increasing
number of countries. To be sure, a country like Korea, which had a
plan for export development, has been able to take advantage of it;
but it still does work in countries like Mexico, Brazil, Argentina,
and Uruguay.

And you had asked the question whether there was some way
that you could skew the benefits more in their favor. We have not
been able to find a way that would skew it more in their favor.

Senator DANFORTH. Let me just tell you what really is of concern
to me and somewhat annoying. The United States imports 58 per-
cent of all the goods that are exported by the LDC's.

Ambassador SMITH. All the manufactured goods?
Senator DANFORTH. The manufactured goods. Japan imports 8

percent. So, Japan, despite the fact that it has something like a
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GSP Program, imports a tiny amount of what is being produced by
the really poor countries; and we take on much more than half. We
do that despite the fact that we are running almost $150 billion
trade deficit with the rest of the world, and Japan is running a $50
billion trade surplus with the rest of the world.

So, we have this very generous approach. You know, sometimes
we say to ourselves: Well, the Japanese market is closed. What we
mean by that is that it is closed to what we produce in the United
States; and in point of fact, it is closed to everybody. I was in Korea
in January, and I asked the chairman of Hyundai: Do you intend
to try to sell cars in Japan? Answer: No. Why not? No hope of sell-
ing them.

Their market-this booming economy-their market is closed to
everybody else. Therefore, all the goods that are produced in
Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong and anyone else who wants to
export-those goods are diverted into the United States market be-
cause there is no access for them in the Japanese market.

Then, we are supposed to maintain not only open trade with
Hong Kong and Taiwan and Korea, but in addition to that, provide
special trade benefits-preferential trade benefits-at a time when
we have a $150 billion trade deficit with the rest of the world; and
in fact, we have a trade deficit of $13 billion with Taiwan and $6
billion with Hong Kong and almost $5 billion with Korea.

It doesn't seem to me as though this is functioning appropriately
when we are taking upon ourselves the responsibility of being the
market for the rest of the world, and the Japanese market is closed
to the rest of the world.

And then, when we are told: Heads, the Japanese win; tails, we
lose, because if we were to graduate these countries, lo and behold,
who would be the beneficiary? The Japanese would be the benefici-
ary. So, what I am saying to you, I guess, is I don't mind a GSP
system that works for the truly poor countries and benefits the
truly poor countries. But isn't there some way to improve this situ-
ation where the benefits are being soaked up by the newly industri-
alized countries and the Japanese market is always the winner and
that is closed, thereby diverting trade from Korea and elsewhere
into the United States?

A long, windy, speech-like question; but I guess the short ques-
tion is: Tell me something good we can do. [Laughter.]

Ambassador SMITH. The problem of access to the Japanese
market is a problem which you here on the Hill and I and others
down off the Hill have been grappling with for a long time. But the
question in my view, is whether it is germaine to the question ofGSP.

Japan has a GSP Program which is comparable in size to that of
the United States. The European Community has one which is
either comparable or larger in size than the United States. I share
the frustration of you, Senator, in terms of the intake by Japan of
manufactured goods. You know this has been a campaign we have
been waging with the Japanese now for some years, but that is not
an issue in my view in terms of the GSP question.

The question is how can we make the program work better? We
try through a series of seminars, meetings, travel to the countries
to tell the poorer countries how they can better use the GSP bene-
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fits. It is surprising-I have been on them myself-how ignorant
sometimes the public officials are of the law itself and how they
can take advantage of it. And we are trying to, if you will, educate
the public officials; and we meet with the private traders and the
firms in those countries to encourage them to take advantage of
the program, set up a system, work it with the agencies of the gov-
ernment.

But it still does not deny the fact that some countries, who would
otherwise beneficially use GSP, don't use it because they are not
fully developed traders yet; but presumably, that was one of the
reason for the program. It was to get countries that were not in the
international trading scene into tha trading scene. And I think if
you will look at the growth in trade by a number of the lesser de-
veloping countries-the lesser developed of the developing coun-
tries-you will see that the amount of trade under GSP from those
countries to the United States, to the Community, to Japan, to
Canada, to all the developed countries who extend GSP is increas-
ing. And by the way, GSP is a program extended by all developed
countries. We will be glad to provide those figures for the record.

[The prepared written statement and the prepared figures of Am-
bassador Smith follow:]
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Ambassador Miohael B. Smith
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Before the Suboommittee on Trade

Committee on Finanoe

United States Senate

June 17. 1988

Mr. Chairman and members of the Suboomwittee. I weloome this

opportunity to appear before you regarding proposed oranges in

the Generalized Systen of Preferenoes (GSP) oontained in 6.186.

as wel as Title VI of 5.1860. The Administration strongly

opposes this leg-slatio.

The proposed legislation would require that we remove, or in

other words graduate. certain tore advanced developing countries

fror the GSP prcgra with-In twc years. We have no quarrel with

the oonoept of graduation. Indeed, U.S. government policy

oonsIstently has ben that GSP-benefits are o y preferences

that should be phased out as deve.oprent ooours in individual

beneIolary oountrles. However. we have serious oonoerns about

the speoif4o approach to graduation suggested in the bills

we are discussing today. We believe that suoh legislation is

unwarranted beoause graduation was fPilly and appropriately

addressed in the Trade and Tariff Aot of 1984. Further. the

proposed legislation would seriously undermine ongoing efforts to

secure Irpcrtant ivprcverents In the praotioes of our trading
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partners and vould impose an unneossary burden on U.S. firms

that depend on GSP imports, without providing any signifioant

offsetting soonomio benefits to the United States.

The praotioo of graduation has been an integral element of the GSP

program sinoe 1981 when the Administration initiated a policy of

disoretionary graduation. Under this polloy, ve have been

substantially reducing the level of GSP benefits available to the

more advanced developing countries In those areas vhore they ikre

oompetitive The value.of trade affected by disoretionary

graduation has grove substantially over the years from $365

million in 1982 to $2.4 billion this year. Looking at the three

beneficiaries mentioned in the proposed legislation. this year

our graduation policy will ezolude from GSP benefits trade valued

at almost $1 billion for Taivan. over $600 million for Hong tong.

and over $300 million for Korea.

In addition. imports of oorpetitive products have been limited

since the beginning of the GSP program in 1978. by the program's

competitivee need limits. When a country's exports of a product

exceed these oorpetitive need limits, the country automatically

loses duty-free treatment for the product in the following year.

Currently, trade valued at almost $13 billion is excluded from

the GSP program because of this provision. Korea. Hong long and

Taivan aooount for almost $8 billion of this total. As a result

of the oombined effects of discretionary graduation and competitive
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need limits, the potential GOP benefits available to these three

benefiolaries has been reduoed by about 82%.

When the GOP program was renewed in 1984. Congress amended the

Trade Aot of 1974 to make graduation a more explioit statutory

element of the program. The Administration strongly supported

this amendment as it continued. in a refined and improved form.

the approaoh to graduation known as "produot graduation". Under

suoh an appnoaoh. as countries beoome suffloiently oompetitive in

a produot, they lose GSP eligibility for that produot. We

- believe-,that this is the oorreot approaoh because it reoogrizes

that different seotors of the eoonories of developing oountries

develop at different rates. The alternative approaoh -- removing

countries from the program entirely -- was also oonsidered but
wisely was releoted

In renewing the GSP program Congress provided a strong inoentive

for developing ocuntries -- partioularly the more advanoed ones-

- to Irprove their praotioes relating to trade. intelleot~Ual

property rights. investment, and workers' rights. Passage of the

proposed legislation would remove this inoentive and seriously

undermine our efforts to solve problems in these areas, to the

detriment of U.S. firs. farmers and oonsumers.

The oentral elere.t f graduation. under the revised program. Is

a general review of program elgibillity. Under the General

0
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Review. we are required to examine the oompetitivonos. Of saoh

betofloiary oountry vis-a-vis saoh GBP-eligible produot. Where

we find a oountry to be "suffiolently oompotitivo" with rospeot

to a produot. we must reduos the applioable limits on OBP eligi-

bility, known as oompetitive need limits, by half. In determining.

whether a oountry is "sufftioiently oompetitive" in a produot. we

are required to oonsider the impact of GSP eligible imports on

U.S fires, the oompetitivenes8 of the oountry in the particular

produot. the country's level of development, and its praotioe#.

In regard to oountry praotioes. we are required to look at market

aoosess for goods and services. export praotioes. proteotion of

intelleotual property rights. investment praotios. and workers'

rights

The General Rev4 ew rust be oorpleted by January 4. 1987 and work

is well underway. We have held publio hearings on oountry

practIoes and oorpetltlveness. reonived thousands of pages of

advioe from the US:TC. and oonsulted extensively with benefioiary

oountrer - Although the process of bilateral oonsultations ts

still in progress, several oountries have already begun to respond

tc our o:noerna. ron: notably in the area of intelleotual property

rights We are hope!u. that by the end of the General Review

many important problems for-U.S. firms will have been remedied.

Ircnioally. however, this progress is in Jeopardy because the

proposed :eg:sla:!C= s:igles out for removal from GSP eligibility
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those benefioiaries that have been the most responsive to our

oonoerns and where there is maoh yet to be aooomplished.

I should add at this point that it Is not olear hov many bensfio-

iaries countries might be affooted by the proposed legislation in

addition to the beneficiaries speoifioally mentioned -- &orea.

long Kong and Taiwan. The legislation vould diresot the Admini-

stration to develop oriteria to remove oountries' GSP eligibility

on the basis of per oapita Inoome, other unepsoified indioatioQs

of eoonomio development and indioations that the oountry oan

oorpete in the absenos of GSP. Looking striotly at per oapita

GNP. Korea's level in 1984 was only slightly above $9.000.

ooupared to almost $15.800 for the United States. There are many

GBP benefioiaries whose per oapita GNP generally hovers oloes to

or ezoeeds that of Korea. These oountries inolude Mexioo.

Argentina. Cyprus. Israel. Malta. Brazil. Chile. Uruguay. Singapore

and Yugoslavia. The law would provide us with some flexibility

to develop speoifio graduation oriteria. However. it would be

unlikelyr that we oould-develop graduation oriteria that would

affeot the three benefloiaries mentioned in the legislation

without also affeoting most of these other oountries.

It is essential in reviewing the proposed legislation that

we have no illusions about its potential impaot on the U.S. eoon-

ory. F~rst and foremost. it should be reoognized that removing

oountries fror the GSP prcgrar is not likely to have a signifloant
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impaot on the ourrent dotioit in our balanoe of trade. Over the

years. we have refrained from adding import sensitive products to

the program and have removed produots In the relatively rare
instances where they have been found to oause har* to U.S.-

Industries. By the end of the General Review, v will have

graduated benefiolaries on those products where we have found

them so oompetitive that they are having an adverse effot on

U.S. industry or are squeezing out loe advanoed foreign sup-

pliers. Therefore, removal of countries is not likely to affect

the level of U.S. imports. It vill simply lead to higher prios

for goods that will be imported in any event and to shifting gf

export souroes front one advanoed developing country to another or

to developed countries. Ironically, if we were to remove Korea.

Bong Kong. and Taiwan from the GSP program, the prinoipal beie-

fioiary most likely would be Japan.

It should also be* borne in mind that the proposed legislation

would aot as an unneoessary. and unweloome, new burden on U.S.-

firms that rely on GSP imports. Many U.S. firms depend on G&P

imports of parts and materials to remain competitive against

Imports of finished goods and in export markets. Other U.S. in-

dustries import goods under GSP to oomplement produot lines

produoed in the United States. These points have been underscored

by U.S. firms time and again during Congressional hearings on the

renewal of the GSP prog:ar and during our hearings on the General

Review.
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In 1984, Congress oarefully oonsidered the issue of graduation

and oame up with what we believe to be a wise and effeotive

approach. The enthuslastio partioipation of the private seotor

in the General Review. especially their strong interest In our

ongoing oonsultations with the advanoed benefioiaries. demonstrates

the.r suppcr- for following through with the graduation meohaniet

of the Gen~eral Reviev. This new reohanism for graduatgm

is now in piaoe and Is work!-ng Under these oirourstanoes. I

think thal, we should be guLded by the old axlor. 'If it aiUt

brcke. don't fix it
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Otho Tk*a Eoaa TAI~v a n gnn. Inng

Trade from U benetioiary countries other
than Xorea. Taiwan and Hong Kong

7.238.808.599

7,120.344,821

5.157,302.879

4,208,099.689

4,488.059.1012

3.913.031.787

3.179.871.338

2.588.768.118

YEAR Trade from laE developed benefiolaries

1988 : 73,6885.28

1984 90,744.326

1983 70.283.953

1982 50.273.763

1981 . 77.926.132

1980 44.789,072

1979 43.306.062

1978 : 27.329.372

1977 17,909.945

YEAR

1985

1984

1983

1982

1981

1980

1979

1978
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Senator DANFORTH. I am way over my time, but if I may, I would
like to ask just one "yes" or "no" question. Do the Japanese and
the Canadians extend GSP treatment to Korea, Hong Kong, and
Taiwan?

Ambassador SMITH. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. The list that I have been given says that Sen-

ator Baucus came here second. I apologize to you, Senator Baucus.
I had you out of order before. Oh, I thought it was Senator Bent-
sen, Senator Long, and then Senator Baucus; so I will revert to the
original order. Senator Bentsen?

Senator BENTSEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Mr.
Chairman, looking at this bill, I think we have already plowed this
particular bit of turf. In the 1984 Trade Act, we lowered the com-
petitive need limits for advanced LDC's that refused to pull down
their trade barriers to us; and we removed the benefits entirely if
they exceed the per capita GNP of $8,500, as I recall.

I was and I am still strongly in favor of the 1984 provisions. GSP
should be withdrawn from countries, such as Korea and Taiwan,
until they agree to protect United States intellectual property
rights and remove Japanese-style import barriers. I think that is
good trade policy. I think this is different. This removes GSP,
period.

It eliminates Korea because it is industrialized, and yet Korea
has the same per capita income as does Mexico. Even though
Taiwan has financed its development through equity-and that is
what we have been trying to get these other countries to do, in-
stead of borrowing-this bill would remove them.

Kicking off Hong Kong makes the least sense of all. Here is a
country that doesn't have any kind of trade barriers, and we
punish them for good behavior.

So, I don't think this bill is the right approach frankly. I don't
think it will cause Koreans to reduce their import protection. I
think this is just plain old protectionism. I am against it.

I believe that the 1984 bill properly administered will do the job;
but you brought up a point, Mr. Chairman, that deeply concerns
me, too. And that is the role of other developed countries.

When you talk about our importing 58 percent of the manufac-
tured products from lesser developed countries and the Japanese
just importing 8 percent. Today you see the Japanese per capita
income and the European Community per capita income almost
the same as ours. Now, if they would increase their imports from
the lesser developed countries to the same extent we have on a per
capita basis, that would increase the exports of manufactured prod-
ucts from the-lesser developed countries by $250 billion a year.

And that would take some of the burden off of us in this country
to help these lesser developed countries. Mr. Ambassador, my ques-
tion is: What are you doing about it?

What are you doing to try to get these other countries, Japan
and the European Community, to take more manufactured prod-
ucts from the lesser developed countries? What positive things?
Now, you talked about GSP and what you are doing; but it sounds
to me like you are talking about how to help sell it to this country.
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How about to Europe? What kind of pressure have you been able
to bring on Europe to buy more of the manufactured products of
these lesser developed countries, and Japan?

Ambassador SMITH. Senator, I believe the question is perhaps
more accurately put in terms of Japan becauseI think the Europe-
an Community, through its Lome Convention, has in essence a vast
preference system with some 53 or 58 countries.

Senator BENTSEN. But as I recall, ours were 58 and the Japanese
were 8. The European Community is just slightly over 20.

Ambassador SMITH. It is about 23.
Senator BINTSEN. Yes. I wasn't far off.
Ambassador SMITH. But they have a program, sir-the so-called

Lome Convention-which--
Senator BENTSEN. I am talking about results, Mr. Ambassador. I

am tired of listening about these programs that don't get results. I
want to look at the bottom line.

Ambassador SMITH. My point, sir, is that the Europeans are
probably taking in a very considerable amount of manufactured
and nonmanufactured exports from countries under the Lome Con-
vention as well as their GSP Program. They have two. We have a
GSP Program; they have a GSP Program as well, but also this
Lome Convention. Japan is where the problem is.

It is the fact that-actually, our figures, Mr. Chairman, I
think--

Senator BENTSEN. Mr. Ambassador, it is both places. It is just a
greater problem in Japan, but go ahead.

Ambassador SMITH. All right. But the real problem is Japan. I
think the actual figure, Mr. Chairman, is that we are taking in 62
percent of the manufactured imports; at least, that is the last
figure I saw. We have been leaning on the Japanese, as you know,
very hard, pointing out to them that they have a problem not just
with the United States, but they have a global problem in terms of
the share of imports that they take in, whether or not it is from
the developing world, but particularly from the developing world.

I was in Korea, too, recently, and the Koreans said as much as
the chairman of Hyundai did to you, sir, that they have almost
given up on the Japanese market. We have been leaning very hard
on the Japanese to try and get them to take in more and more
manufactured imports from the developing world. We have tried to
cast it in the following way: That we don't care where you take the
imports in; just take them in.

And that has, as you say, Senator Bentsen, the effect of spread-
ing, if you will, the burden around among the countries which can
afford to take in these imports. We have not had a great deal of
success; that is for sure. But I think the Europeans and the Ameri-
cans and the Canadians have all been trying to impress upon the
Japanese that they must do more in terms of importing manufac-
tured goods from the developing world.

You ask me what can I point to for success. I can't point to any
great success in that. The figures show that they only import some-
thing like 8.3 percent of manufactured goods from the developing
world.

Senator BEsrSEN. I see my time has expired.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Long.
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Senator LONG. We have seen workers in Korea and Hong Kong
and even Red China performing industrial tasks that are really not
much different than that which American workers perform. Can
you tell me how the average Korean industrial wage compares
with the average American industrial wage?

Ambassador SMITH. I don't have the precise figures, sir. It is ob-
viously lower and probably considerably lower. We will provide
that for you---

Senator LONG. You ought to be able to give an educated guess. I
mean, any idiot-anybody in this room-knows that Korea has a
lower wage. Can't you come a little closer than that?

Ambassador SMITH. You asked for the average industrial wage in
the United States--

Senator LONG. Compared to the Korean average wage.
Ambassador SMITH. I would say that if the average wage in the

United States were a factor of 10, then the average Wage in Korea
would be a factor of $1.50 or $2.

Senator LONG. You think about 15 percent?
Ambassador SMITH. 15 or 20 percent.
Senator LONG. And in Taiwan, would that be about the same, or

would it be substantially different?
Ambassador SMITH. I believe Taiwan would be lower.
Senator LONG. Hong Kong?
Ambassador SMITH. Higher.
Senator LONG. Higher?
Ambassador SMITH. Higher than Korea and Taiwan.
Senator LONG. And about where would you put that? I would

like to have for the record just an educated guess.
Ambassador SMITH. I would say again that if the United States

wage were $10, then the Hong Kong wage would be between $2 and
$3.

Senator LONG. Right. Now, those industrialized zones that they
are developing in Red China, how would that compare?

Ambassador SMITH. They would be lower.
Senator LONG. About where would you put that?
Ambassador SMITH. I would imagine, sir, around-between $1

and $2.
Senator LONG. I have just gained the impression that for a job

that would bring maybe $1.65 on an assembly line in Korea, it
looked to me like in Red China it would be about $.50. So, that
would be about one-third of what it is in Korea-the same type of
work-somewhere between one-half and one-third. Does that look
about right to you?

Ambassador SMITH. Right.
Senator LONG. So, the thought that occurs to me is that if their

wages are that much lower, on anything that has a substantial
labor input, where does that leave us as far as competing with
them in making just the ordinary profit in shipping those things in
our direction?

Can you tell me what are Japan's total imports from those three
Asian countries-Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong--compared to the
total United States imports from those countries.

Ambassador SMITH. I cannot tell you offhand, sir.
Senator LONG. Can you give me a guess?
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Ambassador SMITH. I have no idea, sir.
Senator LONG. Is Japan importing as much on a per capita basis

from those countries as we are?
Ambassador SMITH. No, sir.
Senator LONG. Nothing like it?
Ambassador SMITH. Well, you threw in the foreign enterprise

zones in the Peoples Republic of China.
Senator LONG. Thank you very much.
Senator DANFORTH. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Ambassador, you suggested that these bills

should not pass, for one reason, because it -is important for the
USTR to have leverage to negotiate with other countries, leverage
they could use in Korea to lift trade barriers. Could you give us
some examples of cases where you have attempted to use the GSP
threat-GSP graduation as leverage on certain products?

And second, could you give us an indication of where that has
heen successful and where it has been unsuccessful?

Ambassador SMITH. I think the best case-probably the freshest
case-is Singapore on the question of intellectual property where
they have under, shall we say, a great deal of pressure from us, in-
troduced a copyright law and other intellectual property protection
measures, with the full knowledge that if they didn't, they were
running the risk-and a real risk-that the United States would
act on GSP.

Senator McConnell has already talked to you this morning about
tobacco in Korea. We have had a similar thing on wine, alcohol,
and tobacco products in Taiwan. We have been working on insur-
ance and other service-type cases with Taiwan.

Senator BAUCUS. Could you give me a number? Could you give us
a ballpark number of instances where you have used the GSP grad-
uation threat as leverage or a tool?
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Hong Kong

South Korea

Taiwan
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- .78
$1.41

t$1.45

Souxoe: Bureau of Labor Statistios2 -ata is not available from the BR:eau of Labor Statistios on the
Peoples Republic of China. Based on the Statistioal Yearbook of
China for 1983 it is estimated that in 1982. the average WMU&2
total oowpensation for industrial workers in "state owned eoonomio
enterprises", based on official exchange rates, was $1.986.
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Ambassador SMITH. In how many cases we have done this?
Senator BAUCUS. Yes, roughly. How often? How many times?
Ambassador SMITH. We do it with all the beneficiaries of GSP

with whom these problems have been identified to us by U.S. pri-
vate sector. And so, we are talking 40 or 50 countries with whom
we have raised these issues specifically.

Senator BAUCUS. How many times, would you say, without quali-
fication, that that has been the mayor determinant in getting some
concession with one of these countries? How many times?

Ambassador SMITH. I would ask Mr. Shark to respond because he
was doing this every day, sir.

Mr. SHARK. If I might.
Senator BAUCUS. You have a good name for this job.
Mr. SHARK. Thank you. The first thing that has to be recognized

is that the way this was structured by the Congress, the full value
of the leverage ripens over a 2-year period.

Senator BAucus. How many times, though have you used the
graduation threat?

Mr. SHARK. We have been using it overall in our trade relations
with these countries for 2 years.

Senator BAucus. How many times-just a good guess-how
many times successful and how many times unsuccessful?-

Mr. SHARK. Successful, I would guess at least 10 times.
Senator BAucus. How many times unsuccessful?
Mr. SHARK. I wouldn't use unsuccessful because the jury is still

out. The general review doesn't end until the end of this year. And
a lot of countries are waiting-as we would-to see how well they
can do in the general review, and we are working with them.

Senator BAUCUS. What is your best guess as to how many times
at the end of the review period you will be successful?

Ambassador SMITH. I think we will be very successful, sir. In our
view, we have no choice. They either make the necessary reforms
or their GSP will be accordingly reduced.

Senator BAucus. What value do you place on the argument
among developing countries that it is unfair for the United States
to graduate them because other developed countries will also grad-
uate them, and that will hurt those developing countries?

Ambassador SMITH. Personally, sir, I don't put a great deal of
stock on it because we have made it very clear from the beginning
of the GSP Program that this was a unilateral action by the
United States. It was not, if you will, a God-given right. Now, not
only do other developing countries not agree with that position, but
a lot of developed countries do not agree with that position of the
United States.

Senator BAUCUS. Referring to the point that Senator Long and
Senator Bentsen were making, don't you think it is appropriate to
somehow leverage graduation to a GSP country where it is appro-
priate to try to get some trade concessions from Japan; that is, go
to Japan and say we are thinking bout graduating certain coun-
tries, which may have a beneficial effect on you, Japan, but in
return for that we think you ought to open up your markets more
to those countries' products or take other actions to generally open
up the Japanese markets?

To what degree do you think it is appropriate to try to leverage?
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Ambassador SMITH. I don't.
Senator BAucUs. Yes, but why not?
Ambassador SMITH. I just don't think that would work. I think

that the Japanese would not respond to that-well, let me put it
more precisely. I think if you went to the Japanese and said, look,
we are going to graduate country X or country Y or products X or
Y and you are going to benefit; and therefore, you should pay us
for that, I don't think the Japanese will pay you for it.

Senator BAucus. What are you doing to effectively open upJapan?Ambassador SMITH. Banging away.

Senator BAUCUS. I am sorry?
Ambassador SMITH. Banging away, sir.
Senator BAUCUS. But how often are you raising the point that

Senators Long and Bentsen raised, namely that Japan opens up
less--

Ambassador SMITH. Every time I go to Japan, every time I meet
with the Japanese, I keep hammering away at this theme. They
must take in more from the developing world.

Senator BAucus. And what success have you seen?
Ambassador SMITH. I can't point to any great successes, sir.
Senator BAUCUS. I am sorry?
Ambassador SMITH. I can t point to any great successes. Their

figures on imports of manufactured goods, and the developing
world has remained remarkably constant.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you; and thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. I think we all bang away at Japan, and it is

like banging away at a steel door with a pillow. It is impossible.
Mr. Smith, let me ask you if it makes sense to try to have a GSP
system that maybe is a little more helpful to the truly needy coun-
tries? I wonder if in the next few weeks you might be willing to
meet with interested Senators or staff people and interested Sena-
tors to see if there isn't some improvement that could be made in
the system so that it could be more carefully targetted to those
that we intend to help? What is it-about two-thirds of the benefits
go to these three countries?

Ambassador SMrI.. Something like that.
Senator DANFORTH. Something like that, I think-60 some odd

percent, I think, of the GSP benefits go to three countries that
have large sttrpluses with the United States anyhow and that are
not exactly lesser developed countries.

Ambasssador SMITH. It is about 45 percent, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. Only 45 percent? W911, it is still a large por-

tion of the total program.
Ambassador SMrrIH. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. I wonder if you would be open to exploring

ways of trying to more carefully target it?
Ambassador SMITH. We certainly would. I would welcome that

because I must admit we have for years wrestled with the problem,
as I think all developed countries have. How do you increase the
trickle down and still keep the program in a workable way? The
only way that we have thus far been able to figure this out is to do
it on a product basis. Some other countries use quotas, have a limit
by quota; we have not chosen to do that because of the administra-
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tive problem involved. But it is something which is a very valid
point with the GSP Program.

Senator DANFORTH. I think that would be worth pursuing. I
think that would be what Congress had in mind. How long have
you been banging away at the Japanese on this?

Ambassador SMITH. I just finished my 59th trip to Tokyo, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. The 59th?
Ambassador SMITH. Yes, sir.
Senator DANFORTH. It is just unbelievable. It really is. And I

imagine in those 59 trips, you have probably been told at least 59
times: Oh, we understand, and we are going to take care of it.

Ambassador SMITH. I just came back, as I told you before the
hearing this morning, from a week on the Chesapeake Bay and I do
believe in that bumper sticker that "I'd rather be sailing." [Laugh-
ter.]

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Bentsen.
Senator BENTSEN. Not bad. Mr. Chairman, I know this hearing is

on the generalized system of preferences, but something happened
yesterday that I would like to comment on for just 3 or 4 minutes;
and that is the appointment by the President of Susan Liebler to
be Chairman of the U.S. International Trade Commission.

And I suggest that this Trade Subcommittee invite her up here
as a witness as soon as we can and let her testify before us and
answer some questions about her attitude toward trade ideology
and the law. A witness before the House Trade Subcommittee in
April raised questions about the ability of Commissioner Liebler to
impartially administer this Nation's trade laws.

Now, you have had critics of the new Chairman that include
both fellow commissioners and representatives of U.S. industries.
The primary criticism is that she bases her decisions on her own
trade ideology, rather than what the law is. The House has ap-
proved legislation requiring the Senate to confirm the Chairman of
the Trade Commssion.

That is not the current law; that is what they have proposed; and
I an inclined to support that kind of a provision. If there was such
a law in effect now, I think it would be a very open question
whether Commissioner Liebler would be confirmed as Chairman. I
recall when she was first proposed, she was objected to by Republi-
cans and Democrats alike; and the Senate did not at first confirm
her nomination.

She was later renominated and then confirmed. I suggest that we
issue such an invitation to her to answer some questions I have
and I believe some other members of this subcommittee have about
her attitude toward this Nation's trade laws. I believe the least this
panel can do is to seek assurances that she will adhere to the law
and not to any particular ideology.

Senator DANFORTH. I think that is a very good suggestion, Sena-
tor Bentsen. We will see what we can work out. I share your con-
cerns.

Ambassador Smith, thank you very much.
Ambassador SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. Next, we have a panel: Carlton E. Nichols,

president of Nichols & Stone; & Murray J. Belman of Thompson
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& Mitchell, who is counsel to the Cold Finished Steel Bar Institute.
Mr. Nichols.

STATEMENT OF CARLTON E. NICHOLS, JR., PRESIDENT, NICHOLS
AND STONE CO.. GARDNER, MA; AND PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
FURNITURE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Mr. NICHOLS. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

my name is Carlton E. Nichols, Jr., I am president of Nichols and
Stone Co. of Gardner, MA, and this year I am also serving as presi-
dent of the American Furniture Manufacturers Association.

I am pleased to present AFMA's statement on an issue of critical
importance to the furniture industry-the flood of duty-free furni-
ture imports entering our country from so-called less developed
countries under the generalized system of preferences program.
Mr. Chairman, I am a businessman. As such, I try my best to deal
with reality in running my company. I expect nothing less from my
Government.

My testimony contains some impressive statistics regarding fur-
ture import penetration in the U.S. market. It may be that I do

ot understand these numbers. Our No. 1 competitor, by any one
measure you choose to use, Taiwan, is considered to be a less devel-
oped country by my Government.

Imports from Yugoslavia have increased over 300 percent in the
last 6 years, but my Government tells me Yugoslavia is a less de-
veloped country. The same is true for Korea, Romania, Brazil, and
practically all of our major competitors for the domestic furniture
market. It is almost inconceivable to me that two people looking at
this information can arrive at two so obviously different conclu-
sions. What really upsets me is having to go through a complex,
expensive, year and a half process to bring my Government to a
conclusion I and many other industry members regard as self-evi-
dent: that imports from so-called less developed countries are dev-
astating portions of my industry.

More specifically, in January of 1986, I had to close a factory as a
result of GSP imports. The last thing we ought to be doing is allow-
ing these countries GSP benefits. Further, we understand there
will be a period of "consultation" with potentially affected coun-
tries to produce changes in foreign country practices, using GSP as
a bargaining chip.

We could make every argument required by law to prove our
case, and yet be traded away in negotiations to satisfy someone
else's trade problems. AFMA believes every U.S. industry is enti-
tled to market access; however, market access benefits should nei-
ther be gained at the expense of the GSP program nor to the detri-
ment of a particular industry.

Certainly, Congress never intended continuing duty-free treat-
ment for those countries that have demonstrated themselves to be
fully competitive in the world market even for negotiating pur-
poses. I apologize for sounding a bit self righteous, but permit me
some indignation. I absolutely cannot believe the hurdles we must
overcome to convince our Government of the GSP furniture import
problems our industry clearly faces. I can appreciate the legitimate
goals of the GSP program, and I am also aware of the history of
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trade negotiations in the United States. Nobody in the 1950's or
1960's ever thought we would be facing the kind of competition
that greets me every day at my office.

We were lulled into a false sense of security, and now we are
paying the price. We need to adapt our trade policies to the reali-
ties of the 1980's, and I cannot think of a better place to start than
the GSP program.

Mr. Chairman, I know it is one of the matters over which you
and other subcommittee members are wrestling, and we are most
appreciative of your efforts. Just give us-give me-a chance to
compete fairly with my major competition, and let me take care of
the rest. We support S. 1867 with the modifications suggested in
my complete statement. Stated differently, we strongly support the
immediate graduation of countries sufficiently competitive so as to
no longer require the benefit of the GSP program. Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Nichols. Mr. Belman.
(The prepared written statement of Mr. Nichols follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommitteer my name is
Carlton E. Nichols, Jr. I am President of Nichols and Stone
Company of Gardner, Massachusetts, and this year I am also
serving as President of the American Furniture Manufacturers
Association (AFMA). I am pleased to present AFMA's
statement on a provision affecting an issue of critical
importance to the furniture industry--the flood of duty-free
furniture imports entering our country from so-called
"less-developed countries" under the Generalized System of
Preferences (GSP) program.

The AMFA is the largest furniture manufacturing trade
association in the United States. AFMA member companies
produce the vast majority of U.S. residential furniture.
Also, AFMA members have home offices or facilities in almost
the entire fifty states and provide employment to several
hundred thousand persons.

The furniture industry, in recent years, has become
more international in scope. Reflected both by inroads made
by imported furniture into markets traditionally dominated
by the U.S. furniture industry and by U.S. companies
expanding their horizons overseas in search of new markets,
the impact of trade-related policies cannot be understated.

The behavior of the U.S. Government in the area of
furniture trade has been outstanding: the U.S. has
consistently lowered its effective tariffs on furniture over
the past two decades through outright reductions, through
the extension of very favorable tariff treatment to certain
countries, and through its provision of duty-free status to
certain developing countries--even where those countries
have become major international competitors in furniture
(and other) trade.

However well-meaning these efforts are, they carry with
them one fatal flaw. As practiced over the past two
decades, with respect to the American furniture industry,
the "free trade" and "lowered tariff" thrust of our
government's trade policy has been too one-sided. U.S.
backed agreements and Congressionally approved programs have
hampered the ability of the U.S. furniture industry to
compete in its own marketplace. They have also led to a
partial restructuring of this industry not based upon the
free flow of trade in international commerce.

The American furniture manufacturing industry has
experienced an alarming rise in import competition in recent
years, much of it under the GSP program. From 1979 to 1985,
according to the most recent U.S. Department of Commerce
figures available, wood and upholstered furniture imports
increased 470%, from $312 million to $1.78 billion. Overall
furniture imports in 1985 reached a record level of $2.6
billion. Some segments of our industry have been
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devastated, and my own company, which has been in furniture
manufacturing for over 150 years, has been adversely
affected.

We believe that our response to the rise in imports has
been exemplary. APIA has not called for quotas on furniture
imports, nor have we asked for high tariff barriers to be
erected to keep out foreign goods. What we have asked for,
though, is equity.

It is an unfortunate fact of life that many of these
imports originate in countries which enjoy the benefits of
duty-free access to the U.S. furniture market under the GSP
program--countries which APMA feels are highly advanced
international competitors in furniture trade and no longer
require the added subsidy of GSP eligibility. APMA strongly
believes that countries such as Taiwan, Yugoslavia,
Singapore, South Korea, Mexico, Brazil and Romania, all once
considered less-developed, now ought to compete in our
markets under the same rules faced by other major furniture
producing countries.

To place GSP furniture trade in perspective,
approximately $624 million of the record $2.6 billion worth
of furniture imports entered the U.S. duty-free in 1985. An
additional $1.19 billion came from GSP-eligible countries,
but fell into tariff categories that had previously been
recognized as being fully competitive, had lost duty-free
eligibility, and were subject to applicable rates of duty.
The important point, however, is that GSP-blessed, duty-free
furniture entering this country has had a considerable
negative effect on the U.S. furniture producer, and the
amount of such furniture represents a rather sizeable
portion of the $13 billion in 1985 GSP imports. In fact,
GSP furniture imports represent a much higher percentage of
all GSP imports than one would expect given the relative
proportion of furniture trade as a percentage of all U.S.
trade.

I want to highlight the effect imports of this
magnitude have had on the furniture industry. According to
the U.S. Department of Commerce,-approximately two-thirds of
all furniture companies are small businesses. Our industry
is highly fragmented, with no one company representing more
than approximately 4% of the market. No single furniture
company even approaches the $624 million dollar mark in
sales. Certain specific product categories have encountered
stiff foreign competition, while others remain relatively
untouched--to date. The furniture industry is far from
monolithic and examining only gross import figures might
lead one to significantly underestimate the degree of import
penetration in certain furniture tariff categories. Let me
cite just two examples:
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o At one time, the U.S. producers dominated the
domestic directors chair market. In the past five
years imports of directors chairs have doubled, due
largely to the application of the GSP program to Taiwan
(until 1982) and Thailand (nearly 86 percent of
directors chair imports in the first quarter of 1986).
Imports now account for an estimated 40% of this
market# with devastating results. There are only a
handful of directors chair manufacturers remaining in
the U.S. today.

o The top four sellers of dining room tables at the lower
price ranges were iMporters. More specifically, wood
dining room table imports from Taiwan more than doubled
from 1984 to 1985, and, if present rates continue, 1986
imports will show a 328% increase in volume over 1984
levels. This, despite being denied GSP status since
1980! Similarly, if GSP-eligible imports from
Singapore and Yugoslavia continue at their present 1986
rate, they will post increases of 132% and 347%,
respectively, over 1984 levels, and account for nearly
71% of GSP imports of wood dining tables. The top four
sellers of dining room furniture at the lower price
ranges were importers.

Additional examples of severe import penetration of
specific furniture product categories abound in our
industry--due in many cases to the application of GSP
benefits to already fully competitive countries. Among the
hardest hit of these product categories are non-folding
wooden chairs, desks, bedroom furniture, wall systems,
furniture parts, and metal furniture. It is for this reason
that AFMA strongly supports the intent of S. 1867. We would
suggest, however, that the provision be modified so as to
include other highly competitive countries by name. In
addition, AFHA questions the roundabout method used in
S. 1867 of requiring the President to submit a proposal to
Congress withdrawing GSP benefits from competitive
countries. This session of Congress is rapidly winding
down, and such a submission could quite easily not be
considered during the usual year-end crush of activity.
AFHA respectfully suggests that Congress "knock out the
middleman" and simply pass legislation withdrawing GSP
benefits immediately for certain countries.

The economies of the aforementioned GSP-eligible
furniture exporting countries exhibit a high level of
general economic growth. Moreover, the furniture producing
industries in each of these countries are highly competitive
in the world market and--in particular--the U.S. market.
They rival furniture producing industries in developed
nations such as the Canada, United States, Denmark, or other
European countries. Taiwan, for example, is the single
largest GSP or non-GSP importer of furniture into the U.S.
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market. The picture of GSP benefits flowing to competitive
industries and countries is not confined to furniture trade.
Indeed, only a glance at the list of countries and product
petitions filed with the United States Trade Representative
(USTR) demonstrates that furniture trade is not atypical.

The original purpose of the GSP program was to promote
economic growth in developing countries, which often need
temporary, preferential treatment to compete effectively
with industrialized nations. The goal of the GSP program is
not served when preferential treatment is accorded
relatively well-developed countries, and undermines the
competitive position of U.S. industry. Continuation of such
benefits is, in effect, a foreign aid grant. AFPA strongly
believes that *foreign aid" should not be hidden under the
aegis of trade policy programs.

S. 1867 recognizes that, as countries reach a
sufficient degree of economic development, they should be
graduated from the GSP program in order to maintain
opportunities for economic growth in tLuly less-developed
countries.

Currently, the withdrawal of GSP benefits is done on a
piecemeal# issue-by-issue, product-by-product basis. A
procedure has been constructed that is cumbersome, risky and
expensive for any domestic industry wishing to seek a
modification or removal of GSP benefits. Practically
speaking, the result has been a continuation of GSP benefits
to a host of countries having a large number of fully
competitive industries.

Last year, AFMA petitioned USTR for a lowering of
competitive need limits on furniture imports from Taiwan,
Korea, Yugoslavia, Romania, Brazil and Mexico. At the same
time, AFMA opposed requests that no limits on duty-free
imports should apply ("waivers of competitive need limits")
on certain furniture products by Taiwan, Thailand, and
Singapore. More recently, in the 1986 annual review, AFMA
requested the removal of GSP benefits with respect to
importation of certain wood and metal household furniture
products from Taiwan, Yugoslavia, Singapore and Thailand.
In each of these cases, the domestic industry (represented
by AFMA) is charged with the responsibility to demonstrate,
on a product-by-product basis, whether economically
developed countries should remain eligible for GSP
privileges on selected products. The outcome of these
petitions is in doubt, and will not be announced until late
this year or next year.

You may ask at this point, after our having taken these
steps, why AFMA supports the spirit of S. 1867. We have
three main concerns:
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(1) That a law as complex as GSP, involving
consideration of so niany disparate criteLia, by so many
different individuals, leaves itself open to
misinterpretation of Congressional intent based on
subjective evaluations;

(2) That any gains achieved through the administrative
process might be lost through non-GATT negotiations as
agencies seek to use GSP benefits as a lever to effect
changes in foreign country practices; and

(3) That the administrative procedure places an undue
burden squarely on the shoulders of domestic industry
to prove competitiveness on a case-by-case,
product-by-product basis when, for some countries, the
determination should be self-evident.

To illustrate the flaws inherent in the process, let me
Lelate just a few of the hurdles we have encountered to
date.

AFMA petitioned USTR in the spirit of Title V of the
1984 Amendments to the Trade Act of 1974, which renewed GSP
authority. Title V contained explicit reference (found in
the House and Senate Committee Reports, H. Rpt. 98-1090 and
S. Rpt. 98-485) to Congressional intent of redistributing
GSP benefits from the handful of advanced developing
countries now receiving them, to other, truly needy,
less-developed countries, a sentiment echoed in S. 1867. In
the course of our effort to oppose the waiver requests, we
encountered a presumption in favor of petitions for waivers
of competitive need limits, unless the domestic industry
could show ijury from such an action. In fact, the
legislative history clearly prescribes a much less stringent
standard of "adversely affected" should be used, and directs
the President to "vigorously ... withdraw, suspend or limit
GSP benefits..." to competitive countries. Clearly, a
presumption in favoQf 9. y& contradicted Congressional
intent.

Beyond the procedural problems imposed by the
administrative process, the concept of GSP eligibility as a
valuable negotiating tool also threatens to overwhelm
substantive considerations. It is our understanding that
there will be a period of "consultation" with potentially
affected foreign countries to effect changes in market
access, intellectual property protection, and other
long-standing trade issues. The fact that these non-GATT
talks will be held at all is a de factor recognition of the
success of the GSP program and of the status of certain
beneficiary countries as unquestionably significant
international competitors.

Further, anybody who, in an era of burgeoning trade
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deficits, asserts that we need GSP as a lever either has a
direct financial stake in seeing the program continue or is
intent upon using it for foreign policy reasons.

One scenario that has been of constant concern to our
Association is that we make our case regarding both
competitive need limits and waiver requests, and yet lose
our case because of the use of a presumption against us that
is certainly contrary to Congressional intent. Or, having
cleared that hurdle, lose our case because our concerns are
traded away to satisfy someone else's market access or
intellectual property protection problems. Any granted
waiver requests must be found to be in the *U.S. national
economic interest," a determination which requires
evaluating the impact of such actions on producers of like
or competitive products, the extent of the beneficiary
country's competitiveness, and their level of economic
development. In short, our concern is that the government
will fail to take into account AU of the statutory language
pertaining to the definition of 'national economic
interest.*

In a letter to Ambassador Yeutter we made our concerns
known and his response removed the possibility of a
misperception of Congressional intent. While we feel that
our concerns have been addressed, this incident serves to
point up the drawbacks of a procedure so complex that some
of the various agency personnel charged with administering
the law are not fully cognizant of the intent of Congress
with regard to these provisions. Also, our industry, unlike
some that have been significantly affected by GSP imports,
happened to have an Industry Sector Advisory Committee
representative which facilitated the communication with
USTR.

The general review and annual reviews, while laudable
in concept, provide only a piecemeal approach to the removal
of GSP eligibility for more advanced developing countries
and impose a heavy burden of proof on domestic industries to
demonstrate that limitations on GSP eligibility are
warranted. Notwithstanding the result of the reviews, they
provide only a partial solution to the continued eligibility
of economically advanced countries for GSP privileges.

AFA supports S. 1867 as a step in the right direction
towards a more comprehensive examination of newly
industrialized countries, among them Taiwan, Yugoslavia,
South Korea, and Singapore. The degree of economic growth
and development of these countries has been well-documented
elsewhere, before this Committee and in AFKA's submission to
USTR.

I would like to highlight the highly competitive nature
of GSP-eligible foreign furniture industries--industries
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which continue to have preferential access to the V.S.
market. If the Subcommittee desires the more complete
information contained in AFMA's petitions to USTR, I would
be pleased to submit copies for the record.

Taiwan. Taiwanese furniture manufacturers employ
state-of-the-art furniture producing and finishing
technology, including numerically controlled routers,
automatic spraying machines, high-frequency machines,
and profile wrapping machines. Taiwan producers even
hire managers and technicians directly from major U.S.
wood finishing companies to work on-3ite in their
plants. With Taiwan's expertise in copying U.S.
furniture styles the Taiwanese product is equally
attractive to the U.S. furniture consumer as a
domestically produced product.

Moreover, Taiwan has maximized the efficiencies of
ocean transportation by shipping knock-down (or K-D)
furniture to strategically located assembly plants in
the United States where it is assembled and sold to the
U.S. consumer as a finished product. The orinciRgl
imoorter of furniture from Taiwan has thus become the
ninth largest furniture company in the United States.

Yugoslavia. The competitiveness of the Yugoslavian
furniture industry is a function of its near complete
vertical integration. In Yugoslavia# the state owns
the furniture manufacturers, the lumber industry, and
several U.S. distributors. Through its shipment of K-D
furniture three of the largest Yugoslav importers have
five or more strategically located assembly and
distributing centers in the United States. Krinz
Beechbrook and Sidex, both U.S. arms of Yugoslavian
corporations. currently produce the second, third and
fourth laraest volumes of dining room furniture gets in
the lower wrice range of the U.S. market. Between
them, these two companies shipped to the U.S.' $31.3
million dollars in 1985 for these lines of dining room
furniture alone. And, dining room furniture is also
not an atypical example of Yugoslavian penetration of
the U.S. market.

SJDg£.Q.j. Singapore is the ninth largest exporter of
wood furniture products (other than chairs and parts)
to the U. S. market. Imports fron Singapore have had a
significant impact on occasional, dining tables, and
other non-folding chairs. Singapore furniture
producers have achieved maximum production efficiency.
One Singaoore producer has achieved the ability to run
one of the largest production schedules in the
furniture industry.

South Korea. The South Korean furniture industry is

63-103 0 - 8-6- 3
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also exhibiting a strong growth rate. The major Korean
furniture exporter to the U.S., Hyundai, is a stiff
competitor with U.S. manufacturers, particularly in
solid wood products. Hyundai's estimated $200 million
in shipments ($700 million in retail value) by 1986 is
the minimum goal established by the Chairman of the
company. Host of the plans for expansion aim directly
at the U.S. market.

Of course, as cited earlier, the U.S. furniture
industry also experiences substantial import
competition with developed furniture industries in
Romaniar Mexico, and Brazil -- all of whom are
currently enjoying the exceptional privileges of the
Generalized System of Preferences.

Conclusion. AFMA appreciates the intent of the GSP
program to assist developing countries in promoting economic
development and international trade. However, we also
appreciate that the subsidy conferred on GSP beneficiary
countries is meant to terminate when those countries no
longer require duty-free status to be fu~ly competitive.
The Congress, as noted previously, has made clear its intent
to apply GSP benefits only to those less-developed countries
unable to compete in the U.S. market without such a subsidy.
Over the years, however, our government has clearly had
difficulty balancing a number of sensitive and possibly
conflicting goals, and has regarded GSP benefits as simply a
means to some other end, in some cases as a simple extension
of the U.S. foreign aid program.

APHA believes that the time has come for the U.S. to
start playing hardball with respect to trade policy. In the
past, our negotiators were lulled into a belief that the
decades of the '50's and '60's would last forever, and that
the U.S. would never face significant import stress. Other
industries now face the same precarious position the
furniture industry faces. We need to stop talking about
using duty-free access as a lure to achieve changes in
foreign country practices and start using Agge.s to the U.S.
market as a lever.

In advocating a-measure of rationality for the
distribution of GSP program benefits, we are by no means
ignoring the effect of literally dozens of other variables
on international trade flows. The impact of the fluctuating
dollar, of low wage rates paid by foreign competitors, the
high cost of environmental, health and safety compliance all
play a part in the furniture industry's current competitive
position.

Keep in mind that the influx of imports is occurring at
a time predicted to be "The Golden Age of Furniture
Manufacturing" based on "baby boom" demographics. what has
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happened instead is that the demand-side growth has largely
been absorbed by imported furniture, with alarming results
for the domestic industry.

All we seek is an opportunity to compete fairly with
major competitors. From an equity standpoint, all countries
competitive in fu.rniture trade should play by the same rules
with respect to entry into the U.S. market.

The most appropriate term for this process of
rationalization, and one which the Congress has used
previously, is Ograduation.0 AFMA supports S. 1867 and
urges the suggested modifications to improve its
effectiveness.

STATEMENT OF MURRAY J. BELMAN, THOMPSON & MITCHELL,
WASHINGTON, DC; COUNSEL TO THE COLD FINISHED STEEL
BAR INSTITUTE
Mr. BELMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Murray

Belman, I am a member of Thompson & Mitchell, and we are
counsel to the Cold Finished Steel liar Institute. I am also appear-
ing on behalf of the Metalworking Fair Trade Coalition, whose
members operate 30,000 plants with 2 million workers and $96 bil-
lion in annual sales

Mr. Chairman, the statement that we have prepared and submit-
ted for the record addresses a question you asked earlier: How can
you skew the GSP treatment towards those countries that ought to
get the benefits of that treatment?

A good part of the answer rests in the criterion in S. 1867, a cri-
terion that already exists in law: the test of competitiveness. The
criterion of per capita income can lead to some anomalous results;
but if you look at the question of competitiveness, you might get to
where you are trying to go.

From the point of view of American steel producers there is
ample evidence that Taiwan and Korea meet the competitiveness
test. Based on the competitiveness standard, it is not unreasonable
and hardly even controversial to graduate Taiwan and Korea. First
of all, both countries have world class steel industries. Korea is the
fourth largest supplier of steel mill products to the United States.
It is the second largest supplier of other steel products. Taiwan is
the fourth largest supplier of other steel products.

Moreover, the kinds of products that both countries supply in the
steel and steel-containing products areas are very sophisticated.
They are both key suppliers of ball bearings. They are both key
suppliers of data processing equipment. They are both key suppli-
ers of electronic equipment. As we know, Korea has entered the
automotive market. Those are not unsophisticated products.

Both countries are sophisticated and aggressive markets of those
products. The customer base of the cold finished bar industry is
composed of a very large number of relatively small manufacturers
of component products, "widgets," that go into all other kinds of
equipment. These people have been confronted with very aggres-
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sive efforts by Korean and especially Taiwanese manufacturers,
urging them to take their production offshore. The sales pitch is
that the Koreans or Taiwanese are better able to make the prod-
ucts and sell them through the American manufacturers than the
American manufacturer can make them here with American labor.

Another indication of of the competitiveness of these producers is
what has happened when Korea and Taiwan do not benefit from
preference status. Of all the countries that have been graduated on
individual products, Taiwan leads with-by my count-56 different
cases. Korea is in second place with 25. After they lost the prefer-
ence, their exports-have expanded, substantially in many cases.

In cases such as ball bearings where they never had the prefer-
ence, Taiwan has become the sixth largest supplier, going from
ninth to sixth in a matter of the last 3 years; and Korea went from
nowhere to third in the same space of time.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to just point out one other
aspect of this preference problem. The existence of preferences for
these countries is yet another artificial incentive to what we have
called "downstream diversion." We have seen that high dumping
duties or countervailing duties may lead producers to go "down-
stream" to avoid the impact.

Preference status is another case of this downstream diversion
because, where you have no preference status on a raw material
but preference status for the downstream products, there is an-
other artificial incentive for downstream production. For that
reason as well, we believe that the preferences should be with-
drawn from these obviously competitive countries. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, Mr. Belman.
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Belman follows:J
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THOMPSON & MITCHELL

COUNSEL FOR COLD FINISHED STEEL BAR iNSTIIUIE

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE Ott INTERNAL IONAl, TRADE
SLIATE COMMITTEE O1 F INANCE

JUNF 17, 19b6

thank you Mr. CL.airr~an for this opportunity to appear
before the Subcommittee today to discus:: S. 1867. lhat bill, which
also forms ltile VI ot S. L860, would require the President to
develop ano submit legislation witharawing trade benefits now
provided unoet the Genetralized Syster, ot Prefer-nces ({GSP) Uto;:,
certain developing countries baseo upon their per capita income,
economic development and ability to compete internationally without
preferences. The legislation submitted by the President would
specifically be required to cover Hong Kong, laiwan and the Reputlic
ot Korea.

My testimony today, submitted on behalf of the Culd
Finished Steel Bar Institute, is in support of S. 1867., 1 also
appear on behalf of the Metalworking Fair Irade Coalition, white
members operate 30,000 plants with two million employees and $9b
billion of annual sales.

Certainly, the general objectives of S. 1867 cannot i)e
considered controversial. Under the present law (19 U.S.C.
2462(c)(2)), the President is already required to consider --

the level of economic development of such country
including its per capita gross national product,
the living standards of its inhabitants, and any
other economic factors which he deems appropriate

in determining whether a country should benefit from GSP. The
factors enumerateu in S. 1867 plainly fall within, the purview of
existLing law.

S. 1867 goes beyond current law by targeting specific c
countries for graduation from GSP. To American cold finished bar
producers, that element of S. 1867 is well justified in the case of
Taiwan and Korea. That conclusion is principally grounded on the
radnifest ability ot both countries to compete in the American market
without preference benefits, especially in sophisticated industrial
markets like steel and steel-containing products. Under these
circumstances, granting GSP treatment to Taiwan and Korea needlessly
disadvantages their Arierican competitors. In particular, giving
preferences to these countries aggravates the 'downstream diversiors"
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The graduation fron GSP status in these products
has not hurt either country. For example, the value ot Korea's
exports to the U.S. of various kinos ot wire rope grew ty
between 20% and 50% after GSP status was withdrawn; for data
processing equipment, the increase was 85%; and for 17,icrowave
ovens, it was 138%. Taiwan's exports of pipe and tube fittings
doubled unoer the sarie circumstances, its ales of data
processors rose by 82%, and shipments of calculating machines
increased 550%.

These figures shuw that both countries are now
competitive on a very wide range of products without the
benefit of preferences.

2. other analyes confirr. that orva anu aiwan are
now among the most competitive foreign suppliers of
sophisticated metal products. Fur example, the cormipetitive
assessment of the U.S. forging industry prepared by the
International Trade Corinission in April 1986 (USITC Pub. 1833)
lists Korea as one of the main foreign competitors in forget
steel undercarriage compunents (p. 11-11), steel valve torgings
(p. V-13) and forged stevl transmission parts (p. VI-12).
Taiwan is nanto as a r,ajor supplier of steel valve torgings
(p. IV-13) ann forged steel fittings ano castings (p. V-3).

In the 1IC's study in January 1966 of the U.S.
ball and roller bearing industry (USITC pub. 1797), aiwan was
listed, along with Canaua and Italy, as one of the most
important new competitors in the American market. Korea was
named as a key supplier of L ountea uall Learings (pp. 61-62).
In 1980, Taiwan was the ninth largest supplier of imported ball
and roller beariihgi (sold separately); by 1984, it had become
the sixth largest supplier. in the interim, its dollar sales
ot those products in the United States increased by more than
1100%. In the same period, Korea grew from a nonsupplier of
mounted bearings to the thiir largest supplier, ahead of West
Germany, Canada and Sweden.

The ability of these countries to compete in our
market for these highly sophisticated products is very strong
evidence of their coming ot age ara roving out of LDC status.

3. Korea and, especially, Taiwan are fierce
competitors in the screw machine ana cold heading products
markets in the United States. Because most of these products
enter as "parts' of various types of machinery and equipment,
they are not separately catalogued in our customs statistics.
The National Sctew Machine Products Association has estimated,
however, that imports have approximately doubled since 1979,
going from an estimated 8% to something over 15% of the
domestic market. At the same time, the prices offered by
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exports to the United States. Again, given the high visibility
of the steel trade issue, there are substantial incentives tor
the Taiwanese to move their new capacity into downstream
products now eligible for preference treatment and sell them to
the Uniteo Staten.

S. A tinal point relates to the provision in current
law that requires the President, in determining whether to give
any country U.e bWnetiLts of SP', to take into account the
extent to whicl that country has given assurances that it will
ptoviue 'rtatohatle access' to its own rdrKets (19 U.S.C.
1462(c)(4)). A look at the ITC's examination of the forging
industry &v(Jt soie light on this issue as it affects laiwan
and Korea. For example, the report states that '(tamports into
Forvu and :ainan rLquire an import license issued by one of the
country's foreign exchange banks' (p.63). Korean and Taiwanese
Outlet vn torgco ste-l fittings, hooks, valves, etc. run
between 10% and 40%. By contrast, the U.S. duties on these
products were not higher than 8% and more frequently were about
halt that amount. Given these findings, it must be doubted
that reasuna le acues is being given to American producers.

Another issue the President must consider in GSP
eligibility deterninations is the extent to which a country has
given assurances that it will refrain from unreasonable export
practices. Basco on Commerce Department uata, there are now
nine antidumping and countervailing duty orders outstanding
against Korea ana seven against Taiwan. These cases are hardly
strong evidence of the restraint required by our law.

In surrary, there is every likelihood that Taiwan and
Korea will build on their already proven capability to send
substantial amounts of steel products, machinery and equipment
into the American market. Their production capability, as
evidenced by their strong competitiveness in the American
market, is simply not at the level of a less developed
country. A tariff preference is not justified tor those
countries, which have repeatedly shown their ability to compete
with the most advanced industries in our market.

GSP and Downstream Diversion

Giving nuty-free treatment to countries that have
moved beyond LDC status creates unjustified handicaps for
American industries that must meet the foreign competition. In
addition, there is a less obvious, but no less injurious result
-- encouragement towards downstream diversion. That phenomenon
occurs when foreign producers have an artificial economic
incentive to process their products further before sending them
to this market.

- 5 -
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tons in 1985. A recent stuay by the CoHexrce Depart rent
supports Dr. Louer 's conclusions.

As noted, the downstream.; products phenorenon is due to
a number of causes. Many foreign stet I produc. rs roved
downstream when they found their exports to the United States
were being curbed by very large durping or countervai ing
duties. For that reason, the Cold Finished Steel Bar institute
and other associations ot steel and steel product producers
have supported legislation to nake diversionary dumping
actionable unoer bnited States law. In addition, the snall
businesses that compose nost of the metalworking industries in
the United States strongly support legislation that V'oulo
create a monitoring program to give early warning against the
use of downstream products a-; vehicles for versiono.

The House recently enacted those provisions as
sections 136 aria 137 of H.R. 4800. We believe that the
antidiversion provision should be among the most
noncontroversial in that bill. In 1964, Loth houses passed
bills that would make diversionary dumping actionable; the
alternative traoe legislation intruoucea this year vy the House
Republican leadership also incluoea that provision. In short,
there is a long-standing consensus for these provision.;.
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Senator DANFORTH. Mr. Nichols, have you discussed your prob-
lems with the administration?

Mr. NICHOLS. Senator, yes. Of course, we have also filed petitions
with the USTR seeking removal bf certain countries and products
from GSP eligibility.

Senator DANFORTH. Removal of the countries or the products?
Mr. NICHOLS. The products and the countries. Yes.
Senator DANFORTH. What sort of response did you get?
Mr. NICHOLS. The interesting thing is that it is a particularly la-

borious process and an expensive one. There has been one action,
and that is that. Taiwan would lose eligibility on some certain cate-
gories of furniture. So, in that respect, there has been some relief;
but it doesn't stop there. We have significant problems with Yugo-
slavia; and further, that decision of lost GSP eligibility for Taiwan
is not permanent, by any stretch of the imagination. It could be re-
versed at some point in time.

So, maybe we feel a slight sense of relief, but we have got signifi-
cant problems with many other nations and we need more perma-
nent relief, in our view.

Senator DANFORTH. All right. Mr. Belman, how would your prob-
lems be solved? You are here to support the bill; is that right?

Mr. BELMAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DANFORTH. And short of graduation of -the whole coun-

try, can you be helped at all?
Mr. BELMAN. The problem with the graduation situation now is

that I think there are 500 different tariff classifications just in the
downstream metal-containing products. And Taiwan has been grad-
uated on 56 products and Korea on 25. We have that test built into
the law. At some point, a country become competitive enough so
that you no longer can justify giving that country preference status
on any product because, after all, preferences were aimed to begin
with to make LDC's more competitive. Korea and Taiwan have
shown that they are as competitive as anyone else in the world.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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This is not a case, Mr. Chairman, where if you remove the pref-
erence, the benefits would go to Japan or Canada or anybody else-
these countries without the preference, are already more competi-
tive than most countries.

Senator DANFORTH. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. Gentlemen, what do you say in response to

using this as a leveraging tool?
Mr. NICHOIS. Senator Baucus, I don't agree at all with it. In my

statement, I stated that the intent and purpose of GSP was not to
be used as a lever in trade negotiations. I think that clearly the
congressional intent is not there; market access is an issue that
should be discussed, but GSP benefits should not be used as a lever,
in our view.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Belman.
Mr. BELMAN. I would agree with that. Whatever the objectives of

the preferences are, they do have a benefit. Any time you accord
somebody a benefit, that gives you leverage. I am not sure how ef-
fective that leverage has been, but in any case, it is circular logic
to give people benefits they don't deserve simply to have leverage
over them to make them play by the rules.

Senator BAUCUS. So, you think it ought to be graduated on its
own merits and not be used as a kind of leverage?

Mr. BELMAN. Absolutely.
Senator BAUCUS. Do either of you have any studies showing what

the cost differential would be in your industries if products from
competitive countries are graduated?- What is going to happen to
you? How is that going to affect you? We know the theory, but
what is the bottom line?

Mr. BELMAN. In preparation for this hearing, I did take a look at
the tariffs that are now in effect, and they run between a high end
of 13 percent-and this is just in the metal area-13 down to two
or two and a half--something like that. So, graduation would give
that benefit. You would also get the benefit of whatever elimina-
tion of incentives preferences give to the downstream diversion
that we talked about.

And you would get recognition by everybody concerned that com-
petitive status has been reached by these countries; and maybe this
is the most important.

Senator BAucus. What I am trying to get at is whether it is a
major difference with your industry or your firm, or a minor differ-
ence. What is the net effect it would have? Articulate it the best
you can for me.

Mr. NICHOLS. Senator, we have been both general and specific.
There has been a significant impact on my industry. We have seen
a restructuring of our industry, a significant loss of jobs, and bank-
ruptcies at an unprecedented rate. While duties ma range in the 5
or 6 percent range, that is enough. There is so much price pressure
in our industry.

We have watched a number of industries-a number of industry
members-unable to compete in the marketplace because of that
differential.

Senator BAUCUS. Is this because of the institution of GSP?
Mr. NICHOLS. We believe so. That has been a significant factor.

Those countries, for example, Yugoslavia has made a significant
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difference in the amount of product our domestic producers are
able to produce. And in fact, the result is that we have lost signifi.
cant jobs and find ourselves exporting our jobs and importing their
furniture.

Senator BAUCUS. Can you state unequivocally that the loss of
jobs in your industry has a direct correlation to the institution of
GSP?

Mr. NICHOLS. I would absolutely say that is a significant factor-
without question. Yes.

Senator BAUCUS. No more questions.
Senator DANFORTH. Gentlemen, thank you very much.
Next, we have a panel of Susan Kraus, on behalf of the GSP Coa-

lition of U.S. Businesses; Stanley Gortikov, on behalf of the Inter-
national Intellectual Property Alliance; Italo Ablondi, Counsel of
the Board of Foreign Trade of the Republic of China on Taiwan;
and Curts Cooke, executive vice president and chief financial-offi-
cer of Russ Berrie and Co. Ms. Kraus, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF SUSAN J. KRAUS, ASSISTANT LEGAL COUNSEL,
KENNER PARKER TOYS, INC., CINCINNATI, OH; ON BEHALF OF
THE GSP COALITION OF U.S. BUSINESSES
Ms. KRAUS. I am Susan Kraus, assistant legal counsel for Kenner

Parker Toys, and I am here to address the subcommittee on behalf
of the GSP Coalition of U.S. Businesses whose members include, in
addition to Kenner, Baxter Travenol, Combustion Engineering,
Philip Morris, and Westinghouse. The coalition members are major
U.S. manufacturers employing 275,000 American workers. We ac-
counted for a combined $32 billion in total sales last year with ex-
ports of $2.6 billion.

The coalition opposes Senate bill 1867 which would require the
wholesale graduation of selected beneficiary countries. The coali-
tion wishes to note that the Toy Manufacturers Association and
the American Association of Exporters and Importers have also
submitted statements expressing their strong opposition to Senate
bill 1867.

I want to make it clear that we do not oppose the concept of
graduation per se. The coalition believes that the product-specific
ovaduation mechanism provided for under the current law is a far

tter approach than mandatory country graduation and responds
best to the product-specific concerns that we have just heard. The
coalition believes that Senate bill 1867 would damage U.S. business
interests in several ways.

First, it would undermine the leverage built into the ongoing
general review of the GSP program. Second, it would increase costs
to U.S. manufacturers who rely on GSP-free imports to maintain
their international competitiveness. Finally, it would jeopardize
U.S. manufacturers' efforts to secure major export contracts. I
would like to briefly outline why we believe that Senate bill 1867
would produce these results.

In renewing the GSP program in 1984, Congress directed the
President to do a complete reassessment of each country's GSP
benefits based on the consideration of a number of factors includ-
ing two of direct interest to the coalition: market access consider-
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ations and intellectual property rights protection. In our view, the
bilateral consultations that have been taking place under the con-
text of the general review constitute an important opportunity for
achieving significant improvements in these areas and should not
be preempted.

The ability of U.S. manufacturers such as Kenner products and
Baxter Travenol to import components and other products GSP-
free has been critical to our efforts to compete in end product mar-
kets. I want to stress that the decisions made by these companies
to source outside the United States were not made at the expense
of U.S. workers. The cost differential is so great that even if GSP
treatment was removed, neither company could rationalize moving
the product manufacturing back to the United States. Additionally,
the termination of GSP status for the most advanced beneficiary
countries would not cause either firm to shift to suppliers in lesser
developed countries due to problems with quality, delays, and lack
of skilled work force.

In the event that Senate bill 1867 becomes law, Kenner would be
likely to continue to source from the advanced beneficiary coun-
tries, but this would result in an unnecessary increase in consumer
cost. Baxter Travenol would be forced to examine the cost effective-
ness of its Singapore operations, but its alternative sources would
be limited to Japanese and European suppliers. These examples
are consistent with the ITC study which concluded that countries
benefitting most from the graduation of advanced beneficiary coun-
tries are other advanced beneficiaries and developed countries.

Despite intense competition from suppliers in other industrial-
ized companies, U.S. firms have been successful in securing a
number of major industrial or infrastructurally related project con-
tracts in GSP beneficiary countries. However, mandatory gradua-
tion of particular countries would undoubtedly adversely affect the
willingness of the affected countries to award such contracts to
U.S. firms.

For example, the Korea Electric Power Corp. is evaluating bids
for major components of two new nuclear power plants. Several
U.S. firms, including Combustion Engineering and Westinghouse,
have bids on this project, and they are competing against French
and Canadian firms. Korea faces no danger of discontinued GSP
status under the European Community and Canadian GSP
schemes. Thus, Senate bill 1867 clearly would worsen the competi-
tive climate for the U.S. firms bidding on this particular project.

The entire GSP program is currently in the midst of a major re-
structuring and review, to be completed by January of next year.
The coalition believes that short-circuiting this process through
mandatory graduation of individual countries required under
Senate bill 1867 would be a great disservice to the U.S. business
community and to the economy as a whole. Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you. Mr. Gortikov?
[The prepared written statement of Ms. Kraus follows:]
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Testimony of the GSP Coalition of U.S. Businesses
Before the International Trade Subcommittee

of the Senate Finance Committee
June 17, 1986

I am Susan Kraus, Assistant Legal Counsel for Kenner Parker
Toys, and I am here to address the Subcommittee on behalf of
the GSP Coalition of U.S. Businesses. The Coalition opposes
S. 1867, which would result in the wholesale graduation of
selected beneficiary countries. It is our strong belief that
this action would be detrimental to major segments of the
U.S. business community.

In addition to Kenner, the GSP Coalition of U.S. Businesses
includes Baxter Travenol, Combustion Engineering, Philip Morris,
and Westinghouse. We are all major U.S. manufacturers, employing
275,000 American workers. We accounted for a combined $32.0
billion in total sales last year, with exports of $2.6 billion.

Before discussing the reasons for the Coalition's position
on S. 1867, I would like to emphasize that we do not oppose the
concept of graduation Mr g. We believe that the product-
specific graduation provided for under the program's original
authorization, which was further strengthened by the Congress in
1984, is a critical component of the GSP program. The current
product-specific approach not only represents a measured response
to the pattern of economic development in beneficiary countries,
it also complements and enhances the economic interests of the
U.S. business community.

S. 1867 appears to be based on the belief that certain of
the more advanced beneficiary countries no longer need preferen-
tial treatment in order to compete in the U.S. market. The
Coalition believes that this viewpoint overlooks the very
important stake of U.S. business in the GSP, and in particular
the maintenance of GSP status for the more advanced beneficiary
countries.

The wholesale graduation of Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong and
other countries that might fall within the scope of S. 1867 would
damage U.S. business interests in several ways. First, it would
undermine the leverage built into the ongoing General Review of
the GSP program and thereby nullify a significant opportunity for
obtaining major improvements in beneficiary country trade
practices. Second, it would increase costs to U.S. manufacturers
which rely on GSP-free imports in certain product lines to
maintain their international competitiveness. Finally, it would
needlessly disrupt the general business climate in key bene-
ficiary countries and endanger U.S. manufacturers' efforts to
secure major export contracts.
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S. 1867 Would Undermine the Negotiatinq LeveraGe ProvL90
tn the Onaoing General ReyjU

The Congress mandated a bold reorientation of the GSP
program in its 1984 renewal of the GSP's statutory authority.
Title V of the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 directs the President
to complete a "General Review" of the program by January 3, 1987
involving a complete reassessment of the benefits granted to each
beneficiary country (19 U.S.C. 2464(c) (2), as amended by Pub.L.
98-573, Title V, Section 505, Oct. 30, 1984, 98 Stat. 3020). In
this reassessuent, the President is required to take into
consideration a number of factors including not only traditional
GSP criteria such as the impact of GSP treatment on relevant
U.S. industries and a country's competitiveness in individual
products, but also the following factors relating to the trade
practices in beneficiary countries:

the extent to which the beneficiary developing country has
assured the United States that such country will provide
equitable and reasonable access to the markets and basic
commodity resources of such country and the extent to which
such country has assured the United States it will refrain
from engaging in unreasonable export practices;

the extent to which such country is providing adequate and
effective means under its laws for foreign nationals to
secure, to exercise, and to enforce exclusive rights in
intellectual property, including patents, trademarks, and
copyrights;

the extent to which such country has taken action to (a)
reduce trade distorting investment practices and policies
(including export performance requirements) and (b) reduce
or eliminate barriers to trade in services; and

whether or not such country has taken or is taking steps to
afford to workers in that country (including any designated
zone in that country) internationally recognized workers
rights. (19 U.S.C. 2462(c) (4-7)

Of these criteria, two are of particular importance to
members of the Coalition and, we believe, the U.S. business
community as a whole -- market access and intellectual property
rights. In our view, the bilateral consultations that have been
taking place under the context of the General Review constitute
an important opportunity for achieving significant improvements
in these areas.

In the area of market access, the United States presented in
late April and early May its requests under the General Review
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for specific measures to improve access to the markets of those
beneficiaries that could be affected by S. 1867. It is our
understanding that the requests embodied reductions in both
tariff and non-tariff barriers and were based primarily on
submissions made by U.S. businesses in response to a solicitation
by the interagency Trade Policy Staff Committee last summer.

Not surprisingly, the submissions made by the U.S. business
community focused primarily on the more advanced beneficiary
countries. These countries provide the greatest growth potential
for U.S. exports not only among developing countries, but on a
global basis as well. It is also important to note that for some
of the liberalizations sought by U.S. businesses (e.g., reduc-
tions in GATT-bound tariffs), the ongoing GSP consultations
represent the only formal channel currently available for seeking
the desired changes.

Since U.S. requests on market access issues were tabled
only recently, it will not be possible to gauge the effectiveness
of the GSP's leverage in this area until bilateral consultations
are completed later this summer. Given the importance of these
issues to the U.S. business community, the Coalition feels the
Congress should avoid any preemptive action in the meantime.

Regarding the protection of U.S. intellectual property, the
other major area of importance to the Coalition, we believe
that positive indications of the effectiveness of the GSP's new
leverage already exist. At the outset we should note that, for
rany countries, the consultations are still continuing and the
results reached to date are incomplete. Nonetheless, we are
optimistic that the beneficiary countries of concern will
continue to see the actions requested of them as being in their
self interest and feel that the immediacy of the ongoing General
Review provides a strong incentive to redress U.S. grievances
quickly.

As is the case in market access issues, the importance of
the GSP's leverage in intellectual property is most critical with
respect to some of the countries that could be affected by
S. 1867. The recent positive developments in these countries
include:

-- Taiwan's passage of an improved copyright law in July
1985. Taiwan has also agreed to make two other modifications
long advocated by the United States: to amend its patent law to
provide compound M M protection for chemicals and pharmaceuti-
cals and to enact anticounterfeiting legislation. Bills on both
these subjects have been introduced and are expected to be
enacted this year.

-- Korea's interest in seeking an early resolution of the
copyright, patent and trademark issues covered under the ongoing
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section 301 investigation so as to have its actions taken into
account in the GSP General Review.

WW Singapore's introduction in March of a new bill that
will significantly strengthen its protection of copyrights.

In summary, the GSP'o new leverage as employed in the
ongoing General Review has given the United States a vital
new mechanism for influencing beneficiary country policies and
has already been instrumental in the intellectual property area.
We are also encouraged by the reported willingness of government
officials in the beneficiary countries of concern to discuss
seriously those intellectual and market access issues that remain
outstanding.

.1867 Would Imoair the International competitivenesse2
U.S. Manufacturers

The GSP has made an important contribution to many sectors
of the U.S. business community that are struggling to keep
abreast of intense competition from Japan and other indus-
trialized countries. The ability of many U.S. manufacturers to
import components and other products GSP-free has been critical
to their efforts to remain competitive in end-product markets.
Here, as is the case with the GSP's leveraging mechanism, the
countries of primary concern are those threatened by S. 1867.

Kenner Parker Toys and Baxter Travenol, members of the
Coalition, illustrate the role of the GSP in enhancing the
competitiveness of U.S. companies. Kenner, like the U.S. toy
industry generally, sources from abroad virtually all toys that
are produced through labor-intensive processes but retains
extensive domestic operations in areas such as product design,
finishing operations, packaging and marketing.

Because of the high quality demanded of the product and the
need to find reliable foreign suppliers capable of responding to
frequent design and style changes, Kenner relies almost exclu-
sively on the more advanced GSP beneficiaries. Denial of GSP
treatment for Hong Kong, Taiwan and Korea would impair Kenner's

-.ability to compete not only in the United States, but also in
important export markets. As such, S. 1867 poses a direct threat
to Kenner's U.S. operations and employment.

Baxter Travenol relies on GSP-free imports to complement one
of-its domestically-manufactured product lines. It has been
producing intravenous and blood administration sets in Singapore
since 1978 through a wholly-owned subsidiary and has been
importing the majority of these sets GSP-free into the United
States. These sets have enabled Baxter Travenol to offer a full
line of administration sets at the lowest possible price to the
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U.S. consumer. Without GSP-free treatment for these imports,
Baxter Travenol's ability to do this, as well as its ability to
make optimal use of its investment in Singapore, would be
impaired.

It is important to note some of the economic factors
underlying both of these case studies. First, the decisions to
source from GSP beneficiaries were not made at the expense
of U.S. production and workers. The cost differential for these
products is such that, even if GSP treatment were to be revoked,
neither Kenner nor Baxter Travenol could rationalize moving the
products' manufacture to U.S. facilities.

Second, the termination of GSP status for the countries at
issue would not cause either firm to shift to suppliers in
lesser developed beneficiary countries. Kenner, for example, has
occasionally experimented with suppliers in such countries,
which often have substantially lower labor costs. However,
Kenner consistently has encountered major problems with such
countries' ability to supply a quality product with limited
lead-time and has always returned to Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea
and, to a lesser extent, Mexico. In fact, Kenner will continue
to source from these countries regardless of the outcome of
S. 1867. However, passage of S. 1867 would needlessly increase
product costs to Kenner and the rest of the U.S. toy industry and
thereby jeopardize the industry's competitiveness vis-a-vis
foreign suppliers.

For Baxter Travenol, the situation is different in that the
loss of duty-free GSP treatment for Singapore could precipitate a
reexamination of suppliers despite the substantial investment
the company has made in its Singapore operation. However, like
Kenner, the options would not include sourcing either domes-
tically or from lesser developed beneficiaries. Because the
manufacture of intravenous administration sets requires access to
a skilled workforce and a highly-developed transportation
network, the only alternatives would be Japanese or possibly
European suppliers.

These examples are supported by the most recent government
study on the impact of graduation on trade flows. In its 1983
report, the U.S. International Trade Commission examined 275
instances 4n which advanced beneficiary countries were removed
from GSP eligibility for particular products (Changes in Import
Trends Resulting from Excluding Selected Imports from Certain

uh May 1983, USITC Publication 1384). The
USITC concluded that the countries benefitting most from the
exclusions were developed countries and other advanced bene-
ficiary countries -- not lesser developed countries.
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$.I IA§2wo~uld Disrupt theDusinssClimate in Key Export Markets

The continued economic development of beneficiary countries
threatened by S. 1867 depends on the successful completion of
major industrial or infrastructure-related projects of critical
interest to U.S. exporters. Despite intense competition from
suppliers in other industrialized countries, U.S. firms have been
successful in securing several such contracts. However, the
wholesale graduation of these countries from the U.S. GSP program
would almost certainly negatively affect the ability and willing-
ness of beneficiary countries to award future contracts to
U.S. fir-Ms.

For example, Korea has initiated several major energy
development projects in the past ten years, and U.S. firms have
won contracts for a substantial amount of work on these pro-
jects. Currently, the Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO)
is evaluating bids for the nuclear steam supply system, fuel and
technology transfer necessary to build Korean Nuclear Units 11
and 12. Several U.S. firms including two members of the Coali-
tion, Combustion Engineering and Westinghouse, have bid on this
project.

Also bidding on this project are a number of firms from
other industrialized countries, including France and Canada.
Domestic firms are vulnerable to any actions by the U.S. govern-
ment that Korea would perceive as discriminatory. Given that
Korea faces no danger of discontinued beneficiary status under
the EC and Canadian GSP programs, S. 1867 clearly threatens the
competitiveness of the U.S. companies bidding on the REPCO
project.

The Coalition believes that it would be impossible to
implement S. 1867 in a manner that avoids major disruptions in
bilateral trade relations between the United States and affected
countries. First, the advanced beneficiaries repeatedly have
made clear the enormous importance they attach to beneficiary
status under the U.S. GSP program. Second, any "objective"
criteria established for country graduation will inevitably be
perceived as discriminatory. For example, while the bene-
ficiaries cited in S. 1867 were the top three beneficiaries in
terms of GSP import volume at the time the bill was drafted, Hong
Kong has now dropped to fifth position behind Brazil and Mexico.
Yet, any effort to graduate the latter two countries will be
complicated by policy ccneiderations such as the implications for
foreign debt. Additional problems are presented by approaching
graduation on the basis of per capita GNP (a factor listed in
S. 1867) given that Korea has a relatively low ranking on that
basis, falling below countries such as Argentina, Mexico,
Venezuela and Yugoslavia.
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conclusion

The entire GSP program is currently in the midst of a
reevaluation and restructuring through the General Review
mandated by Congress in 1984. Over 130 U.S. businesses and
business groups have been actively participating in this review
and have a significant stake in its outcome.

It is anticipated that the General Review will result in
tangible benefits for U.S. exporters and businesses concerned
about the protection of intellectual property. It is also
anticipated that this process will lead to further product-
specific graduation of advanced beneficiary countries in a manner
that complements the interests of U.S. manufacturers.

Shortcircuiting this process through the legislated gradua-
tion of individual countries would be a great disservice to the
U.S. business community and would not benefit the U.S. economy as
a whole. The GSP Coalition of U.S. Businesses urges that
Congress allow the President to complete the General Review of
the GSP program as originally envisaged.

STATEMENT OF STANLEY GORTIKOV, PRESIDENT, RECORDING
INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, NEW YORK, NY; ON
BEHALF OF THE INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
ALLIANCE
Mr. GORTIKOV. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Stanley Gortikov,

president of the Recording Industry Association of America. I
speak on behalf of the International Intellectual Property Alliance,
which is an umbrella organization representing seven trade asso-
ciations from America's copyright community. We support the gen-
eralized system of preferences program. The GSP Renewal Act
amended the program to tie to GSP benefits to adequate and effec-
tive protection for intellectual property.

That legislation has provided our copyright industries the oppor-
tunity to effect needed changes in the intellectual property laws
and policies of developing nations. The alliance has fully utilized
the tools provided by the GSP Renewal Act. Here is what we have
done.

We filed a major study with USTR on the piracy of U.S. copy-
righted works in 10 selected countries. We actively participated in
the first annual product review under the GSP Program. We have
consulted regularly with the USTR staff concerning intellectual
property discussions with foreign countries, particularly with re-
spect to Korea, Singapore, and Indonesia. Because Indonesia has
failed to take any actions to protect American copyrighted works,
we recently filed a petition with USTR seeking Indonesia's dedesig-
nation as an eligible beneficiary developing country. As that peti-
tion points out, Indonesia is a major source of pirate products, pro-
vides absolutely no copyright protection for foreign nationals. Just
last month in New York, a principal of an Indonesian company
was convicted of six felony counts of copyright infringement in vio-
lation of the U.S. Customs laws for importing pirate tape record-
ings.
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The defendant indicated that his company had the capacity to
produce over 2 million infringing tapes per month. Testimony and
audio tapes introduced at the trial showed that an Indonesian dip-
lomat stationed in New York7 played a central role in the illegal
activity, and that diplomatic privileges were abused. I am proud to
say that my own organization's antipiracy operation, posing as
businessmen, were instrumental in uncovering the operation.

The prominence of intellectual property in the GSP Renewal
Act, plus the actions of the administration, and the activities of the

*vate sector appear to be having the desired effect. Perhaps the
st example ofthis is the case history of Singapore. This country

is now considering legislation that will radically overhaul and mod.
ernize its domestic copyright law, largely in response to the encour-
agement of the U.S. Government.

As indicated in my written testimony, although we were very
pleased that the legislative process had begun in Singapore, we
were very concerned that the Singapore Government would not
make a public commitment that U.S. works would be available for
protection under Singapore's new law. After all, the enactment of a
new copyright regime in Singapore would not be of much use to
U.S. creators and copyright owners if they could not qualify for its
benefits.

I am pleased to report that this problem has been resolved. Just
last week, the Ambassador to the United States from Singapore
communicated to the U.S. Government the commitment of the Gov-
ernment of Singapore to enter into a bilateral treaty with the
United States granting eligibility to U.S. works by no later than
January 1987 as an interim measure pending Singapore's adher-
ence to the Universal Copyright Convention. We are delighted that
this major obstacle to copyright relations between the United
States and Singapore has now been eliminated, and we commend
the Government of Singapore for the spirit of cooperation that has
led to this resolution.

While there are still some open issues between us regarding the
content of the new Singapore law, we are confident that these
points can be resolved in the same amicable fashion that marked
Singapore's efforts in recent months to bring its domestic laws into
accord with internationally accepted standards for protection of in-
tellectual property.-

Our experience with Singapore and other developing countries,
that have at long last been attentive and responsive to U.S. con-
cerns about intellectual property protection, exemplify why we sup-
port the continuation of the GSP Program and oppose the gradua-
tion of advanced developing countries.

It is possible that the carrots and sticks of the GSP Program will
not actually result in adequate and effective protection for intellec-
tual property in a particular beneficiary country. If and when that
occurs, we will be the first to petition for dedesignation. By the
same token, however, if a country does enact adequate and effec-
tive laws and enforces those laws, we believe that such a country
should not be graduated from the program. Thank you.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you, sir. Mr. Ablondi?
[The prepared written statement of Mr. Gortikov follows:]
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My name is Stanley M. Gortikov. I am President

of the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA),

a trade association whose member companies create and

market approximately 85 percent of the prerecorded discs

and tapes that ai-s sold in the United States.

I am testifying today on behalf of the

International Intellectual Property Alliance, an

umbrella organization representing seven trade

associations, each of which in turn represents a

significant segment of the copyright community. The

Alliance consists of:

* ADAPSO: The Computer Software and

Services Industry Association

" The American Film Marketing Association

(AFMA)

" The Association of American Publishers

(AAP)

" The Computer and Business Equipment

Manufacturers Association (CBEMA)

* The Motion Picture Association of

America (MPAA)

• The National Music Publishers'

Association (NMPA)

" The Recording Industry Association of

America (RIAA)
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Because the viability of each of our industries

depends on adequate and effective worldwide copyright

protection for the products we produce -- books, movies,

sound recordings, and computer software -- these

associations joined together in the fall of 1984, while

Congress was considering the reauthorization of the

Generalized System of Preferences law and other trade

matters. We worked with you, Mr. Chairman, your

colleagues on the Committee and in the Congress, and

numerous agencies in the Executive Branch to ensure that

adequate and effective protection for intellectual

property was recognized as a necessary component of a

healthy trading environment and included among the

criteria for certification under the GSP Renewal Act,

and we worked for passage of the Act.

The Alliance POsition

We are here today to support the GSP program.

The International Intellectual Property Alliance is

interested in GSP because it has provided America's

copyright industries with the opportunity to effect

needed changes in the intellectual property laws and

policies of developing nations. As we describe below,

we have fully utilized the tools provided by the GSP

Renewal Act, and we intend to continue to do so. Our

most recent action was to file a petition with USTR
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seeking the do-designation of the Republic of Indonesia

as a beneficiary of the GSP program.

The prominence of intellectual property in the

GSP Renewal Act appears to be having the desired effect.

Many developing countries have at long last become

attentive and responsive to America's concerns about

intellectual property protection. For that reason, we

support continuation of the GSP program and oppose the

graduation of advanced developing countries. Where the

"carrots" and "sticks" of the GSP program do not

actually result in adequate and effective protection for

intellectual property in a particular beneficiary

country, we will be the first to petition for

de-designation. By the same token, however, if a

country d enact adequate and effective laws and it

enforces those laws, we believe that that country should

not be graduated from the program.

The GSP Progra

As you know, the GSP program was first enacted by

Congress under the Trade Act of 1974 and authorizes

duty-free entry into the U.S. to approximately 3,000

categories of products originating in 140 developing

countries. The purpose of the program is to encourage

broad-based sustained economic growth in developing

countries, which in turn will benefit the United States
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through increased export trading opportunities.

Pursuant to a waiver to the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (GATT), preferential treatment for developing

countries was expressly permitted as an exception to the

"most favored nation" principle upon which that

Agreement is based. As measured by the increase in

bilateral trade between the United States and the GSP

beneficiary countries, the program seems to be working.

Duty-free import preferences are important to

developing countries and particularly to those advanced

developing countries which are also major sources of

counterfeit and pirate goods. In other words, the very

countries to which we are extending substantial and

significant preferential trade benefits are

simultaneously denying to American creators and

copyright owners the legal rights and enforcement

necessary to protect their intellectual property. For

example, 1985 imports under GSP from Taiwan were more

than $3.2 billion. Of the total $13 billion in GSP

imports from all countries in 1985, 70% benefited six

countries -- Taiwan, Korea, Hong Kong, Mexico, Brazil

and Singapore, four of which are significant sources of

pirated goods.
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The GSP Renewal Act

In general, the 1984 amendments to the GSP

program contained in the GSP Renewal Act tie duty-free

import privileges to whether a particular country gives

"adequate and effective protection" to intellectual

property. Where a particular country does not have an

adequate patent, copyright or trademark law, or where

enforcement is ineffective, the President may, under

certain circumstances, either remove that country from

the list of beneficiaries of the GSP program or reduce

the benefits extended to it.

The GSP program contains both "carrots" and

"sticks" designed to encourage improvements in

intellectual property protection. Specifically, the GSP

program helps to ensure intellectual property protection

in several ways:

First, in order to be designated as a beneficiary

country, a country must meet certain mandatory criteria.

The Renewal Act amended these criteria to make specific

reference to intellectual property so that any country

which expropriates or seizes control of property

protected by patents, copyrights of trademarks, or takes

steps the effect of which are to do so,-shall not be

designated or shall be de-designated. Moreover, even

where the mandatory criteria have been satisfied, under

a new discretionary criterion enacted as part of the
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Renewal Act, the President may refuse to designate or

may terminate or suspend the designation of a country

after taking into account the extent to which such

country provides adequate and effective protection for

intellectual property.

Second, the President has authority to limit GSP

benefits to countries on a product-by-product basis, and

must review product eligibility annually. The President

may now limit GSP benefits on any product where a

country's intellectual property protection is

inadequate, and after January 4, 1987, he will be able

to waive mandatory reduction of GSP benefits on a

product (for exceeding competitive need limits) where,

among other factors, a country has succeeded in

protecting intellectual property.

Third, the Renewal Act provides for halving of

the current competitive need limits in cases where the

President determines that a country is sufficiently

competitive relative to other beneficiaries. The

President must take into account adequacy of

intellectual property protection in deciding whether to

reduce these limits. The President can waive the

reduction of the limits where, in addition to other

factors, a country has shown improvements in

intellectual property protection.
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Utilization of the GSP Renewal Act to

Improve Intellectual Property Protection

The International Intellectual Property Alliance

has not hesitated to take full advantage of the tools

provided by the GSP Renewal Act. The Alliance, its

member trade associations, and their member companies,

have participated fully and actively in the proceedings

and actions undertaken by the U.S. Trade Representative

concerning the GSP program.

Let me cite a few examples. First, to assist

USTR in preparing its October 1985 Annual Report on

National Trade Estimates, which identified and analyzed

acts, policies and practices of foreign governments
1

which distort exports of U.S. goods and services, the

Alliance prepared and submitted to USTR a major study on

Piracy of U.S. Copyrighted Works in Ten Selected

Countries. The Alliance analyzed the laws, enforcement

policies and piratical practices of Singapore, Taiwan,

Indgnesia, Korea, the Philippines, Malaysia, Thailand,

Brazil, Egypt and Nigeria. It found that the ten

countries addressed in the report accounted for over

$1.3 billion in trade losses to the United States

annually as a result of failure to provide adequate and

effective protection to U.S. copyrighted works.

1 That USTR report was required by section 303 of the
Trade and Tariff Act of 1984.
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Estimated losses to the recording and music industry
were over $600 million annually, to book publishing,

over $400 million, to the movie industry, over

$130 million, and to the computer software industry,

over $125 million.

Second, the Alliance also actively participated

in the first annual product review. Townsend W. Hoopes,

then President of AAP, Jack Valenti, President of MPAA,

and Robert Summer, then President of RCA Records and

Chairman of RIAA, all testified before USTR regarding

country practices in June 1985. Jack Valenti, and Jerry

preier, President of ADAPSO, also testified last fall on

the issue of competitive need waivers.

Third, the Alliance submitted comments to USTR in

July 1985 on USTR's proposed GSP regulations. As a

result, USTR modified its proposed regulations to allow

intellectual property owners to initiate reviews of

country eligibility and have their views formally

considered during product reviews.

Fourth, earlier this month we filed a petition

with USTR requesting de-designation of the Republic of

Indonesia as an eligible beneficiary developing country.

As that petition points out, Indonesia is a major source

of pirate products, and provides absolutely no copyright

protection for foreign nationals. Just last month in

New York, a principal of an Indonesian company was
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convicted of six felony counts of copyright infringement

and violation of U.S. Customs laws, for importing pirate

tape recordings. The defendant indicated that his

company had the capacity to produce over two million

infringing tapes per month. Believe it or not, those

pirate tapes entered the United States duty free under

the GSP program. Testimony and audio tapes introduced

at trial showed that an Indonesian diplomat stationed in

New York -- an unindicted co-conspirator -- played a

central role in the illegal activity, and that

diplomatic privileges were abused. I am proud to say

that RIAA Anti-Piracy undercover operatives posing as

businessmen were instrumental in uncovering the

operation. I am submitting for the record a copy of the

petition, which includes a few interesting documents

which detail the nature and scope of that operation.

Fifth, the Alliance has regularly consulted with

USTR staff concerning intellectual property discussions

with foreign countries. We have consulted with USTR

staff both before and after discussions to ensure that

our voice is heard. We have provided information and

counsel on the negotiations with Korea, which have

proceeded largely in the context of a Section 301

proceeding but which have obvious implications for

Korea's GSP benefits. And our activities, we believe,
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have led to progress in countries such as Malaysia,

which is now considering a new draft copyright law.

we have been particularly interested in events in

Singapore, which has at long last begun to process

legislation to improve its copyright law. We have been

told that Singapore could enact a law by this October.

We have provided comments and analysis on that law to

USTR, the Department of Commerce, the Copyright Office

and the State Department, and we have also provided

input directly to the Singapore Government. We have

previously traveled to Singapore to express our

convictions, and we intend to testify before the

Singapore legislature when it considers the bill. The

present draft law is not perfect by any means, but there

has been significant progress, and we have been pressing

for -- and are expecting -- additional improvements. In

particular, we have been very disappointed that a public

commitment has not been forthcoming from the Singapore_

Government that U.S. works will be eligible for

protection under its new law. Obviously, the enactment

of a new copyright regime in Singapore will not be of

much use to U.S. creators and copyright owners if they

cannot qualify for its benefits. We .hope that we will

not need to recommend that GSP benefits be denied to

Singapore because of its refusal to take this important

step toward establishing copyright relations between our

63-103 0 - 86 - 4
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countries. It is essential that the Government Of
Singapore commit..itself c.arly and unequivocally to,

Affording fulv.ig bolity to existing. and 'new U.S
works under its proposed n w-copyright law.

The Office of the U ited Statels Trad-
Representative has recognized the importance ofi

intellectual property to the US# economy and, has-
demonstrated4a conviction that GSP benefits shotild be

tied closely to intellectual property protection. The
true test, of, court Vil-1 'be whether USTR follows
through. and exer 9 sen'the tools" granted to it by

Congress. At the moment at least, the jury s 11
- out, $;but"we belieV6 the.Administration has be* oving-

in the right.-direction.4 we are cloely mOnitoring
developments in.Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan and

£ Mal6ia to'see what effect negotiations will. have. We +
certainly expet. USTR to act against Inddnesia, as' "+
authorized by law, as well as against other countries if
-progress is- noi forthcoming. .

XracjjAtjon of, Adan~e -ee~ gcountni~*

- We understand that some in congress would liket to
see the benefits of th!WGSP program removed from several
of- tWe advanced dveloping Oountries, such as T&*wan,

.Bong Kong. and Korea, as reflected in pending bill, sUch.
as S. 1867,4adTitle VI of .' 1860. But for the very

i~

+ +++. • • . +

I
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same reasons that the International Intellectual =

Property Alliance lobbied against tightening graduation

limits in 1984", we ust'still oppose it today. A noted'

above, the wr d advanced developing oountrio7 rel

among the major ksourceo of vato-feited' and pirated'

* goods and areo also the major beneficiaries of GSP. The' -

QSP program,. a's amended in 1984, pk'pvides, the

intellectual property coxmuni y- the v£isbIliy,-

opportunity and leverage that we have needed -for so long

to effect change in the-law. of the developing nations

of the world. :Thus, we urge the Congresp not to graduate

the advanced developing nations from the program,,

Th Isia not oa~oee-htw-wU--~

maintain this position if-the'apparent leverage of the

- GSP pro0~am does not. result in adequate and effective

protection. for U.S. intellectual property. "To the

contrary, we will be the first to urge that those-.

countries which 'have .failed to make progress on

-?,- intellectxlal- roperty,-prteion -. like Indoneia --

, ,bt.4$4ed the benefits of "the pr6gram.. IBy the

saine"token,.hovever, we believe that if the "carrot," as

well as the 1*Jc,!ist.to have continued beneficial
effect,.d then tdse countiess vhi have responded to

U.S. entreaties and enacte4and enfcaed * "adequate and,

effective" intellectual property Lavs,-should be -

permitted to continue as beneficiaries -under' the



Prograx4 To graduate such counirIei4 r ,the pro

wolrl¢ amount to a'breaah of galth by the United- states.*
'aW e graiettul for the opportunity to present

our vieis on the GSP program' and'we would be delighted.-
'to continue working wth th 0Congress to see that the
program works in a benefici manner.

STATEMENT OF ITALO ABLONDI,' PARTNER, ABLONDI &FOSTER, WASHINGTON, DC, COIJNSEL TO THE BOARD OF FOR-EIGN TRADE OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA ON TAIWAN
Mr. .AnwOND. Thank you, Mr. 'Chdrm. In oider to save the.committee time, I will digress from my statement and perhaps ad-dress an anticipated question fropthe committ$ regarding lever-age. Taiwan; prior to the 1984--act had a-working dialog with theUSTR concern worker rights protection of intellectual property

Trade Act of 1984, we believe that-this. dialog between -the USTR
and Taiwan has increase,.

We believe that there is a considerable Increase Wr intellectual \;property protection in Taiwan. Taiwan haspassed wor r right's
legislation. It has increaWe u 'arket access t6 U.S. produce in ciga.rett, wine, and beer. it h enteredinto discussionfor continued . "purchase of U.S. agricultu roducts.We believe this regardthat the QS1'-".ram has Workod.It has. enabled Taiwan tobeome-the- second largest purchaser of -U.S barley in the world,tethird largest. purchaser of U.S.. corn in the wgzld,.- the fourthlargest purchaser of U.S. Oyb in the world, the sixth largestpurchaser of U.S. sorghum in the world.,Taiwan purchased 114 million bushels of wheat. it purchases-other U.S. . agricultural products, such *as wheat, cattle hides,orange juice, grapes-I could go on.. Taiwan has been spurred inthis -regard. It -almost has .a buyAmeican program. The surpluswhich Taiwan r has benefited from in the last few years has enabled.

-' Itto.increase its purchases of U.S. pgoducts.-,w-.Jelieve 'that Taiwan has preed in good faith uiderthibal984t act, and. we would, regret a ly-abrupta llatin:o"tfmutual benefits Which we haye w rked forunder the- 1984 act i
thank you, Mr.Chairi an.* Senator DANFoRit. Thank you, Mr.'Ablondi. 1. Cooke.'

(ne prepare written statement of Mr. Ablondi follows:]

4 "- - ,



" - -STATEMENT OF *. BOARD OF FOREIGN TRADE
REPUBLIC OF CHINAOH TAIWAO

OS.1860/6'.T1867 F E1OBDAMNBT
THE UNITED S&Th-S.GBN8RALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES

I *. INTRODUCTION

'This statement is submitted on behalf of the,-Board of
.Foreign Trade (BOFT") of te Repubric of China on Taiwan (ROC)-

* in response- h-Nayc291 lg86 "press release issued by the.
Committee on Finance, (Preps -- elea-se-N086_-A 7). , The SOFT "
believes thpt- the Generalized System of Preferences G?--"GW"-)
Program, as amended by the Trade a~d Tariff Act of 1984
(hereinafter "the Act*) (Pub. L.-No. 98-573 October 30, 1984),
has tprked to benefit, both the United St4tWs and participating'

countries, while at .the -satb time eliminatingg preferences in .
- instances where graduation is warranted. "

* " The United States is currently in the midst of,
implementing GSP procedures recently established in the Act -which,

' serve important U.S.. interests such as improved market access
-abroad. Amendment of the. GSP PrOgram in. the fashion, sought-by -

S.1860/S..1867 would hegate much of the progress made to date and*
jeopardize important United States interests without any -

offsetting benefits -'For these And Zdditional reasons set forth
in greater detail- be'w, the BOFT urges thtt the GSP*law not be
amencedas proposed in S.1860/S.1867. "

.I I.. BACKGROUND

-The GSP was authorized by Title V'of the Trade Act of
1974- and -implemented in January 1976. ' It was- re-authorized, in
the-Fall of. 1984 with several important amendments by Congress in
Title .4 ot" the Act for a period of eight and a haif years, or
until July 4, 1993.- The GSP, programs a. system of tariff'
.preferences. by the United States for' the mutual,'benefit of-
developed. 'nd--developing countries. The,program "currently offers
duty-free treatment for approximately 3,000 products from 140'
developing countries and territorLe ' .

In- the roughly ten years since the program has been in'
existence, GSP imports' have played a relatively insignificant
role in the United States economy. GSP imports have accounted -.

for only about five percent of total U.S. nbnpetroleum imports ".
and only one-half of one percent of total U.S. consumption.
These imports clearly have not had an '1njuriau~s-4mpact- on the
U.S. economy as a whole,. While relatively insignificant to; the
United States-,' GSP has been very important to the developing
countries. GSP benefits have enabled developing countries to
export products to.the United States in q 0ich, they otherwise
would'not have been oomp9titivee thereby strengthening economic,

- 4
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dev.eLopment, generating hard currency utilized to purchase U.S.
products, aad bringing these countries more fully into the
international trading system. The GSP program thus has served
luportant:U.S. interests at a;quite minimal cost. *. -

* III, .- -AENDMINT OF GSP LAW NOW WOULD NEGATE THE - . -
SUBSTANTIAL REPORT MADE PURSUANT TO THE
TRADE AND TARIFF ACT OP 19$4 AND JEOPARDIEE-

,-. PROGRESS MADE BY THE UNITED STATES IN OBTAINING',,
IMPROVED MhRKET ACCESS IN OSP COUNTRIES

A. h e'1984 Ameeid3ments "

In 1984 the Congress amended the GSP -law and. ixtqn-
ded it until 1993; Several.impor.tant changes were made to the
GSP law after extensive hearings, deliberations 0nd study by both -

* Housesof Congressr The .1984 atendmen s. added several addilional- •
, criteria which must be met for a country, to be eligib]Le for GSP.

These new cr-iter-ia, included p.i)visions on: 1) protection' of.
intelleqtual property right&; 2) reduction of t-rade distorting
investment practices and-elimination of barriers tO services
trade; 3) protection of- worker's rights; and 4) elA-mination Of
unreasonable export practices. Pub. L. 9V-7173, Tit FT. 4503..

- .- - The amended law also added 'additional products-
which were statutdrily excluded from-the program, including such
items as, footwear, handbags, luggage, flat goods, work- .gloves and

- leather wear ing aAjgareL___ .Ad'._§5_4.Th-se -we-rn-addLt-ioe -t ---
, -- ry-aaticles, already Eitittorily..excluded such as-textiles

- and apparel, watches, electronic articles and crtain steel arti-.
Scles. Thus, most, of the- most--import s-an-sitive "U*.'S industries'

are already, protected from competition from GSP imports.

Important changes were made-to the competitive'
-need limit provisionss 6f the GSP law. ' The-President was given

. -. the-discietion to:cut competitive need limits--in half for
- products determined to besufficiently'competitive, thereby-'
eliminating.GSP eligiblity for vast amounts of- currently - "
eligible trade. - Id. ,505. However, recognizing that benefits - -

provided under the-GSP program gave the United States leverage
over "bnefciary countries, Congress also allowed the VPresident .
some discretion to "waive! these lower competitive need limits

Under certain w editions. Id. -These conditions effectively-
allow the United States, to negotiate with beneficiary countries -

to obtain important benefits in return for use of waiver
authority. In deciding on waiver, the Preside-oV must consider,
among other things, assurances on equitable and reasonable market

- access and 'protection of intellectual. property rights.,.., Id.

- The" new law also contained-a provision which called for
mandatory graduatioA 4ftera-two'year period 'or any country' - ...

whose per capita GNP.-pxceeded an indexed amount which was fixed
- at $8,50-0 in 1984, 5504(f)(l). Thus ther'Taw alrkaadd has &4 .prbvi-

-' 4 , - - - - t 4
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sion which would aduate tengficriieS which reach a level -of
development, deters nad1 by Congress to be high enough-to no longer
warrant preferentia treatment. -Most importantly, this provi-
sion- unlike s.1860 .1867, wold be applied, in a non- - -

Sdiscriminatory' fap awd wouhd allow a period of-gradual -

- phase-in.
B. US j current ' 14 The'Midst Of

s~mvnting T'ie 1984A, amendments' Andj
, Th Renewed GSP Program And Amendment*

Of The GSP Program Now Would Negate,
- The Substantial Progress Madh Toward z-
*Realizing Important U.S. frade Objectives'

At a significant cost, in terms of time, effort and " .
-resourceA, the USTR has been pressing ahead with implementation
of' the renewed&.GSP program -based on the framewprk established
under-the Act. USTR has held hear'ngs- apd received statements-on
protection of intellectual property rights anl on various country
practices including yorkerIs rights., investment, and -trade in
'services.- It hap undertaken the general product review called.
for under the Aot, soliciting comments and holding hearings ont
all GSPeligible productsand considering requests for exercise
of wa'irer authority. -The USTR has also' begun consultations with
several benefticiarycountries on the issues of-applieot ion of
reduced competitive need .limits and 'use of waiver author ty. , in
the context of these oonsultatipns, i't is reasonable to expect'
that the USTR has' been and will be reviewing the" criteria-
established in the law*and determining what steps- Ienefic-iary
co Ut-tr- ave--ae n -that-otrd-wa-r-a~t--uS0--G"
the waiver authority. .. "

S.1860/S.1867 would nullify all the work-4on-.by
- the USTR in examining intellectual-property rights protection,.
country practices, workers rights, market access, and numerous -

.other. practices *of- affected beneficiary countries. It'would" cer-
tainly mean the end of-any- further consultatiohs aimed at. obtain-
ing improved market access or other .polioy--goals in connection " .
'with exercise of the. waiver authority.' It would elimidateepkirely
the very r~ i leverage which was the -heakrt of the 1984 amendments..
What is-probably most troulesothe .about tis entire proposal i6,
thdt-the United States wil have given-up all these very real
benefits' and end up with .ve-y little, if. anything,. in return: At
best, under S.1860/-S.1867, the United States perhaps wiltl collect

- a few dollars more in tariffs, and obtain a reduction 'in certain
GSP imports from the affected beneficiary countries (would'un-

doubtedly, be simply be displaced,by increased imports from Japan-).-
Against these minimal gains, however-, must be weighed the. loss of
very. real opportunities and actual accomplishments that the--- --

current program has produced to open foreign markets, enhance-..
protection.of U.S. intellectual.property rights and workers,-
rights:an4 increase investment as well. as trad i-jpervices'.

I,
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" Regardles4 of hiow-these-.alternatives are weighed,.it is difficult to conclud ,hat U.S. interests wil. be better aserved by S.'860/S*. L867.'- _Tfse amendment may very tell. serve as 
plainly visi.ble puhish 'enL, but they" certainly serve no*..constructiVe U. S,. interest." Indeed, "At is not even particularlyeffective protectionism.. - -

-. -' IV. - GSP-PROVIDES SUBSTANTIAL ECONOMIC" •. BENEFITS TO THE UNITED STATES'

A. GSP Has :Spurrd, U.'.'Exports
To. Th. DevelopnCountries
And -TO, The ROC I lIarticuLar ,

GSP A4*h9ff red ROC and other beneficiary q6up -.tries imProved accasos to the. U. !. .rket which has helped them to'
-]41-nerate greater hard currenby, o0! t earnings.- Th6seincreased-_export earnings have in turn enable.d-he-4O C E expand the'volume. and value 'of' imports from, the United States.-- By 1980, total U.S.trade .with developing countri-es was larger than U.S. trade with-Europe and Jap.an combined. *The LDC share of U.S. manufactured•.xpcxrts increased from 2.9 pd. cefit1tW1970, prior to GSP, "toearly 40 percent in'1980. The same is true-in the critical areaof high techonology'U.S. exports: .. by.1980,. LDC.s accounted for

approximately 4*0 percent. of such .J.S, exoortt. *These trends,'moreover, are likely to continue as long a;,LDC's are able-togenerate, through GSP trade. the necessary hard currencies..

U.S. annual exports to- the.;ROC alone incre. ed-f (rom $i.6-billion'in 1976, the first year of the GSP program,. to .over $S5.bil in.. in 1984, a- 213.percent: increase, making i-t-one oftho- La1 -t growing-markets for U.S.3Ixports. The U.S. gain,measured "in .'terms of -increased U-;S.-sales to -the ROC madepossible by GSP-, trade, far otweighs .the minimal amQunt lostthrough uncollected duties. This .export growth was assisted by""the .S. DepArtment pf Commerc's" American Tradd Center in. ,T ipe,- which--is provided, with free office space and other g-assistance for U.S. product exhibitions. It was also sided byadministrative orders adopted by the-ROC limitinq certain importsto U.S; or Eurbpean origin. "

• A signififat amount- of the increased'export sale -by 'the United. States t,6 the ROC is tied -directly to. ROC. • .product-iolh..o GSP-eligible articles. U.S. producers supply'avariety of raw materials, equipment, machinery and constituentproducts that-are used by ROC producers in the manufacture of
their GSP products.' As these products' are developed, many, Aresold around thgr world, not just in the United States, so' that inmony cases these imports-of raw materials and parts from theUnited. State_ increase pXoportionately more than -do their.

S-'associated GSP exports -bac to the United States.

2 ' -- - ',
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B. The ROC Has Been One Of Thet -

Largest Customers Of .U.S. ,
* -" Agricultural Products In Large

measure Due To The .GSP, Program

One of the areas-An-which the benefits of the GSP
- p"orwa _-aI1b:2ftedStates-have__ en most visible is
-agricultural export sales to the kOC. The ROC signed a five year
grain purchasing agrpemenk. with the United States in 1981." Under'
,the, agreement, the ROC made commitments to purchase 17 million
tons of U.S. grain; a. fairly significant, amount.of t-Tde.

According to ROC import statistics, fro July 1981
to April l5-4-996,-the .ROC .imported 514 million, bushels of corn,
!47 million bushels of barley1 114 million bus els of wheat an4-
243 million-bushels of soybeans. Altogethier# the total purchases
of these fo-r agricultural commodities r4Achea d 918 million
btishels or -23.8- million tons. -In additioh -o the contract-pur-

. - chase-s-, the ROC has also imported some 43, million bushels of
sorghum .during the same period of time. The United States is by

-far the ROC's primary grain -supplier proViding more than 88.4
percent ot its total grain imports. The ROC was' the third
.largest purchaser in (he world of U.S. corn and the sixth for

* sorghum; the' fourth for soybean; and the. second for Oirley. On a
per- capita basis, the ROC may -well be the world's number one

. consumer of U.S. grain,. ,-".- -

" For many 9,ther. American agriculture items, such as
apples,.-cattle hides, animal feeds, orAnge juice-, grapes- and
almonds, etc. ,1 the.ROC, is aso ,among -theleading importers _
worldwide. "-All in all, the United States enjoys a 'trade surplus.
with -the ROC in.the -trade of agricultural products which amounted

, to some-Sl.2 billion- in 1985- .

The Grain Purchase Agreement is-up for renegotiation
this year and a sharp decrease, in' the ROC's earnings derive4 from
GSP exports could seriously- jeopardize the ROC'sj"abi-lity to con- -

. in-ue purchasing substantial quantities of U.S agricultural goods ....-

* - .C. - GSP Has Provided U.S. Consumers - - - - .
With Subs.tintiaj Savincjs- -

GSP" imports have also 0provided U.S.. consumers with
aubstantil savings~ovef the curse of the--program. The value of

" - the GSIP program to-U.S* retail consumers is much greater than

simplyW the duty -rate avoided, since a duty, increase -is- Magnifed
many times over by the time an imported article reaches the end
user, U4., importers and retailers have found, in the course of
numerous _GSPI product vieww cases, that joss of duty-free treatment.
results in retail price increases of three to' five times the duty.
amount imposed. It would be- reasonableto expect, there forp,
that- reduction of competitive need. levels or,.complete elimination
of-eligibility fromi even a: single country will lead directly to
-substantialtetail price increases for U.S. consumers. . -.

------
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-Furthere. many G-W&import are, cottage industryproducts which are not produced or are produced in very limitedquantities n the United States.- Other GSP exports have oftendeveloped- new market sectorsin the' united States which have notbeen developed by domestic producere-'C thers moderate escalatingprices or provide consumeis- with s 1tyalteirnatives. Thisis.particularly important for trialonsumers, i.eT, U.S.,-firms-which require low-cst inputs for' theirU.S. Uproductio,GSP imports of the. inputs o -components often provide-*U.S.producers-with the margin needed to successfully-compete-againstdeveloped country imports, land hence promote U.S* production andemployment. The 3OFT has estimated that at leapt .16"percent of-ROC GSP exports consist of Suqh- intek-mediate products whichrequire further value-added "in the United States.
-J

v.. THE ROC HAS -UND1RTAKEN.. NMER0S STEPS.- TO I PROVE TRADE RELATIONS RE .YING IN"--GOOD FAITH ON THE FRAMEWORK. ESTABLISHED"

UNDEt THE TRADE AND. TARIFF ACT OF 1984"- . . AND AMENDMENT NOW WOULD UNFAIRLY PENALIZE IT

-" ,- Reasonably expecting tha the United States would -proceed with implbmetntation of the renewed GSP program -as set -forth in the Act, the ROC has taken steps and-begun consultations-,in good faith with the United, States to comply with..the AW.7.Some of the steps taken by the, ROt'in reliance on the 1-984amendments and in pursuit of improved trade relations generally'include the following -specific items. - ..- "
:- -A. Enhanced Prtjdt iAo-f - -
- j -- • intellectual Property Rght -- -- "

-As-a general matter, the ROC has moved' beyond'a.mere odod faith effort to ensure the protection of intellectualproperty rights. As a recentCongressiodal ieport-concluded,'.. significant progress hao been made in Taiwan .... -Unfair,Foreign Trade Practices, Rep6't by the Subcommittee on Oversightand InVesEtigations o.. the Committee on Energy and Commerce,- - Committee print 99-H, 99th Cong.,. 1st Sess., p. 8 (April--1985).In comparison- with most c9untrie-s at roughly the same -level of.-Seconomic development, and indeed with many developed countries,the actions, taken 'and laws implemented by the-OC provide U.S."businessmen with steadily growing protection and an envir0 ment"which encourages increased trade and investment.
InFebrdary, 1983,' an amended national trademark-law was promulgated gihich provides for more effective'sanctions,-' enforcement mechanisms and protection for tradema'rk.holders. TheROC.s trademark 'law provides a comprehensive system for theregistration, maintenance, and protection of both foreign anddomestic "trademarks. Provisions of the amended law include;"

* 
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.i a r~quirliment that a person sentenged- to-
pr it y serv~ such terms,
i.e., no commutation of sentence or
substitution of fines for-impridonment;

A Ii. an increase in the potential jail te"m-for
Such violations to five (5).yehai;

-- Mi. an increase in the f Ines, imposed for. -" .:. unauthorized. colying -of a pr-otectable, mnik

iv a provision requiring confiscation *nd
impoundment of. counterfeit goods;

.... " - v... availability of relief for private ersons-;.- . . . and ...

vr. extension,- on a.reciproca basis, of
, . national trademark rights to foreign-

trademark holders who hav -notregistered
. their marks in the ROC.- -.S, trademark

"bot.oers- are permitted, to Lnvote.the".
provisions of the ndw law to obt in
protection for their 4U.5, registered marks.

- Phtent protection in the ROCO extends for a period
of 15 yers.. As elsewhere, a patent- rtght in the ROC is-viewed'
as an exclusive right: of- the.patentee to-manufacture, seU or .
otherwise utilize his patent,-including; ifWthe invention is a-

= process, any product manufactured by direct-use of that process.
The linist'ry of Economit Affairs' ("i'4OEA) is currently evaluating:-eproposed amendment'%-to the existing patent law.', Increasing the

-cr-iminal penalties fbr patent infringement and extending patent
protection for chemicall products are but -two of several'
modifications-being considered.. , .-.

"An amended Copyright Law has recentlyy been enacted.
Implementation. regulations were the subject o discussion.of a
U.S.-ROC meeting last.October. At that: time, U.S. officials were "
provided- the. opportunity to express :their views on .the -drqfttng --
of these regulations. ' Recently enacted amendments tothe-
Coipyright--Law are, aimed at expan4itng, thd ,scope -nd extending.the

- term f copyright protection. Computer software,, for -example; is1eli-gi le for copyright" protectioiu"under the new law. The 7
prpte tion provided to software is, identical td that provided by
the U4 ited States Copyright'-Lw. -

- - obtan The amendments also specify that foreign nationals "
- may obtain copyright protection in the-ROC through registration

- of their copyright-s. - ddttAonally, U.S. copyright owners will ,be
treated the same as-,ROC nationals by virtue of the provisions-of
the U.S.-ROC PCN Traty. - Furth@r , the new law has increased the
criminal" penalties for infringment sd-that repeat offenders will
be subject to a mandatory minitun incarceration of six, months and -.

- . , -
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araximum ica rcerain of- five yea rs- n combination with a fine'*of NT$150,00. Additionally, the- copy ight folder will be permit--ted, at a minimum, to be compensated for his damages in an amowtequal to- five hundred'times the set price of the -copyrighted work.,

The MORA is also working on provisions for what isreferred to-as the *Pair Trade Practices- Act. This law is aimedat providing protection in. arjeas'of unfair trade practk.es. ,The"-0! Fair -Trade Practices Act covers such areas as monopoly mergers,.-,concerted 46tiot0, unfair competitionIp'yramidsalesr theorganization and authority of 'the Fair T ade Prhctices Coamittqe,civil liabilit, and-penaLtieh.jor violation of the Act -- • "" ~ •. - .
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Other measures adopted by the ROC Lncludez
" improved aces fnrP II.( nQ rh. n

compapies to ROC courts to enforce their
r ights; -

Ii. enhanced export regulations to prevent the .
expbrtation.of unauthq.(ized products;

--iii. - increased judicial, administrative and
* police resources'to prevent and punish "

Violations Of thp laws; and "

iv'. increased edUcafionaV activijtis aimed at
" . x. understanding g of the. Importance

- d"tt-nteVecttiia property rights.

B. Tariff Reductions -,

" . The.RQC has -adopted a strong.-vie w toward the -elimination of tariff and non-tariff barqeiers.and hasarticipa- -ith the united States in, severalbilateral tSrrt-f nqoiations; The first round of ROC-U.S." tariff -negotiations occurred on December 29, 1979, -An Washington,D.C ;-,As a result of those digcussions, the ROC agreed to . - -
concessions" on 339 items, 299 bfwhichwere implemented all atone time in-1980 and the remaining 40 items were reduced in fivestages over the period-from January 1980 through January ft 1984.

The second-round of tariff negotiations betweenihe United States and.the ROC-occurred conDecember'31, 1981, in.Taipei. As a result of these talks, the ROC,made .tariff
concessions on 31 items-which consisted of 14 agriculture.products and -1'7 lqdus6trial articles. Twelve of-'the ROC'O 31concessionary items *were implemented in. one stage, in 1980. The-tariff concessions on the remaining 19 items, were implemented insix stages beginning in 1982. -

The ROC and United States-conducted a third round, of tariff negotiations O" August 1-3., 1984, in Washington, D.C"* ThRE OC agreed .to reduce the duty rates on 113 products upon'

_
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which'tte United. states was the priAcipal supplier.. The
concessions on the 113 articleswere. iplemented in January 1985.
Additidnally" th, OC agreed toadvance the implementation dates:

A-n tbh concessions aft six ittms from prior negotiations to.
< January .1,.1985.

" -" Beyond the iOCld bilateral attempts to reduce
tariffs, the ROC unilaterally reviews all ratqs.of duty annually.
As a result-of unilateral reviewsjfrom 1974 to 1965'and on kts
own initiative, the, ROC has made 117, items eligible for duty-free -'
" treatment. Further tariff rates have been greatly'reduce-on an
additional 4,910 items. -In 1985; the-ROC reduced its tariff

rat6l for 1,05. of its most import sensitive'items that were
dutiable at rates beween 75 and 100 percent._..

In.1984x the ROC fpr the #irst time unilaterally
reduced tariffs on 28 consumer iteres,- including raisins, from the
United states. for a four moth period- from November 5 through
February 28. This "window* in the applicat-ion of the tariffs was
used as a incentivat to-ROC retailers. to purchase more consumer
products from the United States.

*" Most recently,, the ROC has also agreed to re4uca.e
' its tariffs lh aged reductions -on 112 products upon which the
United State requested tariff reductions.' Unilateral. y, the ROC

is contemplating tariff reductions on an additional 80, items for
which the United States accounts for 25, percent' or more- of tROC
importers.

... C. Improved Market Acc*s. - , -,

'In order" to stiviulate. the "United States access to -

the ROC market, the ROC has sponsored l-procurement emissions to
" the United States'wi-i-tin the last seven years. The total

purchased by .he" ROC during these. 11 procurement missions .is
approximately jL8 billion.. Kajor ROC purchases include soybeans
rawocotton,'wheat, barley, corn-,buses, and other- industrial arid -
electronic equipment. Twenty-two states served as suppliers of
these products fo th* Tenth Procurement Mission in" April and' May

-1 985. -The Twe , uremnnt Hissios ii scheduled for September
of this year. .

- As*a result of- consult{itionse'between th4 United-
States, the ROC has agreed to open-its markets for US. exports
of. beer, wineand cigarettes. American beer, wine and cigarettes
will be permitted tO be sold in all retail- outlets in which RoC
cig.trettes are -sold, There are appoximately 70-;000 retail outlets
in the ROCwhith4will be eligible to.-sell these products-- The

" - domestic market for cigarette sales-alOne in the ROC totaled nearly-
m$840 million In 1984., Beyond merely providing market access, .these

'measures will permit increased opportunities for U.S. exports.

- --
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"D; Workers Rights

., The'R0 has made great strides in. the area of.
worker ri-ghts. The passage of the Basic, tabor Standards Law on..
July 30, 1984t d that workerW in the ROC jjould bes provided
v it certain ikternationally recognized worker rights. The-,
pua.pose 0,4ellaw is to establish basic-stanidatd of -working
conditions,. to prbteat the rights andprivileges of workers, to.'
strengthen the relationship -between employedes-and-employers, and
to promote 'socio-economic development, Th a legislation ,took---
nearly ten yoars to enact and is considered a landmark,
achieyepdnt for-.the pro C10tiin of-workers in the ROC.

-- - The Basic 14for Standards Law;.in the ROC applies
to all workers in manufacturing, construction, communications,
transportation, mining and quarrying, water, electric and'Vs.."
utilities, agricultur,-foretry , fi.shiAa.;J.vestock farming, and'

-mass media. The 'law will. likely, be extended to cover employees
in commerce, - finnce#r real estate, ins racq. and:business .ser-
vices at sqme time-in-the. near future. Onkike.th united States

- which permfttAtate regulation o( workers in certain aeas, the
ROC's Basic Labor Standards'Law applies to eVery ROC worker
regardless of their 'gegraphic location in TaiWap. Some ,measdief
are unprecedented even in an ibdustriatized country such as the .
United States. -Por example, the ROC law r'equi1rej the protection

\ of wome workers during non-work, hours, Yrovides tor liberal
>u.aternity leave, and even regutares' the a'ounl of time which must'

c-be given a nursing mother during'the 7ork flay -to feed- her Ub?.

- It ir important to.uncferst~ed in 'review in4'all '
,these measures taken iby the "ROC irv tje pa t several -years; -that "
while they all may not have been 'one with the -9SP program in
mind- it is a¢purate to say that they were undertaken in an

S "atmospliere and based on an expectat ion that Oere were and would
-lbe "*tual. incentives and a' balanci4g :of burdAns'in the trade

relationship. with the United' States. The radical revision of the
- , GSpprogram"contemplAted now destroys° that balance of interests,
the unerlying bargain' ifyou will; it substantially reduces Any
incentive tO press ahead with measures which largely stand to
benefit only. the- United States,-

VI. GSP HAS PLAYD AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN -

THE ECONOMIC bsvELoPIENT OF THE ROC -

Since itsInception in 1976, the U.S.'GSP program hap
become an integral, part -of the economic-development plans of:t& -

JROC. The a'har,-f the!ROC's total exports-to the United States
rbprdsented- by GSP-eligjble products has grown, from 35 percent in
1976 to over 52 percent 1. 1984.. In 19341 22 percent of the
ROC's exports to the United ates actually' received duty-free
treatmehti- Perhaf'thp importa ce.of GSP to the ROC can bebe t
understood when 'viewed" in light, of fc,t that the value or he.-
ROC's-GqP-el1gible exports represents uty l-per-dent of its 4NP.
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Taking actions which affect the GSP status of this ROC trade is-
comparable,,n relative termp, to taking action against total U.S.
.Kxports, "hich representabout this.same share- of--the U.S. GNP.

Th"o ROC's 4SP exports to. he Un tted State$ have grown
much' more rapidly, since 0e rgaj mo-i4,meption than' its non-GSP,
exports indicating thatfthe, treatment* vided- GSP'AOs-.-have=4L.
clear impact on the competitivenessO R9,,:products-in 'he US.
market. In the alternative, the )Qss bf:.GSP benefits can

- reasonably be expected to retard severely the ROC's ability to
compete in the U.S. mar*et'aqd to lead to 4 loss of export trade.

The importance of GSP'to beneficiary couhtry-competi-
tiveness ,in the U.S. market was demonstrated in the International
Trade Commission's (".TC") report on'the'GSP program. Cha ines in
Import-Trends Resulting from Excluding Selected Imports from
Certain countries from the Generalized system of 'Preferences,
Report on inv. N6.7332-147, USITC Pub. 1384 (May 1903). on the
basis-of -substantial statistcal analysis, the ITC found that
"Overall, the establishment of the exclusion (loss 6f duty-free
treatment through competitive need limits) coincided with the end
of the rapid rise in importspnd with- tte--oweringotmpo t
share in subsequent years." Id. at iii, pp. 8-10. This
empirica-l analysis, strongly contradicts thV assertion many

- beneficiary countries 'do not needto compete in the U.S. -market.

Yet the benefits to the ROC from the GSP program should
not be expressed only in terms of macroeconomic indicia, for-the
availability'of preferential treatment has come. to play as-large,
if not larger, a.kole in the lives -of. literally millions of'.
individual-ROC businessmen and employees. Many ROC businesses
have rhaoe significant financial and resource commitments based on-
the avoilability of GSP treatment, a-was intended by the United -

* states. when it - implemented its program.

VII. T1E ROC REMAINS A DEVELOPING COUNTRY

In any analysis of the ROC's efforts to adhere. o what.
is referred to as-the disciplines of the international trading
system, certain basic indicators' of'development-must be.kept Ln

; mind., Basic socio-economic indicators demonstrate that-,the ROC
ranks approximately sixth'among GSP beneficiaries in terms of
development and well- below the devqLopmenr jeveis or
-industrialized nations. " - '

The following table provides a useful-comparison f
basic indicators of development for certain GSP beneficiaries and
several industrialized countries'

1
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*AREA GNP
POPULATION TI!OUS. PER CAP.

COUNTRY 'MILLIONS SQ. KM. U.S. $ LIFE EXP.-

United .States 234.5 .9,363 14,10" 75
Canada . 24.9 9,976 12,310 76
Japan 119.3 372 10,120, 77,
Netherlands' 14.4 4"1 9, 890 76
Italy 56.8 301" 6,400 76
*Trinidhd
and Tobago - 1.1 ;5 6,850 68 
Ssingalore 2.5 . V 6,620 .... 73

*'hong Kong 5.3 1 , 6,000 76
.'Irae'l. 4.1 21 .5,370 74

17Venezuela. '17.3 912 3,840 -' . 68.
*T- iwant 18.7 , 36" 2,744 72

GSI DIeneficiary Developi'ng Country
B7

----- -- / --== ,.<

Source: World Bank's World DeVelopment' Report 1985 and ROC
Ministry of-Economic Affairs. All data provided is for
1983.

it is apparent from these statistics that a significant
differential exists between Taiwan and industrialized countries -

as well as-between'Taiwan 4!d o"., more advancedGSO benefi-
ciaries . Taiwan's per capita .GNP was less than one-fifth the GNP
in the United-States and less than .half the level of. Singapore,
Hong Kong, or Trinidad and Tobago.. Though there are no factors
which when taken in isolation willaccurately, reflect any country's
level ofodevelopment, for. purposes. of- tho-GSP revie*1 such-basic
socio-ecohomic data are revealing. 'In this respect it is" impor-
tant to keep in mind that in the Act; Congress grappled with the
question of when a country Should.bq graduated from GSP-based on -

a general level of economic development and included a provision
which would eliminate countries from GSP eligibility when their
per capita GNP' reaches $8,500. As indicated above, the ROC'sper
capita GNP is wbll below this level. Thus, even judged against!
Congress' own standard, it is impossible to determine that the
ROC has entered thp ranks of. the developed countries.

VIII. tF COUNTRIES ARE GRADUATED FROM THE
GSP PROGRAM IT SHOULD BE DONE ON A
NON0-DSCRIMINATORY AND GIOADUAL BASIS

The BOFT is. quite concerned about the standards and-
procedures, or lack thereof, for country graduation 4,n S.1860/-
S.1867. The- proposed amendment cites.certain- extr m ly general
factors such as per capita income, "economic development' and
"ability of such.country to compete internationally in the ab-

6
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sence of such preferencps.1' The level of generality of these
factors is so great that they effectively establish no,discern-
ible standards for graduation. The billthen goes on to proclaim
that taiwan, Hong Kong and Korea, all meet these standards.
Absolutely no indication is providedias- to why these particular
countries were expressly included, why others were not, and-how.
the v~gue criteria contained in the law apply to these countries.

The inescapable impression this approach leaves is one
of-discrimination. There Is simply no pr 4men -Ia the law to
ensure that.all beneficiary countries are treated equally and
fairly. Why, for instance, Mexico with a per capita GNP ($2,240
in 1983) roughly comparable to that of the ROC and with quite
competitive.products, or Venesuela,.with a GNP nearly three times
that of the ROC, or Brazil, with GSP imported larger than Honq Kong,
were not also designated for graduate is not clear. The dan-
gers posed by S.1860/S.1867 for arb trry or discriminatory treat-

-. " ment. are real and significant. Discriminatory treatment such as A
---- would inevitAbly-result would be contrary to fundamental princi-

ples of international trade law and'basic notiQns of fairness.

The prop-bsed law'world also'be-particularly unfair for
the 'ROC- because it~would suddenly impose enormous changes in the
terms of trade for the ROC. The current amendment-contains no
provision" which would allow the graduation to .be phased-In over a
period of years. If such a change was imposed at once, it would
have a devasting effect throughout the entire ROC economy. ..
Again, fairness wouid strongly counsel against imposition of such.
a burden-on the ROC at. once. -IhTlehe.ROC opposes any change in
the law, if one is made,* it should allow some period to reduce
benlf its gradually and allow the ROC economy time to adjust to -
this sign4ticant change in the terms of trade.

IX. GSP LAW IN ITS CURRENT FORK PROVIDES
PROMPT AND EFFECTIVE PROTECTION FOR U.S:
INDUSTRIES AND ELIMINATES GSP TREATMENT,
FOR PRODUCTS FROM COUNTRIES WHICH HAVE "

-6EMONSTRATED COMPETITIVENESS IN THE PRODUCTS

A. Statutory Exclusions Eliminate
A Substantial Amount of Trade

" From GSP Eligibility Ab.Initio

While the minimal share of imports and absence of
* competition make it unlikely that the GSP Imports haveinjutred-or

threaten U.S. jobs or industries in a general sense, there are
also ample protections built into the exIsting GSP law to-protect
U.S. firms, workers, and even industries from injury due to
specific product imports. Protection is provided under GSP in
three principal ways: 1) many import sensitive products --

textiles, apparel, shoes, certain steel and glass products and
electronics -- are statutorily excluded from eligibility under
GSP.; 2) competitive need limits work automatically to eliminate

- + + -
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fduty-free treatment for articles-_which, exceed either the
percentage or indexed -limits, and, 3) discretionary graduation
authority gives the President broad discretion to make any other,
alternation under the program, which he deems warkanted'under the
circumstances, -In addition to these mechanisms, the Act: called
for a general review of all GSP products which is likely-to.lead -
to add-itional exclusions of eligible products. -

These aspebts 'of the'GSP program alsoinqure that 40

a country does. hot-reci-ve -GSP-t-reatment-on--a-product--ti-ito ct-t. .W
has become internationally competitive. The severity of- these
automatic and discretionary exclusions has made the U.S. GSP
program one-of the most restrictive of preferential schemes among
developed countries. BecAuse oe. the statutory exclusions and
limited product coverage, GSP-eligJble tra4e averaged only -35.

. percent of total trade from beneficiary countries in £981 .. Ib
1985,. only $13.3 billion or 41 percent of a total of $32.7
billion-GSP-eligble trade actually rece-imed-duty-free treatment.
This U.S. -percentage 'is significantly lower than 'is the case for
most other countries providing preferential programs. See, e.9., .
Operation and Effects of the Generalized System of Prefe-rences,
UNCTAD Fifth Review (1980), U.-S.' Pub., E.81.IT.D6, p. -33. For
European Community members, for example; the average share of-

.... uty-free imports, to GSP eligible imports has ranged from 55 to
1v. percent. See, Commission if. the Europea4 Comthunities# TheGenera-iiedss t.of. P freerenceC'df the..European Community- p

B. Competitive Need EXclusions

The vaiue of tota V come't ie need graduations has
'grown from $1.-9 bilo'Ari 1976, it th program's inception, to
$13.8 billion in 1985 or by 626, percent,__'Competitive need
exclusions rose not only absolutely but. also relative, to total ..
GSP duy-f -ee-and totwl GSP-eligible imports under., the program.
BetiWep 1976- and 1985, the amount of-.trade excluded from GSP
benefits by competitive,.need limits grew at a much faster rate "
than did total GSP-eligible imports. Competitive: need exclusions
have thus taken a larger and larger bite out of GSP imports
throughout the program's history.

The vast :bulk of these '"competitive need
exclusions, moreover, have come from the program's major
beneficiaries which have suffered competitive* need losses ' "
commensurate with- or-greater than, their use of the program. In
19850, the top five beneficiaries suffered 92 percent by value of
,total competitive need losses. While the ROC's GSP duty-free

"impor-ts have grown at in.average annual rate of 27' percentover.
the-course of the'program, its competitive need losses have risen

- at an annual rate of-over 60 percent. Indeed, by 1984 the value
of competitive need exclusions exceeded- the ROC's duty-free
imports by• some $1.1 billion or 20 percent of its duty-free

. imports. In 1985, competitive'need exclusions exceeded duty-free
imports by $1.8 billion; While the ltOC's level of duty-free im-



ports remained relatively constant between 1984 and 1985, its
competitive need losses grew from $3.1 billion to. $4.6 billion,
ot by nearly-50 percent. These statistics on competitive need
exclusiona c4arly reveal that, while major Lbdneficiaries such as
the.ROC account for a large., portion 'of duty,-free trade under the
program,- they suffer an equal, if not greater,' share of* competi-
tive need exclusions! And more importantly, the trend id clearly
toward reducing benefitS- available for the ROC undgr.the program.

-C'--- -scret-ronarf~dth

Since 1980, discretionarylgrduat'on, under which
the United States may~remove GSP treatment from .a particular
product for a p4rticular country even if-those imports do not
exceed competitiye need limits, has. provided'even greater
protection to U.,S.-'industrie.s., Discrtiohary graduation has been
exercised in four principal ways: 1) through review of eti-tions
submitted by* parties., seeking graduation of' spcified'products; 2)
through failure to 'redesignate an item that becomes, eligible for
duty-free treatment; 3) 'through denial-of GSP eligibility for a
country wilen new products are'added to the, GSP'-eligible -list; and
4) *failure to allow waiver of the 50 percent limit for. de" minimis
trade items.

Numerous 0,S., industries and small businesses have
aVailed themselves of'the annual review procedtirqs to seek
removal of GSP treatment from specific, products foe particular
countries. Since discretionary g.raduatios, was implemented,
numerous petitions from affected U.S. industries seeking either
complete'or coutry-specific eliutinatioo of an item from GSP
eligibility have bcon,fi led-.and accepted. This year alone, USTRhas received petitions'for modification'of GSP treatment covering
over 190 products. " "

exercised most harshly with respect toGSP' items eligible for,-
redesignation. Practically all of the ROC itms eligible for

redesignation have been graduated. '1n- terms of trade value
affected, three-fourths of. total trade eligible for redesignatioq
was giadua'ted r-ther. than r6dqsignated. The. statistics reveal
that use of divscretionary graduation-has become almost automatic
in the caseof the major beneficiaries.

INCREASED GRADUATION AND RESTRICTIONS
ON MAJOR BENEFICIARIES HAVE NOT RESULTED
AND WILL NOT RESULT IN INCREASED GSP
BENEFITS FOR OTHER BENEFICIARIES

Contrary-to arguments thA have often been ,nud in
support oft increased graduatioA, actual expert ience under the.
program hasrevealed"that when GSP duty-free treatment has been
denied to one or all of the major beneficiaries in a particular
item, denial has most often not led to meaningful increases in

I-. 7
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impo to in the affected productp from less developed
bene iciaries. This is the conclusion reached in the President's-
Rep rt to Congress on the First Five Yeaes' Operation of the
Geu bralized System'of Preferences. C lmmittee on Ways and Means,

" 96th Cong., 2nd'Sess., WKP 96-58 (April 1980), pp. .30, 68. The
ITC-GSP Report also corroborated this conclusion after having
analyzed substantial amount of import data over the program's
history. It concluded that tthe-,countries benefitti-ng most
from the .exclusions are advanced'developing countries and
developed countries--not less developed countries."- Id. at iii;

If any effect occurs, most often.it is that increased
restrictions and graduation me rely shift trade either to one. or
the other major beneficiaires (when only some of thtI-majors ate
restricted, which ser-ves only tow discriminate against the restric-
ted country in favor of its competitors) or to developed countries-
such' as Japan which were never "the intended beneficiaries of the
program,, or merely reduces exports to the-United States in -that
product, thereby reducing the overall benefit of GSP. This -
-experience is easily enough explained: a'precondition for
increased use of-the program by countries-other than the majors
Is not increased gradmation.of thp majors, but 'rather the
development of a Kasic economic infrastructure and the industrial
base required to enter into production of the variety of goods'
receiving GSP treatment in sufficient quantity and quality to
serve th6 U.S..market. The economies of most beneficiary-
countries -are still predomihantly devoted to the production .and
export Of primary -agricultural _goods and labor-intensive
products, -such as textiles, apparel, ,footwear, and leather goods,
which are statutorily excluded 'from the program.

Increased graduation of the-majors may serve as
effective and discriminatory protection or as a pepalty, but it

, is mistaken'to. contend that it will substantially assist in a'
'" meaningful.way,', the. -ncrease-of£. the 'use-of£-the-,program. by-other.., -.

developing countries.

SXI.- CONCLUSION

. - For the reasons set. forth -above, the interests of the
United States and all developing countries have been and will be
served by the.GSP program as amended in 1984; that program should
not be cut short by new amendments. It serves important U.S.

\ goalssuch-as.'imdpovingarket access, increasing U.S. exports

. . . .. )/ - .
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and reducing use of the GSP program, while at the same time.
continuihlgito'fost.er economic development in all beneficiary " "
countries. -

Dated: June 16, 1986 Respectfully. sul-mitted,

Italo H. Ablendi, Esq.
P. David Fostei;, Esq.
Sturgis d(.-Sobi.n# Esq. " ..

AB16IDI P'FOSTER,, p.c.
" 1776 K Street, N.W.

.. Washington# D.C. 20006

Counsel'to the'Soard of'
Foreign Trade, Republic of
China on .TAiwan

STATEMENT OF CURTS -COOKE, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
AND CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER, RUSS BERJIE & CO., INC.,
OAKLAND, NJ
Mr. Coocz. -Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Curts Cooke, execu-

tive vice president and chief financial officer -of Russ Berrie & Co.
With me this morning is Mr. Joel Simon, our otaide counsel. I a.
preciate th opportunity to address you today on Senate bill 1867. "

Let'me first start with;a brief history of the Russ Berrie Co. We
.are. a-company -that. designs-,and.markets impulse gifts throughout,7-
the United states. Impulse gifts are stuffed animals, ceramic
greeting cards, Christmas ornaments,. and man moieitems. The
company 'was started in 1964 by One individual, Mr. Russell Berrie,
and in 1985, we reached a sales level of $204 million.

We are a public com, aiy listed on the New York Stock Ex-"Change, 1984.f 1W oe9-0,0
chingehaving gone public in 1984. we e miplo today' over
employees.in th UnitedStates and over 1,800 worldwide. We sellapproximately 80,000Ustomer inthe states at, tical.

* ly, what we define as. Mom aq d Po s os They- are retail st -res,
normally with a single owner, euch .g!.s card shops, flo-
rists; pharmacies, et cetera. ---

Our products for the mostpart are. produced in Hog Kong
Korea, and Taiwan; the are distributed throughoutthe United
State through, our distribution channels which are 10 local distri-
bution centers strategically placed, sup prted by two central ware-
houses. We presently have over 800,000 squar., feet of warehouse
spp.ce, much of which was constructed new m the last 3 years, obvi-

' Ouly helping the employment of the. construction industry.
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I would like-to add also-that we export our products from orea,.-
Taiwan, and Hong Kong to Canadato England, and to Europ and
are in the process of starting to export our products from
countries to Japan. The company. wil c ntinue to'grow, andh

number of emploYees in the United States will continue-t1.if
crease, dependent though upon a quality product at anaffordable
price W the U.gconsumer.

We will continue to purchase our products overseas for the most
'part as the majority of our roducts ore not manufactured in the
United States or are manufactured at a price which would:not
permit it to be competitiVe in the marketplace or acceptable by the
consumer. However, on each new category we introduce, we look
for products and look for manufacturers in the United States. .

I6 testimony submitted to you, we have offered strong oppositioji
to Senate bill 1867 asin Our opinion, legislation i In place to pro-"
vide adequate provisions for withdrawal of GSP benefits when
-manufacturers of a country ttain worldwide competitiveness. 'And
I think the best way to show that is by an example.

In 1976, we ta uPlush animals in Korea. At that
time, the country-was i its beginning in the luhindustry and

*o was. able to produce little articles of plush, 2 to ?inches.* Because of
-their labor costs being low-and those products .are ,_pten-en
siv e-quality was not-that important; they. we Qe
product. that we could sell. i the United States.

Over the last few years, that industry has matured to a level
- through technology and fprodu activity, to reach a level where they

had high quality at a competitive price. Ak a -result, their volume
exported increased to a level where the were. no longer permitted
* under GSP to receive the benefits. In April 1984, the plush indus.try was remove ed from Korea. Now, what-iB happening ithat their
labor costs are increasing to a levei where their small items are not
competitive. The product is now starting to be produced mainly in
China, again because of low labor. --

I am sure, over the'nextfewyears, that industry in (hina will
mature to a level where it will compete with Korea. And then,
from there, probably another less developed country will begin pro;
ducking plush. The point of this is that there is a procedure for re" •-
moving GSP when a country becomes competitive and can produce " " -

a quality. product, .nd there is no -need -for further leglation.
Thankt you- . -

Th. -prepared written imony of Mr. Cooke follows:] "-

- _. -. - .
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oTSTONY O R. CtheS COOKG a S XyCsTtVm VoCf PReSe. ANDo
C194 PNANCIAL. OFICERR, RUSS BRRE -7co., NC..

The Russ Berrie CcgpIany present this testimony to register'
its strong oppositiod-to any &hange in thq administration of .
the Genera|ii'ed Syste of Preferebnces (GSP)+ program, as set
forth ih thee Generalized System of Preferences Renewa!, Act Of
984, Pub-L. 98-573. '

'.-- Russ Berrie and Co., Inc.+is a public company-whose shares -

- are, traded" on the New York-Stock Exchange. The company is an'
importer and distributor of stuffed *animals, stuffed dolls,
ceramic articles, stationery- school supplies and giftware..
Its, products are sold to. over.80-,000 different, outlets in every
State of the United Statep. Most of- i.ts products- are
manufacturedin Taiwan -Hong ong -and the -Republic of Korea,
and are, or Wave been at one time, entered into" U.S'. commerce,
duty-fxee under the Generalized.System of Preferences,

Russ Berrie &, Co., Inc. has sales in excess o $200,000,000
annually- and employs over 1,500 people at numerous facil'itlies-
throughout the United States. Te company has had an enviable,
growth record in this decade. Tn- 980# it employed 436 people
and by -1990 an employment roll of 3,000 is projected. tuss
Berrie offices in Taiwan, Korea and Hong Kong employ 93 people
who, play an important role in making sure that products meet
the company high proiucdiLon and quality control standards.
In-these.'three courtliespu-ichases are made from Approximately
90 factories.

S. 1867 would require -the President to submit+ legislation
which will result in withdrawing GSP benefits from Tawian, Hong'
Kong and Korea, the three main countries from which-Russ Berrie
imports its products. It would withdraw all GSP benefits from
' these- -countries, on. the faulty notion that, "neither the
General | Agreement on Tariffs and Trade nor .United States laws
aocord.ng preferential - v,<.reatment to +developing countries
provide adequate.rules and procedures for gradual withdrawal of

"such!trea-+tmen:t-as--60ch_ coun-trie-sbecome. more advanced -with a
view to *promoting the opportunities for economic growth of
lesser developed .cbuntries." Sec 601(3) of, S1860..

'This findingsu of the Congress, if adopted, would be a
repudiation of .,the provisions of Title V of the Trade Act of'
1974 which- established, the GeneraiZ'ed System of Prefe'rences,
and the Generalized System. of Preferences-Renewa. Act of .1984,

- 1,
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Pub L. 98-573. - Those proviioqns proved detailed procedures'
"end criteria for designating beneficiary. developing countries
and withdrawing that status, designating eligible articles, and
withdrawing, suspending and limiting- duty free- treatment..

- " Every year the .President, through the U.S. Trade
Representstive..conducts a review of the GSP program a,%d issues
a proclamation 'which announces the -changes in -the 8uty free
treatment. of -rchandise imported -subject to GSP. On April 1
of --this year, President Reagan issued.thl year's- findings .of

. productoewhich will.--be removed from or added to the duty free
list. Products worth $839 million, previously entered free of
duty# have 6een removed fro, the list- of GSP-. eligible
articles. Purthermoret ".$2.4 billion . in imports will not- be-
reinstated . foe GSP benefits, even though imports. ol"These
produc ts have decreased, In, effect, those products -have been
t gradua-ted" from the program.- -

This " orderly *pproach -- provides RUSS Berrie and its
suppliers ith development incentive@ and then, withdraws them
when -they -are no longer necessary. This has obviously.
benefited, all concerned It- has also- benefited ; the U.S.
consuper, as Rues -8errie is able to import high quality
products and-seil then at prices affordable to all consumers. " -

As a * result of. this program and the efforts of the Office
of the United States Trade Representative, there hasi been -very
little change over the p)st several years-in the total GSP
exports of Taiwan, 'Hong' Kong and Korea to the United States, as
demonstrated by the statistics compiled - by the. Commerce-
Department, below:-

1983-..- 1984 '. 1985 1

Taiwan $ 3 billion : $3.2 billion $3.2 billion-
HBng Kong .-1. billion , 1.3 billion i.2 billion
Ko-re 4 3 billion 1.5- bill-ion 1.6 billio-

In our view,-. this lack of growth is in great measure due to
the effective -implementation of the GSP program. It provides*,
adequa-te guidelines to the-President and a mechanism to offer

- incentives to developing -countries while providing metho. by-
" whi ch- such incentives may be surgically removed when assistance.

'is no -longer needed. moreover, .as- illustrated by President -

Reaganre actions this year, although an- article which has been

"" "" " / " - -- " L-: L..
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removed from GSP eligiblity may be reinstated if imports ',of the
article .fills ' substantially below the. competitive need
limitation of a subsequent year, this authority has beeh used
most judiciously. -

C ently, this legislation appears to be" premature.
The Trade and Tariff Act of 1M84 directed the President to
review each GSi eligible product from eal h beneficiary country
to determine which prodqcts had attained a sufficient degree-of.-
competitivcness. ThIs, would allow a reduction , of the
competitive need limits resulting in subsequent removal of GSP.
benefits for specific products. The review'is to be completed
by January 4, 1987 and- will, under-tht law, become effective
July 1, 1987i We believe any action in this area should, await
the Presidentts -rep, t.,

:: We also believe that rsgarlless of the President's report,
the -existing GSP program' has pperatee] to thi benefit of the

-developing countries and U.S. companies taking advantage of the
program. The growth of Russ Berrie & Company Inc., Fs a'perfect
example. The company 'started ou. in "' garage in- 1964-. Today
the company has annual sales of over $200,000,.000.00 and a staff
of over 1500. Since 1975 the Russ. Berries Company has benefited
from the GSP program, yet, during that time- numerous commodities
have been removed from duty-free -eligibilty because of the.
application of the guidelines-contained 'in the law..

General Headnote 3 (e)(v)(D) of the-, Tariff Schedules of. thee . "
Unkted St.tes,-Annotatedk lists those-Atem numbers and countries
which-haVe been removed- from the program. At present- 250
articles-are ineligible for GSP benefits from numerous countriesbecausee they have. exceededthe "competitive need"l mits. Of
-that number, 110 items. are ineligible from Taiwan with a Customs -

-value of' $3,740,285,766. in 1985; 50 items are ineligible from .
Hong Kong. with a Customs valuet.'of, $1397,692,152 and 47 items
are ineligible -from Korea with a Customs value-of $937,8091425. "
Enclosed k'e*.the.value statistics --hich were obtained from the"
D Department of -Commerce (TH '146).. They. reflect those articles
which are no longer eligible for duty-free' treatment.

The prominence of Taiwan, Hong Kong and* Korea on this list,
especially with -- respect to certain manufactured goods,
reinforces our contention that there are adequate mechanisms "'
within the GSP program to protect the exporter, the Importer.,
and- the economies' of both countries.- - -

3-
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The import statistics (see -addendum) show that through the
>e .of GSP benefits industries in the beneficiary countries-were
estblished and allowed to. prosper to the point that they became
se.l -sufficient and competitive in world mrkets..

Clearly, -the total elimbiation of GSP~from Taiwan, Rong, Kong
and Korea would have a major impact on Athee*' countries thebusiness of'' Russ Bterrie, and the U.S. consumer. 1 ach has.
benefitte4 under the, present GSP program. -The removal from the
;SP Rit o-Telig-lblTe country ean-d article In a slow, -exacting.
fashion has worked weil. This is a case where th. old adagar
If '-it in't broken, don't fix it" applies.

A" drastic change as 'contemplated by S1867 will only serve todamage our friends -ins Taiwan, Hong Kong and the Republic Ot
Korea. We do not believe it wil1 be of any benefit to the U.S.
or other beneficiary countries.

Thank youv
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ADDENDUN

DEPARTMNT, OF -COEBRCE IN146

1985 IMPORT VALUES FOR ITEMS
WIHRNFO 11 R

TSUS

204.40

-206.98
207.00
-222 .10;.
222.50
256.60
337.40
355.81
389'.61
413.24
445.42
532.2?
534.84
*534 .91
534.94
545.87-
610.65
610.70'
610.747
610.82
610.88
613.18'
642.14
642.16
642.17
646;3.
646.92

.648.97
649.37
650.89.-651.21

651.33
651.37,

Ta iwan

.$21,012,625
67,457,219

6#433.#143

1,283,764

16998, 515

47,229,268

13,051,934

21',250,387
6,8347776#458#852

10,278,210,

337,039
7,345,752

7,441,690
4,429,062

601,045
.,-"4,039,682"

300,730814,676

7,786,330

.12,38050.7

Hong Kong-

$2,21801

- Korea

lift -

750,83

32,305,251~

0

$32, 881,265
3,547,885

1,345,741

2,757,380

429,833-

4,869,322
4,739:,796

4,v4544, 51918,005,768.
75,426

1,852,952

206,342

3,458,140-
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,tUs so

651,46
16 5 1 ,49
652.03
-652.60
652.70
653.00
-- .53,38

'653.39
653.48S 653.85

653.93,
653.94-
654.08
654.30
654.40
654.60
657.24
657.5-
65740
661 4

664.10
672.16
674.31.674.35

676.15
676.20
676.30
676.52
678.50
680.14
683.60
683.01
683.70
6-03.80
684L.48
684.53
684.M
-S84.59S 684.70
685.14

-685.16

, ivan

$3,156,724
3,7.48,295

1,162,005

127,058
226,420

'"950,063
6307,101'
3,876,924

805,253
1,346,656
1,550,494 ..

9,872,788

79,406#271
51-624,456
92,314,079

813,608
64,700,900/" 32#656.
22,207,321

' 59#991,854
.134370,891

69,416,891
10,933,165
1449t139

26,476.
22,313,319
9,074,968
3,886,388

796,114

1,664,169
124,767,002

882,851
122,178

24,700,997
41A,798

Hong xo Korea

. $5339993
1.166,088

10,235#740
7*457;012

. .31,429,630

7,700,173

,$2,388, 125

4*1M5,193
1,136,561

°" '

!1,100

9,63,293

3,940,253
1,004,154

130,333,348

66IS87#760
1,858,926

96,006,050.328,153-

2,093,703

-- 141,#074

2,988,600

18577,5722517,148
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TSUS
Item #

685.18
685.25

685.40
685.90
686.30
688.10
688.12
688.41
680.42
692.32
692.60
696.10
696.35
696.40
706.61
700.45
708 .47 \
709.40
722.08
722.11
'725.01
725.03
725.32
725.50

* 726.25
727.23
727.29
727.35
727.70
728.22

.- 730.94
732.60

* 734.15
734.25

-734.70
734.86
734.87

* 734..90; -

735.07
735.09'
735 .12
'73540

Ta Iwa n

$496,215
71,807,976
11,650,980

-135,265,526
17,239,142

120,134,606
70,881,042

488,961

79,983,489
117,148,658
30,501,200-

105,967,383
1,783,439'
5,062,927

93,881,604

8,326,135
21,746,978

4,688,916
38,655,269
5,324,556

-2,763,164

54,707,799-
253,124,588"
198,763,840

20,182,309

.47,653,175
18,314,799

20,436,960
18,532,135
17,079,820

21,430,043
2,464" 558

172, 768',040

Hong Kong

$40, 744,679

54,265,306

1,702,819
141,022,455

7,900,394

21,223,257
3,905,434
6,742,502
5,922,350

1,448,032

9,424,519

. Korea..

$5,620,434
15,756,200

117,061,860

1,047,571
1,885,812

14,267,888
18,414,598

-3,417,IL40

7,343,992

-" 3 -
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TSRS

'73-7.15
737 .21-
737.23
737 .23'
737.28
737.28.
737.30
737.30

737.40
737.42
737.47,
737.49

' 737.51
* 737.60

737.80
737.95
737.95
7410.11
740.12\
740.13
740.14
740.15
740.38
741.25

2 .745.70
748.20
748.21
750.20
750'.40
750.45
751.05
155.25
771.41
771.43
771.45
772.35
772.51
772.60
773.05
774.45
774.55

- 790.03
.790.10
790.39
790 .70
791.15
792.60

TOTAL.

* Taiwan,

$77,745,403

5,598,680

114,219,804

9,064,511

121#735#060

113,367,142

S 1,201,540
6,912,306
5#374903
9,733,381

-60,754,553

18,601,209
71,684,581
4,235,175

f26,233,709

2,992i226

3,319,4• 4,874,41
.76,614-0430

Korea

$30,025,638
16950,259
97,185,177

$2,161,646,

49,799,874

10,492,483

-* 1777,806
12,413,827

257,831,356

4,914
96,912i J 2,859,872

69242,442
79,164,802
44,346,159

i,192,290

6229,689

227 056,493. ,

16,708,457. o
2,789,563

12,456,464

32,006,997

4,797,409

17,161*,019"

113,906,865
14,484,365

9,133,635

$82,571,776'
4,840,757

$3,740,285,766 $1,397,692,152

$36.,670,206.
131,290,725'

$931,809o425

Is
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Senator DAmyoRT . Do you think that there is any poi-ni in
taking the position that. other countries violate the law Ond coun-
terfeit goods ad, therefore, we had better give them preferential
trade treatmient or' else they will really violate the lIwTI there a
problem in that? -

If this were the principi international at~airs, would we call it
appeasement?

Mr. ABLONDi. Mr. Chairman, as I indicated in my testimony, dis-
cussions on intellectual property laws had been in progress prior to*
the Trade Act of 1984,,insofar as Taiwan was concerned. As I said,

.there-were discussions and there were proceedings for the protec-
tion' of intellct~al property laws prior to 1984.

But the 1984 #t spurred the various discussions that had been
ongoing in Taiwan for the passage of protection of intellectual
property.

Senator DANFORTH. 1 mean, your whole reason for wanting to
retain the GSP for these three countries is to give us' a handle on
what should be a basic right, I woqld think, or a basic obligation.

Mr. AuLONw. I think in that regard it is the-market access which
is very important. We believe from the United States' poift of viewto open up the markets for tobacco, and for other products in
which the United States does-nut-have market'access, and per-

Enator DANimoTH. I 9ther words, we have to grant preferential,
trade treatment in order to get access th another country's mar.
kets? We also have to grant preferential trade treatment in, order
to provide some way of keeping down- the counterfeiting? Is there
any problem in almost-morality inthak,in your view? please,

this the way the, Uiited States should .operate: Oh, please,
-don't steal our products or shut us out of your. market? We will
npose hew duties or whatever.

Mr. ABLONDI. I .believe that is a very difficult question to answer,
as phrased--Senator; but I am speaking of market access in regard

the Trade Act. of 1984.: It does afford considerable leverage to the
USTR for increasing market access to-these foregn controlled de-

- p~rtments for wine, alcohol, andeigaretts, which is whaf the Sena-
tr from Kentucky had been discussing during his testimony.

:. \In the case of Taiwan, this marketwas opened up for U.S. prod-
ucts, which we believe was spurred underthe" leverage of the 1984
Act.

Senator DANWRTH. What is your view, Mr Grtikov? Xs there
wny problem in principle here? Is this the way the ihited States
iJhould act?

-Mr. GoRTntov. I think the OSP P " es an incentive
and potential penalty if they don't comply. As an example Ijust
cited; Singapore is the perfect model in that the, GSP- ha provided
incentive -for them to ch. nge their .attitude on intellectual property
protection. If we don't give we don't have anything to take away.

Senator DAN mRoIL But.tuis is preferential, treatment. This is not
.saying; well,.we will treat you as- everybody else. It is @4ying that
we win treat you better than we treat others if you adhere. he
law. hn other words, we are asking them to do what-sho be a
duty; and in orderto extract compliance with what should be their



duty, we are offering preferential treatment. Isn't there a moral
principle here?,

Mr. GORT1KOV. Very defini tely here is a moral principle, but if
their, concept of duty is at odds with our own in many of these'
countries and we have to show them the light, I think the GSP ve-
hicle has been a way of doing-that. It seems to be operating effec-
tively. One .advantage of the GSP program is that it can be. selec-
tive in tqrms of product as to what you give and what you take
away. So, it is not a total bandaid-it is a selective one. It gives the
Government flexibility in its dealing with these nations.

Senator DANxFRTH. Now, Ms. Kraus, my opinion as I Understand.
itis that GSP benefits really should go to the newly industrialized
countries because the really lesser developed countries-the onesthat are in most need-aren t qualified to use it? .

Ms. Kimus. That is not exactly Lcorfect. I think that QSP benefits
should go to bothlf.-Fm-ay use an example of my own compy
Kenner Products, began manufacturing toys in the Ori"nt in Hong
Kong, Taiwan, and Korea. A few years ago, we started. two new fa-
cilities, one in Mexico and one -in Haiti. The Mexican facility is
doing very well and s producing products. After about 2% years,
we closed the Haiti facility. We ran into a lot of problems-lack of

'E vender base, lack of infrastructure. We tried to do what we could
but ultimately gave up.

We .re i favor of the I8P Program because it does encourage
companies to source. from a wide variety of developing countries;
but there is only so much the program can do.

Senator DAmmmT.'Mr. Cooke, these little plush items-theyare
little animals; is that what they are?

Mr. Coos. Yes.'
Senator DANFaT. What would happenif GSP were removed

from Taiwan, Korea, and Hong Kong? Wh*-mould happen'to your
company?

Mr. Coon. GSP has been refhoved from Korea andTaiwan, so
-the products.arq dutyable, and they have reached the industry in
both those countries. They have reached a level of competitiveness
where they are competitive with 'other countries, such as Japan
and Germany. InitialY, back in 1976, a lot of plush products came
from Japan. The GSP gave the Korean industry an opporunity to
bring itself up to a competitive level. When it reached that com-
petitive level based on volume, GSP was removed.- Now, the prod-
uct is moving to another country because Korean wages are muchhigher, as-previously given, than China. The little product, the 2-_
inch product, is starting to be produced in China, I at the
endof the day it has to be priceoafrdabe orat a price. point ac-,
ceptable tothe U.S. consumer: - .

Senator DAMIowm. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAucUs. I would like to ask of th , panelist who

would like to answer this. The question that comes to mind is
whether it is fair for some American industries to bear the burden
fof what are not their problems? Is it fair for8 GSP to be continued
in order to get leverage' on such issues as intellectual property
rights and infringements and other unfair trade practices of other
countries, when they didn't cause those problems?
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Mr. GoRTyov. One advantage of the current act is that it per-
mite, as I understand selectivity sa.hat a benefit-in respect to
furniture can bW given or withdrawn without encumbering any of
tlhe other products or thrusts Of the act..

" Senator BAUCUS. The general rule, as I understand it, and this is
one of the points of the provision, is that, it gives leverage. It just
seems to me that, as a policy,. that that is an unfair burden on'in-
nocent American industries-

Mr. GORKOV. We qn be hurt by the use of that leverage but I
think, in deference to. the public policy objectives, that the current
selectivity provision of the law is the one that should transcend. -

Senator BAUCUS. It seems to me that one of the bigger problems
i the wage issue, and that is why some companies are going off.
shore. Senator Danforth gave an example in Hong Kong, ,and he
talked to us about how most toy. manufacturers move offshore be-
cause of wage rates. In the United States, the average wage rate
was approximately $.10 an hour;- in Hong Kong, the wages for

Roughly tha nr(e ure yere approximately $1.26 or $1'.60,

and inBeing itwas $0.50 n ur.
It seems to me that that is tl e maiu reason why all thetoy man-

"ufacturer are going -offshore and that i lost jobs. That is lost

American jobs. The degree lowwhich low.wage rates are a paft of
the problem, that should be addressed directly. We shouldn't use
leverage extensively, because I personally don't tbink average
works that well, especially leverage m countries whe te prod-
icts just should be graduated.

I frankly have problem Wi th uig per capital income, too. That
assues tht a certain country has the same income distribution
as we like to'think we have or that ostensibly some democratic.
countries 'have. It seems to me that to some degree per capita
income is irrelevant in all this, when the country does not have the.
same income distribution as we like to think we have.,

Althouglr that country may have a certain per capii income on
average, it is exploiting its people to some degree in order to sell
more of its products overseas. I don't have a lot of sympathy for
countries like Korea, Taiwan* and Hong Kong. It is my impression
after visiting those countries that the need for, GSP need is much
-lessthaitwas in 1976 or 184Mt.

Senators DANRTu. Thank you very much for your testimony.
.Tha, conclude the .earing.

(Whereupon, at 11:19 a.m-., the hearing was, adjourned.)
(By direction of thechairman the following communications were

made -a part. of the hearing record:]1

- 3 * 7
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L INTRODUCTION

The Generalized System 6f Preferences ("GSP") was created by the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade ("GATT") as a means of assisting the economic
development -efforts of the-world's less developed countries ("LDCs"). Under the' United
Stales' GSP program, eligibility for.duty-free benefits depends on a country's designation
as a "beneficiary developing-country" (.DC"). ThA question before the Committge as'

-- ,'applied to the Republic of Korea' ("Kore")and Taivlan, is whether these nations have
outgrown the Istetus of beneficiary developing countries within the meaning of the GSP

- prpvisions. We believe that they have outgrown BDC status and,-r for that reason, should
-not continue. to receive the privileges created by thy.GSP,.

Korea and Taiwan are remarkable countries filled with remarkable people."
Both are orphans of war and have bee't forced to maintain a high state of military
readiness for more than three decades.. They ar, without substantial natural resources
and must rely instead on the efficiency of their people. They are densely populated with
relatively little arable land. Their currencies are' necessarily heavily restricted'in toe
shadow of powerful tlilitary foes..' Currently, the political; military aqd eono6mic -
fortunes of both are closely linked to the United States." - .

Despite these similarities, Korea and Taiwan have .chosen very different
,approaches to developing their eco0AMi0&K AoraJas chosen to encourage and assist
giant companies, reaching toward world clas dominance in such key industries as
construction, steel, machine toos, shipbuilding apd, more recently, automobiles. Taiwan,

j on the other ind, while encoWging economic development, has not bvertly directed
-private enterprise .and, as a result, has spawned thousands of successful companies inhundreds of indu6(riesand has attracted outside capital to an exceptional degree.

- Korea and Taiwan do share economic miracles. Korea started with virtually
nothing in the.mid-1950's and Taiwan with very little in' the late 1940's, and'both ha'e
become industrial powerhouses today, These are nations that have earnel our
adoration., Not only hive Korea and Taiwan become fully industrialized countries, they
'have systematically established comparative advantage in key industries. For that very
reason, they no longer require our special support reserved by the, GSP'for economically
disadvantaged nations. Under section 502(b) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C.

- S2542(b)), countries ineligible for designation as "beneficiary 'developing countries"
idclude two distinct types of countries --- " those that are regarded as industrialized
countries ind-those that have Interests inimical to the United States. Korea and Taiwan
have earned the status of the former gep; and should therefore be declared 'ineligiple---
for GSP benefits. -

T -e newly industrialized countries have achieved significant advantages
over tge OECD countries (including the United States) .ind it is past time to recognize
that vital'portions of out industrial Infiratrueture have been permanently impaired as-a
result. The piecemeal approach t6 exempting L)roduets from the,"GSP is slow,
cumbersome end, It many cases requires severe damage before action is forthcoming.- In
the case of dynamic countries such as Korea and Talwan, this-approach is too little, to
late. This is not a petition for relief, but-merely a request to level the playing field, to
treat these good and-fortunate friends as we treat.our other good and successful friends.
In Europe and Japan. -

This statements submittWd on behalf'of the American Couplings Coalition'
("ACC")i an ad hoc, association of U.S. producers of steel couplings. IFThe ACC believes

1/ Other members' of the' ACC include Picoma Industries, Houston, Texas and L. B.
Foster-Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. -
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that neither Korea nor Taiwan should be eligible for GSP benefits, but that even if these
countries remain generally eligible for GSP benefits, couplings Imports from Korea and
Taiwan should be denjedoGSP treatment. In the courseof presenting our views, we will
explain in general terms how our products are manufactured, Including the key role of
steel pipe as a raw material, and the impact of the rapid industrialization of Korea and
Taiwan on our industry. We state our narrower Industry views for frame of reference but-
will address, our recommendations to the central question before the Codmmittee '-'that
is, the. continued alprepriateness of granting Koiea and Taiwan GSP benefits.

'11, THE U.S. COMUPLS INDUSTRY A-
A. The Product

A-coupling i's a short pipe threaded on the inside. The purpose of a coupling
Is to join pipe and tube in such a way as to permit their use for the conveyance of gases,
liquids' and electrical' wiring.. There are primarily three categories of couplingsx
standard,'used most frequently for plumbing applications; casing-or OCTO (oil country

"-tubular goods) couplings, which are produced to the standards of the American Petroleum
Institute ("API") and used with casing, tubing and drill pipe in drilling ol and gas welis
and transporting the oil and gas to the surface; and conduit couplings, used as. conduits
for electrical wiring. .

Four separate items of the Tariff Schedules ot the United States Annotated
("TSUSA") ipply to "loose" couplings: . 610.8636, which covers both standard and nonalloy
casing couplings; 610.8642, wbich covers .alloy casing couplings; 688.3210, which covers
threaded rigid and intermediate weight-conduit couplings; and 688.3220, which covers:,..
electrical metallic couplings. •

The raw material used to manufacture steel pipe coupling O s steel pipe.
There are various categories, of steel pipe used io, the coupling manhfac ring process
which can be categorized by chemical composition and methodof tnapu(acture. The
coupling manufacturer cuts, faces and, threads.- the pipe in order topodpue the final
product.- The process will vary, of .oure, depending on the nature of'the j'ipe and the
intended purpose of the -coupling. The internal threading (tapping) of the ,p)ng is the-
most difficult step-of the process,.

Typically, the cost of the raW material will be 45'to 5. percent orthe'price
of the coupling. AtteMpts to cut raw rnaterial costs below' this level ofltn lead to
manufacturing diffleultiei and an inferior coupjling thread; When raw matei% tc-rse
substantially above this level, coupling manufacturing becomes unprofltable. Fr this
reason and because couplinqk are often" used with pipe, there is a positive coi*lation,
between the pricing of pipe ad the pricing of couplings. If the prices of these products'
do not move in tandem, the consequences can be dire for the coupling manufacturer. For
example, stable raw' material costs and lower coupling prices squeeze the manufacturer's
profitability and lower demand for pipe- as reflected by lower prices reduces-'the
manufacturer's sales.

In 'turn,- the most expensive portion of thie steel pipe manufacturing process
is the raw material cost, Tjpically reaching percent of total cost. In order to build

and maintain A steel pipe coupling industr, the two most important ingredients are'a
stable ;market for the: , .product and,,a reliable and reasonably priced source of raw
material. - - - -

0. 'Market and Mirket Condht!ns ___

" '"--'-e'heeis-a-svparate market kkhd set of market conditions for each type of
coupling., In 1970. there were tour primary manufacturers of coupling. All -four

- - manufactured the three tyes of couplings."% In addition, manufacturers of steel pipe also
manufactured steel -pipe coplings for ali or- part 'of their.needs. For purposes of looking.

-M
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--at this market, the steel pipe manufacturers shall not be counted for three reasons..
First, they manufactured for their own consumption only -- that is, for screwing on, to
their own pipe. Secondly, all but one have ceased to manufacture today. Finally, the
Tariff Schedules of the United States distinguish between pipe .threaded and coupled (i.e.,
with coupling attached) and loses" couplings, The former is considered part of the pipe
to which it Is attached. K "

Coupling manufacturing in- 1970 was oligopolistic. The-'-cost of
manufacturing acceptable. quality couplings was substantial. " Machinery for; finishing-
some coupling products was not available and had to be built' internally by the coupling
manufacturers. Evolution In' production technology was slw or nonexistent. Profit-
margins were high and so were wages. Consumption was not growing.

High- margins and improved technology -first attracted one new company in'
'1971 which specialized in standard couplings.' *Prices were not affected and market share
was lost slowly and imperceptiblylby the "big four" in the beginning. Then In 1973, OPEC
changed the world, followed closely by the Japanese machine tool industry. Hlgh oil
prices created exponential growth for the easing. coupling,.-- exponential because the .
deep well drilling which developed utilized not onlycasing and tubing in proportion ,o the
-footage drilled, but layers of pipe inside 'pipe as the wells reached unprecedented
depths,' The new CNC, lathes developed by the Japanese made 'it possible for-small
manufacturers to enter the field. By. 19819the number 6f easing coupling manufacturers

- had grown from 4 to 70. Imports, mostly from Japan, skyrocketed. The original four all
biftt lsrge, modern and highly productive manufacturing plants in"- the Sunlbelt. Still,
through the end-of 1981, demand eontinu_ to. outdistance supply. Prices rose throughout
the period despite capacity growth'.

In 1982, the bubble burst. OPEC-imposed oil prices began to slide slightly.
The perception of unlimited oiL price -increases changed and with that change deep gas
well drilling ceased and offshore oil drilling slowed. (See Appendix I)D emand for OCTG
couplings fejl." The economics of standard and eondpitcouplings had also changed. -By
1981, key portions oft both markets had tipped against the "big four;" Substantial import
penetration had, overtaken the conduit 'Market. The new competitors had obtained
fulitantial market -share through OEM accounts rather than through the traditional,
wholesale distribution system$ creating, in effect, dozens of new competitors. As U.S.
steel pipe manufacturers began to lQse substantial market share, coupling demand also.,
declined since much non-OCTO pipe entered the U.S. threaded and coupled. De ite the
high levels of modernization, the industry was in trouble. New competition fro Korea
and Taiwan began to grow rapidly from- 1980 onward as modern pipe mills fl ed the
market with pipe and pipe coupkings, - -. "

- " More recently, the steel product voluntary restraint agreements ("VRA's"),
which X0ok effect in 1985, lowered world pipe and tu)e prices by diverting pipe capacity

. meant" for U.S. -production to other markets. At the shme time, the VRA's permitted U.S.' --....
pipe and tube prices to rise. Thqs, our foreign comj*titors received lower raw material:
costs 'at the same time raw material costs rose fW j.S. coupling manufacturers. The
'impact was devastating.' The early 1986 collapse i,1 oil prices and U;8,-drilling activity
-was the latest blow to OCTG coupling manufacturers. . - -

Of the original "big four," only two still manufacture couplings; Of the 70 - .
casing coupling manufacturers that emerged in the 1970's, perhaps a dozen are left. At
one time, 19 of the coupling manufacturers employed an estimated 3,200 people. As of
'this writing, about 2,000 have permanently lost their joLs-and-another.100 are currently
idle. Meanwhile, imported couplings -- increasingly from Koreh and Taiwin, which -do
not, of course, phy duty-at the average of 7 percent that other competitors must pay-

- have surged. l ...
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Unlike portions of the steel and steel pipe industries, U.S. coupling producers
generally have far more productive operations than their foreign counterparts. Because
of superior productivity,-the far lower hourly labor costs of Taiwan and Korea are not an
Important faetqr in price dlffecentials, Thekey factor is raw material cost (recall that -

raw material cost-is 45 to 50 percent of'the selling- price). !An additional factor is duty-
free entry under the QSP, which reduces the U8. selling cost by T percent of what It

'otherwise would be. ;'his compares to the 2 - 5 pereentdirect Ibor costS incurred by a
typical* manufacturer.-. -

Appendix II compares. th. raw material costs of one manufacturer in theUnited States with a recent price quotation from a TaiWanes9 coupling ,vendor, In
comparing the raw material cost of the U.S. company i6 the left-hand column with the
quoted prices of the Taiwanese company on the right, you will note, for example, that
the U.S. raw material cost for 1/8" couplinp ,is $4,72 per hUndred versus a TaiwaneseSales price of $8,75 per hundred. 1; you add abobt ?'percent for freight and0insur'ahe,

the Taiwanese couplings are $9.36. In the more common 1/2" size, the U.S. raw material
ICost t $9.24 per hundred versus the taiwanese late price-of $11.18 (or $11.96 inchiding

freight and insurance);. In the also common 2" size, the U.S. raw material cost.is $47.04.
per hundred versus the Taiwanese price of $59.21 plus freight and insurance or $63.35.

.Th'e largest 6"1 size shows the U.S. raw materia-cost to be $637.46 per hundred versus the
aggregate. Taiwanese price of $665.23.,-' Chartingthis examp( Xieds the following -
-comparison of selling prices: rg.i a " y th ol"

Margin of *-U.& ree pr er 100. Tiwnrlee per100- Difference Underselling
(2 x -raw matI cost), -

1/8" $ '9.44 $ 9.36. .80 . " 8.5%
1/2" 18.40 2 "11.96 6.52 .35.3%

" 2" 94.08 " *' 63.35 30.73 - 32.7%
6" - 1,274.92 665.23. 609.69 -47.6%

. . . The U.S. quality ih this case is superior but the price diffrential is enough
to sWaiy a buyer's decision in many 4ases. The futrtariff would help a great deal'

-For those,proponents.of "comparative advantage" who would argue that the
Taiwanese manufacturer" should Ie permitted to eliminate the U-S. manufacturer, it
should be noted that experience during the '70's demonstrated that when "demandoutstripped supply, foreign prices --A in that ease, Japanjese -- were 10 percent higher -

than U.S. prices. When demand 'fell, so did the Japanese prices lo a level of 10 to 15
. percent under U.S prices. Unfortunately, the U.S. manufacturer under sustained price

pressure will likely .be forced to abandon the marketplace permanently. *At .that point,
_the foreign producer may begin to recover its profit. - - . .

- C. Import Trends .

. "'Appendices III-VI contain 'import data for the relevant coupling TSUSA
numbers for 1982-85. Several items should be noted-about these data -- the Korean and
Taiwanese market shares of imports of each item individually, their respective ranking, in
eachf category, and their respective market shares and rankings for the aggregate -of thefour categories. From 1982, the overdll coupling market ell 25 percent- reflecting the
fall in demand for OCTGO However, Korea increased its U.S. exports during that period

-by 1,37 percent and rose from three pereent to 10 percent of total imports. Taiwan's
- exports in these ettegories rose 37'7 percent and rose from one percent-to eight percent

of the, total import market. Datafor 1986 should reveal an even greater Increaoe for
both countries.

- , -- - - - .
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Our purpose in the above example ;, to demonstrate the competitiveness of
Sthe imports of these. countries." Pie'ma Industries, a member of the ACC, has already
filed a petition before the U.S. Trade Representative's Office to withdl'aw GSP. with
respect to couplings because of the import sensitivity:of these products.

D). Thve VRtA'S I

* In memberr 1984, 'the U.S. Trade Representdt~ve's-Office entered into a
seriespo '"voluntary restraint agreements" designed to freeze imports of pipe and tube at
certain percentages of the U.S. market. Couplings. are not presently covered in the
VRA's in loose form. Korea was included in the VRA's,.Taiwan was sot. As discussed
above, shortly after the VRA's began to take effect, most of the U.S. pipe manufacturers
raised their prices (including the prices of coupling stock) by five to 10"pereept. At
about thW, same time, the oversupply of pipe diverted away from the U.S. market placed
downward pressure on pipe prices in Most of-the world -including in Taiwan, which was nota party to.the VRA's. "Th resulting drop In foreign raw material costs furt
coupling prices in the U.S; lower;. , her pushe

There ore at least 13 TSUSA codes., covered in the VRA's which'include
- eouplings. Why would a country limited by-a VRA place a coupling on pipe and increase

'the weight (not to mention its duty costs, given'that coupled pipe is not eligible for
GSP)? Apparently, in nlany cases foreign exporters were gettln'g it both ways by adding
couplings after issuing invoices for the pipe. The original invoice was the oneused for
the VRA's, so 3hat the 'pipe came into the United States threaded and coupled as ordered
without limitng U.S. imports. The U.S. Customs Serviee-has moved to stop this-
fraudulent raotice by spot-choecking shipments of pipe and tube for weight. "
Ill. KORKA

A. -The Economy .
The Korean Oconomy has experienced very rApid and steady g q'wth over the

'past three. decades. Between 1962 and 1979, the gross national product ("GNP") grqw at-
an annual rate of 9.5 percent.. In 1980, during a period of' political instability,'ONP
contr~acted by 5.2 percent, but in 1981, the economy regained its momentum and has
averaged over eight percent sihee 1980, The prr capita'INP was $87 in 1962, $965 In
197t $1,279 in 1978, and over S2,000-in 1985. -

SSini ---anty, Korea' was ,able to achieve this growth with few natural
resources." W en Korea "as divided,-most of the mineral deposits, the arable land and
the factories were lef t 4 the' North. The, natural resources Korea does have are coal
(although i net importer), tungsten and graphite. Only 22 percent of the land is ariabl.'
Korea's one gubstantial resource besides its highly industliouis tieople is its-abundance of
excellent harbors.

-The government plays a dominant role in the *Korean economy. No'
substantial investment '-domesti' or foreign; import or export -- or substantial loan can
be accomplished without prior government approval. In addition, the government owns
either all or a controlling interest in 30 companies in key industries, including -Korea's
huge crude steel producer, Pohong iron and Steel Co. ("POSCO"). The banking system is
under total government control. In addition to. the central bank 7- the Bank of Korea, a
government agency -- the government owns a controlling interest in all five national
commercial banks.

- *The Korean government develops detailed five year plans and uses- its-
intricate controls over- the economy' to implement them. It thus can divert funds into
industries it deems to be of strategic importance, such as shipbuilding (which it lfd -

suceessfuly) or maehinre tools (whii'it itid unsuccessfutll . and away from industries it
regard! less high%. ido.h as'textites tw'ieih nonetheless -cmains "he moit reliaale-export

1,
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indtry)j. The government also seeks to discourage "ruinous" domestic competition in
the industries it has targeted. Recently, for example, the government turned down
lIyundai's bid to build a greenfikld steel mill, leaving POSCO as Korea's sole steel
producer.

7 + Korea has a relatively high fbreign -debt -+ fifth highestin the world at .$ 5
billion -- but is generally regarded-as an excellent credit risk. It has not once defaulted
nor rescheduled any portion of its+debt. Its borrowed funds have been spent ptineipally r
onits rapid industrialization| and most of these investments have done very well.

Korea's merehandfse trade reached 6 worldwide surplus for the first time in
years during 1985 and continued to improve in 1986* Its surplus with'the United States-,
reached $4.8 billion in 198$. The continued decline of the dollar, to which the Korean
won is tied, improves Korea's trade prospeqts against such rivals as Japan and-the EEC.
Low Interest rates and c-ommQdity prices--- principally oil -- should also contribute to
Korea's international competitiveness. -

1B. Industrialization
Korea has become a world leader "in such industries as shipbuilding, '

construct ion, %steel, and textiles. -t'is hlso a fierce international competitor, in such
industries as shipping, consumer electronics, cement and, most-recentl ' aqtomobiles.

Korea moved into the number two position I'n the world In shipbuilding in
1983 with 20.3 percent of the'world Market,'up fromnonly two percent a decade ago.
Korea's shipyards are among the. most modern in the world. Although the maritime

* + industry internationally is depressed, Athe Korean industry currently has orders well into
-, 1987. See Appendix VII. Since. Japan is Korea's most Important competitor, the recent

rise of the yen-should further boost Korea's position- despite the world slump. -

'/ Korea has gained more international attention in the construction industry,
than in any other. In this fiercely, competitive field, Korea has- emerged as an
exceptionally-tough competitors Overseas construction peaked in 1981 at over $13 billion
and 175,000 workers overseas, Then'fell to $4.7 billion and 100,000 workers in 1985 as
major projects In the Middle East wound down. The Overseas Cbnstructiqn Assocati6n
believes a sustainable level or ,$4 billion will be reached this year,,

Hyundai .has proven thatithe Korean automobile industry can compete in the
world marketplace. It has taken Canada by storm with the -Pony and had ah early success
in the United States. By tje end bf 1986, Hyundai expects to have annual capacity of
550,000 iars, and by th end of. 1987 it. expects capacity to reach 700,000. Total Korean

- apacity. is expected to repch 904,000 by the end of 1985 as Daewoo's neW' plant comes
onstream.....

-The electronics- industry -is expected to be an i nportant export contributor .
for the future. Total Koreah electronics exports reached $219 billion in 1983. Emphasis
is being placedon ever-inereasinglevels of' technical jophistication, so growth is Ikely.

,.;As the International Trade Commission and the U.S. Trade Representative's
Office are, wellaware, the Korean textile industry is-perhaps the most competitive in'the
-world. Korea was second to Italy in textile exports at $6.6 billion in 1984. -

C. Steel...
Korea has become a highly competitive supplier -of steel products to the

world. With the completion of the government-owned Pohang Iron and Steel Works. in
1974, Korea became one of the -most "efficient crude steel producing countries in the
world. 'That plant now produces over nine million tons of steel annually,, making it the
tenth largest in'lhe free world. Including POSCO's electric furnace, facilities, Korea's.
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annual steel capacity -od In excess of f4 million tons in 1986. POSCO is building a
- - second greenfield W'll-at Kwangyang Which is scheduled -to open in 1987. Its initial

capacity is 2.? millions tons and is planned to be an even more efficient facility than the
Pohang works.

In 1984, Korea exported 6.5 million tons of its steel production. 'it, has been
dubiously recognized by: the U.S. Trade Representative ap a tough international
competitor by its inclusion in-Athe VRA program in December 1984. Its total steel pipe
capacity at the end of 1984 wag nearly three million tons and total production of steel
pipe In that year was approximately 1.9 million ttms.

By 4984, the United States was Korea's biggest customer for steel and its
o only significant growing market. According to information gathered at the U.S. Embassy
in Seoul from the K(rea Steel Association, the following represents Korea's steel exports
'by destioatlon (in thousands of dollars):.: . 1

i98 1983 - 1984

East and South.Asia IQ72,183 - 968,092 110 36HR.
Japan 495,689 . -459,621 441,459
Taiwan ... . 50,558 13,349 14,304
Indonesia 85,34 -- 62,401 41.,608."
Others 441,202 " .432,721 . 513,998

Middle EastSaudi Aiabia
Kuwait
Others

-'Europe
-: European Community

Others-.'

-- North America -
U.S.A. -
Canada.

_, lAin America,
Africa

Oceania •
Australta . -

. Others'

Other Areas
TOTAL

438,614
364,794
24,486

- 49,334 -

71,669
60,648

"21,021..

473,109
448,906.
24,202

S 56,236
'36,679
64,082
55,644
..8,438
2- 22,617

-1,345,780"

504,667.
446,285

19,810"
38,572
36,183
25,987
10,196

724,425'
t 699,749

24,676

24,285

28,692
46,084
41,253

4,831
105,017- --

- 2,437-444

S. SignifIcantly, in 1982, Japan' was. Korea's latest customer for steel,
accounting'fro $495 million of Korea's exports, compared to $440 million 'for the United'
States. Between 19821 and 1984, however, Korea's steel exports to Japan fell by 11

. percent while exports to the United States more than doubled. Indeed, Korea's exports to
all -countries other than the United States fell by, II percent over this period, with the -
result that the share of'Korean steel exports destined for the V.S. market increased from
19 percent of the total inI982 to 35 percent in 1984. Exports of couplings were a
significant contributor to this Increase.

"-1V. TAIWAN'- .- - -"

A.- Th eom

"Like Korea, Taiwan has- experienced rapid and steady growth over the -post -

three decades. Its average. real GNP growth rate since -1952 exceeds nine percent. The

409,440
343,385 -

22,522
43,533
2 ,22
16,637.
4,584

963,743
920,506

43,237
-37,052

55,362
55,563
49,444
6,119.

61,465.
2,615,215 N.

* v"
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past two years, it has averaged 10.5 percent. The GNP In 1"985 reached.$S9.8 billion, and -per capital income. rose 10.4 pereetit to $3,400.

Also like Korea, Taiwan was DO1 in war and without adequate naturalresources. The resources that are available'are low in quantity and nearly inaccessible.
For Instance, Taiwan-is the least efficient iioal producer in the world. Taiwian has.slightly more-arable land than Korpa (30 percent) but much of that is located on terracedmountain slopes. What it does have in abundance is a large, efficient workforce. "

k . Taiwan has had a huge surplus in Its balance or trade the past five years and
a. positive balance 13 out of the last 15 years. The 1985 surplus with the United States,
reached $13.1 billions over 20 pereent of Its GNP. Its only chronic trade deficit Is withJapan. Its huge trade surplus, Import barriers, and reputation as the wprld!s largestexporter of pirated goods have created trade friction with the United States.

The trade surplus has also created perhaps the most remarkable fact aboutTilwan: Its has $26 billion in foreign exchange holdifigs; the fifth largest in the world.That compares with $28 billion held by Japan and $3S billion by the United States,Taiwan will undoubtedly pass Japan this year and could pass the United States soon. '.Atthe present rate, Taiwan has the reserves to finance 16,months of imports, and itsreserves exceed all 6f Taiwan's banks' lending combined. The country has virtually noforeign debt. Last year, savings reached 33 percent of GNP.
EL Industriallzation -

The organization of Taiwan's industry differs Mightlly from .Korea. Taiwan
is heavily, industrialized and obviously exg~ort oriented. However, manufacturing Is+principally the work of the entrepreneur. Fully 8S patent of all factories employ 50 orfewer people; 8? percent have sales of less than $1.J4 million and 89 percent have fixed
assets of $250,000 or less.

Furthermore, Taiwan has actively encouraged -foreign investment. U.S.- " investment In -Taiwan stood at $1.38 btiliqn at the end of the 1984. A host of UIS.companies have flocked there. Many people are convinced that it is the U.S.
- multinationals' manufacture of produts and components exclusively for export to theUnite, States that has created an intractable trade'imbalance, between the United.States
and Taiwan.

The leading export Industries are electronics, textiles, (fotwear and machinetools. The government does play a central role in the economy, by its %ontrol orcommercial banks ,and key industries. For example, China Steel, which produces nearly1.8 million tons of crude steel annually, is bwned by the Taiwanese 'government. The
government also encourages investment and export*through low Interest loans and tax
Incentives.,' p t l

.... . .C + "+w+ " . :

*", Talwan is not a major exporter- of either steel or pipe and tube. New-- productlo planned for China Steel is apparently targeted for automobile content. Pipeand tuye production peaked in 1983 at over 500,000 tons. Wh e these numbers do notref ct a thr at to the U.S. pipe and tube Industry, they evidence an industry capable ofsup 19g the needs of Talwanese steel pipe opling producers. |
V.i OK A, TAIWAN AND THE GENERALIZED SYSTEM OIR1FRRENClU
/ ,A. Korea

Korea rs obviously a very important trading nation. "It has established world,
leadership capabilities- in key Industries such as shipbuilding and textiles. It has achieved

v /
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superior capabilities inateel and iietrnies, and piomses more In both Industries. It has,
developed Internatiqni competitlvd capabilities lnautombile production.

Korea has grown from a" wor-toni dependent nation with a per ca'lta Income
of $8? in 1962 to well over $2,000 annually ioday.' Its GNP passed $80 billion in 1984 and
is rising at a rate i excess of eight percent annually. It has built a modern
Infrastructure for transportation, communicitlons and energy, Its literacy rate exceeds
90 percent. Its unemployment rate Is an enviable four percent.

KOrea has the capability of competing A* an equal in a wide spectrum of
industries with all OECD natIons. The time has come to treat Korea as the Industrial
equal that It is with the responsibilities that ensue and end Its status as a beneficiary
developing country.

*i. 1 ,

Taiwan 'ias not reached for dominance in any strategic I/ldustry. It has,
however, capitalized mightily on the unharnessed cultural proclivities of Its Chinese
culture, Small family firms dominate lts economy and generate a versatile Industrial
climate ready to adjust to any and all changes that might occur in the world economy,

4

Talwih per capita income -has grown at a rate of over nine percent annually'
since 1952 and should begin" to pass some of the EEC members by 191 (Greece was at
$3920 with a four percent growth rate and Spain at $4,780 with a three percent growth
rate at the end of 1983, according -to the World Bank's World Development Report
1985). it has also assembled one of the most formidable foreign exchange reserves in the
world. "

Taiwan is adding wealth at an accelerating rate. It, like Korea, Is certainly
I a competitive equal to any country in the world. It is time to treat Taiwan as the

industrialized nation it has become.
C. The New Developmental States

Korea and Taiwan have succeeded in pursuing the development policy that
the United States has encouraged, throughthe GSP. Government planning, a world
marketplace (or rather a U.S. maketplace)$ithe implementation of these plans through,
inter ala, a governmental banking ystem, import barriers and aggressive governmental
eixprt-promotion, and the incentives of capitalism have all been woven into a winning,
formula. The problem Is that such: winning combinations create losers that do not have
these advantages. The loser is the *United States. It has been argued that the U.S. trade
deficit will reach SS0 billion with four countries --. Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and
Singapore - that have aggregate population, of about half oE.Japan and less than 30
percent of thi United States,

Zysman and Cohen stated the problem very well in 19892in the The
Mercantilist, Challenge to the Liberal International Trade Order' prepared for the Jont
Economic Committee of Congress:

Such late developers have a series of advantages which include"
the ability to apply the best available technology, which in
established industries is not difficult to obtain or to use. The

* developmental state, then$ pursues clearly defined goals of
industrial expansion rather than attempting simply to umpire,
the economic rules whileleaving the economic outcomes to be
settled in marke%: competition. The developmental state is to
be distinguished. by Its purposes of systematically promoting

* . growth from the. liberal or regulatory state of - American'
economic political theory. The capacity of a government to .
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- to-
act as a player in the market In pursuit of developmental goalsrests on specific financial and administrative arrangements -
that in fact virtually demand government intervention in the
workings of the market,

4J at-9,

Thus, in Taiwan and Korea, government and industry coordinate their plansand activities to create advantage. It Is not that we see anything sinister In the motivesor implementatloit of these plans. Indeed, Korea and Taiwan are to be admired for theirsuccess. Rather, we see the problem as the disorderly way in which the U.S. governmenthas responded. Alternating between import Incentives such as the GSP and regulatedmarkets such as the VRA's, the government has created chaos. It waited until the steel
Industry was in deep trouble to respond at all and then responded in a way that has
exacerba.ted the industry's problems.

We are not asking for a radical change in policy here. We simply ask thatKorea and Taiwan be invited into the fold of recognized industrial nations and be treated
as equals with respect to tariff policy.

V. CONCLUSION"

'-The benefitPof the Generalized System of Preferences should be removedwhere beneficiary countries have achieved demonstrated capabilities to develop withoutspecial assistance from recognized industrialized countries. Korea and Taiwan are there.
The* GSP as applied to couplings has assisted manufacturers In Korea andTaiwan in gaining a larger share of the U.S. market at a time when the market'iteilf hasbeen plunged into a deep slide by the deterioration of oil exploration in the United

States.
The VRA's imposed by the U.S. government on pipes and tubes, including

attached couplings, has further addcd to the advantages of foreign couplipgmatnfiraturers. in general and of -Taiwanese and Korean nianufacturer s 'in particularbecause of the availability of cheaper raw material, the rise of the Japanese yen and the
GSP.

While efforts to withdraw GSP treatment for couplings will be pursued in theU.S. Trade Representative's OffItev, this piecemeal approach is not the right kind ofsolution for the American economy as a whole. The time has come to recognize the
nature of the new relationships we enjoy with our trading partners. Simply protecting-orsacrificing damaged industries is not an appropriate response and waiting several years in
the hope that a more equitable relationship will emerge from a, proposed'new GATT
roupjx will be too late for -many U.S. industries.

We urge you to take one small step to steady the trade balance; Revoke
Korea's and Taiwan's status as beneficiary developing countries under theGeneralizedSystem -of Preferences, andi require them-to compete in the U.S. market at the
competitive equals they have become.

|
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APPENDIX 1I
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wt, Me alsAsociation

to the
.. cwiattee on Intenational Trade

,Sanato Fwinn OmIttee

July 2, 19W

1bis stateit is presented - for the record in support of

S. 187, bll roosi~gthe withdraml of trade benefits ampreis

under the Qnealzed System, of Preferences ((LW) to Taiwan .Korea' ad

Ikxg JKong 'Tbs graduation from OWP awan ous~ ld be based upon the

per capital , econic delopment and the ability'to capete-n-

ternatioaally -(without., pe ) of them e countries.

The Cst-ta ssociatn (A) represents-tbose fouries res- .

ponsible, for 90 percent of the tWmage' produe inthe United States t~xdo..

OCA is supported by th Iraon.Cstin Societ, the Steel Fonders Society

of huerica,. the'Non-Fer.us Founders Society apd the Investment Castings

Insttuto. Hrber companies of these orjgizations are located throuh-
(o1t theoc itry:..-

Thp foodry induAtoi a basic industry compoised today of'som 3000

surv~iving -comnies *ticZ produce a largtjnd dives array of ferrous

and nonferrons cast metal products (caupWng) used in 90 percent of all

uMnufacturod Item, and in all 'nachinery used In uacwIMW. While -80

percent of thp U.S. foundries employ les than 100 perso each, total
employment in the, indusry Is 240#,,0

* '1
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Price-advantaged castings from Korea, Taiwan and other foreign countrIes

have whipsawed U.S. foundries with awg, deep rch ssion h ich has sen

the demise of 700 ietalcasting aomp o a since 18. The, U.tS. market is

flooded with ow-copt foreign castings. •

blreign-cas;.igs enter the Uni tate under many different tariff

$iassif ications, such as'eoxnento or- integral Part of other machines,

vehicles, and other prochicts only a few of vhich can be readily identified

-4as castings.' ,Acoordingly, many observers believe that available trade data

(fbr products classified as castings do, not accurately reflect the true extent -

_of foreign oaqpetition.

o..u.ent.ng the dmotic foundry Industry's alarm about overwhelming

imports was a umzpetitive Assessment of the U.S. Foundry Industw 'done

in 1984 as Investigation 332-176 by the Tnternational Trae eimiissioa (Im).

This-asses-gnt'.by v, reported that:

'Vowpetition is growing more intense from developing coutries attempt--

-Ing to indusrialize. Those developing countries are building modern

casting plants operated by low-oost labor and are exporting at leas part

of their production obtain hard currency to prcu'te further inu htriali-"

zation. The developuent of large capacity in same of the newly industrial-

ized-ootries may cause radical !hange in the global. production of foundry

S " Jr foreign ccpetitorsof the U.S. foundry idustiy are Japan,.

-Republic of Korea (Korea), -,India, Taitan and MeiCo.#"

Further reported that: #')' ven 'of Taiwan hNs plOPW the

castings industry on its list of strategic industries to receive priority

-ft f --
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guidance and assistance in the following fon: (1) loan guarantees and-

a special pool of Concessionary credit will be made availa-ble to strategic

industries through the State Bank of .wnMications for the technological

upgrading of ex1iiting plant and processing facilities, training. of High,.

grade uanpcer, and product planning, (2) techziolog esaaen ad kt
expnion assistance, (3) prpvgr to enourqa stepped up investments in
research and deVelopaent, (4) reduced Import duties on machinery ad(5)
tax holidays for new investments and w Ipansio of old facilities&'

With such strong assistance frau its on government if it really,
necessary ,for additional advantages to be offered Taiwanese foundries by

the U.s. goveu t 4L

- -1Te fall Stre _Joural In a June .18, 1988 article about so-called-

-wvly industrialized catintries ivportc~ ta: ". sawm of the most.

- eager and *ggrssive mkers, of steel, autaobilfs, machine tools and else-'

tronic products aren't in either Japan or EMrpe. They are in-places like-

-South Korea and Twan, "ihose currencies are more or less tied to the U.S.

-dollar. With their -combination pf- chea perlabor and currencies that haven't

strengthened agalt the doll r, manufacturers in those oountries are en-

joying an unprecedented domwnd for theiLr products among Aerican consuis.

- hat' s starting to worry the American companies that must oc"npete against.

- them."

- In conclusion we urge the subcrzmittee and the ouiittee to favorably
consider S. 1867. aiwan, Korea and HtoK ng are well past the developing

-tage. In their aggressive sales ndfoudries in thes countries

boasi ofthpir modern equipment and ability., (See attached copiestf'

-solicitation left~rs from ICU in Korea, Noreiko to~ Hong Kogad-au

Kogan aia

,
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Kingbird Enterprises.)

Preferential treatment and status by t United Shates is.no longer

needed for these strong competitors. Their own governments do an excellent

job of providing it. - "' .

On Decarber 2, 1985 the-cast Metals Asac6iatiQn filed with the Inter-t

national Trbde mission a Section 201 import relief petition (In-cstia-

tion TA-Ol -58). On May 9, IW0 the' IT rejected the -cas. legal fees totalled

,-$3000000.

Tlbij industry cannot afford the estimated $50,000 $ 00,000 to petition

formally ow f9r SP 'removals, neither can it afford at this time to pursue

countervailing duty or antidumaping cases. .

We must simply take advantage of every opporttfnity such as this one-,

to express concern about the reas w for this industry's declining ocwpeti-

tiveness.
-.0 .- - -

-I'
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KOVAA HWARM COMPARY(CASIING A FOGmeo EWKT1
3M V0W OW 0 0 90106 5.OAut3I)IORWAIT(2) 44316113

tau 926714 EOfAo SIlO)MM r ""Um 6W= 11-1.
-l4WUN-O IAWNAU Vu SWUt (23) W0O1 .

Messrs, / Apr 1, 1985.

NEENAH FOUNDRY COMPANY -

P.O. BOX 729
NEENAH, WI 54956 i "
.,., A.

Attention I-Purchasing-Manager--

'lxe you looking for reliable xporter in Casting
and Forging Hardware?," Please cont rh us for above, sinve

Korea is one.of 'new comer of Hardware export for 'I.S0.A 

We, asa manufacturer and exporter, have been engaged in
exporting-full range of Hardware with the good benefit of low
labour c compared with those of developed country like"'
1F-US.A and Canada.- The goods available for.us to export are
Grey cast iron, Ductile Iron, SteellAlloy) Casting and Non-
Sferrous. For your reference. we-would like to-explain present
business procedure briefly i -

1) Receipt of drawing concerned from buyer.
-2) Offer our price for unit price/tooling charge.-
3) Receipt of tooling charge from -buyer. "
4) Sample preparation for buyer-'s approval.

* - 5) Receipt ofcommeni for sample quality.
- 6). If quality approved by 5) eain production started.

If you ard interested in importing high quality at reasonable
price, please feel free to.write to .us at any time.

- Yours faithful ly,

Mini Sik,- Kim3
M/"anageri, C / ........ k- Korea• Hardware Company.-

-' -

-,I-

-"a P
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flOISE O (H. K.) LTD.
The President
Clearflow Valves
631 Camelia At Second
Berkeley, CAL 94710

Aug. 27, 1982

Dear Sir :

24. ChWhm CourL

' . V .43-7226470 -

Cab: tMOESCO
TOu,: 41467 NORMS HX

Your el.:.

Our 1W.':

Res Casting.-for Valve Body & Pipe Fitting'

NOREPCO (H.K.) LTD. is a division of an'industrial group in Ho"n
Kong specialized in the manufacturing and (,arketing of casting
products made in the People's Republic of China. '-

We are 'capable of manufacturing gray cast iron, ductile and
malleable cast iron and cast steel .products to ASTM standard.

t;e have a joint venture with a series of foundries and plants
that have been manufacturing valves and valve castings for more
thon 50 years# They are equipped with modern machineries and are
managed by experienced supervisors and sRiizui worKeri, Con--
tinuous melting through cupola process is refined and completely
controlled. In-plant technical lab conducts constant physical
tests on tensile and traverse strength, Brinell hardness and
chemical analysis.

Our engineers and expediting staffs ar stationed. in, China to
inspect the quality and quaantee prompt delve * , A government
"nspecti6n certificate wit. he accompantea wiheach shipment.
Any'parts which fail to meet your requirement will be replaced.

The recent shift in ChinaI s external policy has made cliina- Trade
one of the most profitagle -business in this decade and we would
like to share this opportunity,with you.

For your reference, the following are -costs of parts in '11 Dollar
per lb of weight, CIF U.S. main port

Gray cast iron valve, body 0.28-0.32 C.I'. Pulley V V25
Mechanical joint &-Elbow 0.24-0.26 Pulley Machined -- 0,38

(?ue to the nAture of the casting industry'- in tesive manual la-
mber and pollution restriction - we believe' there Isan ever in-
crea9-g demand for our proc cts. Besides, our customers will
profit more by ordering from-us than what they did before., -

We wish to establish a long term business relationship beneficial
to, both our companies and will appreciate if you could send us

. your. enquiries. It you have any questions, please do. not hesi-
tate to contact us; We-look forward to the pleasure to hearing
fr6m you soon. " •

:-Truly yours,

Daan HU
Executive Vice president,

I.

DH/tt.

T7~

/

. .?J
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322120PROW3:(Oh) 323t so

CAN&:D CANKU

SItENAH POUNDRY CO
2121-T BROOKS AVE
N5ENAHJ WzI -
U.S,AS

,E, cAST IRoN PRO

S 1 -TAIWAN KINGBIRD ENTERPRISES INC.
.AMAHBMi S, R. o. qX 187 COA. TMAN L 0. C.

KB N. A.Y 2 Laws SW, Sa. S Tel 1W be. CO MNUA, TAIWA

NOV 23, 1984.

DUCTS

Dear Sir,

As you may knoL tat we are a mjor manufacturer of cast iron
pfoduots Ia w Our products are being shipped to'US..
with very. l entity and good. reputation,

Enclosed pleas* find a copy",to show'most of our saleable items
for your possible interest. 1 C&F U.S. sea port prices are
listed t coetitive prices are available for

1 and regular orders.'~All of our-products are against any manufacturing,-,
efects. and ott.du you -e required in U.S. becauwo,

. u4 lodern facilities Of cast iron to offer thecoplete- serVlce Y5om , chinning to assembled products'
S. without mold cost required foi large or regular orders, So vs

would appreciate you to sen4dus your. drawing of special design
or samples which are out of, our current line for our tooling.-

•aftd pricing for your special market requirement.

If any further information is required, please feel free to'
contact us, we will do'thei bestr to meet yoursatisfaction.

Very truly yoirs .
TAIWAWN .1 VEfrRPRISES INC,,-

Ken~l tWink_..-"
General manager L
KL/gh ", " """

, ncl.CI-Ol, NP-19. - -,

4'
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UNITES STATE"XSNATI '

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE
SUBCO.mITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE

June 17, 1906

STATEMENT BY GUY F. En, PRESIDENT, GF; LTD"' •'* ON BMW. 2 OF."' ,

DESO COMERCIO EXTERIOR, S.A. de C.Vi

S. PROPOSED TRADE LEGISLATION ON
GENERALIZED SYSTEM OF PREFERENCES

8. 1867

GFE, Ltd. respectfully submits this written statement %
in connection with hearings on the Generalized System of

--Preferenc s (G.S.P.) held on June 17, 1986# by the International
Tr riad _ gt;9ittee of the Senate Committee on Finance., The

.,proposed legislatiorr(S. lf67i would require the President t'6-
submit legislation withdrawing GS.P. benefits from certain
developing countries.,

This statement is submitted on behalf of Deso comerci .
Exterior, S.A. de C.V., a foreign trade corporation established
by Desc Sociedad de Fomqnto Industrial, S.A. do C.V. (Desc) ; one-
of Nexico's largest industrial groups. The main purpose o fiDesc".
comercio Exterior is the promotion in itternational markets-of
the products -manufactured by associated Companies in. ht Deo%
group or, by third parties.

The provisions in S. 1867 would harm U. S, firms and
industry, consumers, and exporters. The legislation would
exclude, Mexico and a number of other cortries as- beneficial
countries undez the Generalized System of Preferences; The GSP.
was designed to promote trade between the united State -and-
developing countries capable of 'exporting manufactlired products.
Thus, the proposed change would run counter to the purposes of
the program. In addition, the impact of such a.change in
U.S. trade policy would be higher ptlces of imported inputs for
U.S. manufacturers, higher, prices for American consumers,
lower foreign demand for U S. exports of goods and 0ervces, and
reduced debt sevp.ce capacity.

It is claimed that the proposed legislation, vould-lead to
an improvement in the- U.S. tCade balance and more trade for the
least developed 'countries. In fact, such results woul4 be minimal.

-and more than offset' by U. S, economic losses and the
discouragement of efforts to bring developing countries into 0 more
reciprocal and responsible trading relations with, the United".
'States. '

Moreover,, tho' legislation is unnecessary because of the

Ors, .w]t d17fK St., NW.., W]islingt, D.C. 20006, t00Mnlmti . U& ocumt n beheM ot , m.. D
Comedo Z5xton $A;-de O.. boeque do Cirnelo 304. 1170 Moe*c D.F. Sine DUO Comarci Litediw U.. do
C.V. le s ft gn o gansatlon, Of, Ltd. Is rogistad with the Deptment of Justice under 12 U.S.C. sit, I,
to., e an eptm of uch forelg% prindpel. Copl ofthim document es big lied with th Deprtmaet of

S, JuiJce e a copy of OFE, Ltd.' registration eutement an. availee for public inapectio st the Deptmatt
oJusc. Reg1,tlmtoe a" Indicat eppimi by tbo MAW St" governmnt.

I
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Sistik procedure for the withdrawal.of'.S. p. benefits \rom

oountries whose exports of specific products have reached a
sufficient level of Competitiveness. '0

1 00O* #I% Ww4 .0

Aft* enactment of a. 16? would, result in the withdrawal ,of
G..P. benefits from Mexico, an unintended target of the proi60sed \
legislation. The criteria of 8. 1667 for removal of G.S.P.
eligibility are per capita income, level of economic developments \
and ability-to cppets without G.O.P.. In testimony before this

N omittee Deputy- .S'. Trade Representative ichael\ $qith' sate\
that because of per capita income asiijrites between the,
countries mentioned in the bill a& maiiy other count'Ies, the
U. S.T.. ould not graduate, Korea,-Hong Kong, and Taian from
G.4.P, without also gAaduating other countries such a# Mexico,
Israel, Brasil, Argentina, Uruguay, and Yugoslavia. \\ -

S 16The following World Bank estimates of 1964 per capita
Income show that' Moxico would tqll within the income cxtterion of-..8,' 1867. • '_ I . I

+ ' +Mexico
Korea,
Taiwan

. - Israel
-. Hong Kong

$2060
20902868
5100
6300

4

Mexico ' level of development is :hir, below that of the
United States, its principal market. -Desq companies and other
.fexicsn exporters must overcome the- problems, caused by Mexico's
Telatively underdeveloped transportation infrastructure and
.....- .neffice distribution systems . Exporting companies have
difficulty if obtaining regular supplies ost high quality -inputs,
and employ labor whose productivity does not mest the levels-
achieved in tle. industrializ6d nations. Because of the
consequences of the economic crisis that has beset Mexico since

'1982, it it likely that Mexico's industrial, transportation,, and'
comuunications'_infrastructure will actually deteriorate over this
decade; Mow is .not the time. to add to'the obstacles to two-way
trade with/Mexco.

The Mexican economy is currentlyy+ experiencing one of the -
worst crises* -in' its history. MexicoI a 's $97 billion -foreign-.
".h +bti uneploymont, and negative growth rates have caused
concern in hh United ?states about Mexico's ability: to se:rt
its debt.-'Wkexico's emergence from the economic downturn and'
debt service problems ill depend in large part on its ability to
Sexp0rt to the United States. At th i time nore than any other,
it' is crucial to keep U.S. markets -pen to Mexican exporters.

Mexico is the fourth largest uer of the .SP.- program,
and exported over $1.2 billionvor of G.OS.P. _products in 19$4,.,

'F

,~'F f 'I
7 "

2

\
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The hard currency earned by those exports enables Mexicani
companies to import products made by American labor that' eoXicO
needs for further eoconomid growth. Mexico has a very U1g4
propensity to purchase products rom U.S. companies., Zn.
Larticular, Dose Comercoojo Uxterio~r and its affiliate4 companies-

ei~ xtensive twooiway., oommiat: t with, many Amica Or"e
-2. High 9at. a lima bone2 . -t

The UBTR is currently coiduoting a general review of the2T7
4.8.P, system to detrwine, on a product-by'produot basis-;
whether a country s competitive need limits should be reduced.
Wh n complete, the review will ,deny elgibility. to prodi4ts frombeneficiaryy countries that 'are adversely affecting U.S. industryy.
wou~d have little benefit for U.8. industry. The proposed.

, leg0slatioh would not add: tangible benefits for U.S.. industries.
Indeed, by penalizing coiOnres not originally singled out in the
proposal, thealegislation wold detract from the two-way
commercial flows\ that' bonefitpd American business and

zn addition to the Costs- that 84- 1867 would impose on
, agriculture, business, and consumers, its enactment would
undermine tha( general review of 0.8.P. -by. taking avay an -
inceotive to beneficiary countries tor.'eforn theirtads and
investment regimes. For example, the .S.P.- has been. the basis
ofdiscussioni with a number of beneficiary countries oA *?

* U.S *commorcial.objectives and the reduction of- foreign barriers
to trade,':

- Mexico is participating in trade negotiations and
discussions. with the United, States in three .areas:. Mexican

,accjsion to the General Agreement, on Tariffs and Trade; the
establishment of a bilateral commercial agreement, and the
' aS.P. 1exo-has also liberalized its trade regime
sinificantly, steps which" require continued efforts to widen
the constituency in Mexico that supports the opening of the"
SeXican economy. Any arbitrary action on the part of the United
Sttes would damage this Oproes and weaken those in Mexico tiat
support ",efforts to create a more in#ernationally competitive

.*Xolica economy. -

According to a repot from the International '
Commission, the withdrawAl of . P. benefits would not benefit.'
the least developed of the LDCs, ,a has been argued. Moreover,"
U. . companies have indiqated -hat they would continue producing
in and "po~ri from th4 countries targeted by this legislation,
albeit-at high cost and lower competitiveness. Another
principal dnin ended effect of this bill would bo the benefits,
to producers i Japan, not the United States, that-would result-

- from a decline in the couzptitiveness oe exports from developingcountries -. " . .°

!3
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Desc Comercio Exterior respectfully submits its opposition
to the provisions contained in S. 61867s The proposed legislation
is unnecessary and is in conflict with the original intent of the
Generalized System of Preferences. The provision* would-increase
costs to U.S. manufacturers and consumers and harm

"U.S. exporters, Enactment of the bill would deny G.S.P. benefits-.
/to Mexi co, .harming that country$s efforts to sustain two-vay
trade with the United States and to liberalize of its _Q-- -- +
economy. -

I

f
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Americn Ak~~O9'

/ E~prtersand
Im oters It West 42nd&104 Now --*it NY 10M 2121 W2230

C* AAOM

June 27, 1986

United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Subcommittee on Internation4l, Trade
Dirksen Senate Office Buildihg- ,.
Washington, DC 20510

Attention: Betty $ott-Boom. Room $0,219

Gen tlemen:

+/

Statement Regarding S.1807 (Incorporated in S.1860 as Title VI) --
The,- U.S. Generalized Syste of Preferences (GSP).

The American-Associ~atIon of Exporters and Importers (AAE) ita nationwide

non-profit association, establishedin 1921, comprising more than 1,000

..American firms and service organization engaged in various and diverse

exporting and importing operations. The Association is a recognized voice of

the American :international trade community, and welcomes thq opportunity to

express its views in opposition- to the proposed .legislation referred to

above. ME!I believes that S.1867 ihould be rejected for the following reasons:

19 USC 2464 1c) (1) provides for the withdrawal qf GSP benefits for pairticular

items from individual- countries when the exports from that country -6 the

particular product" exceed $25,000,000 plus an adjustment equal- to the
A

percentage rise in the. gross national product. (GNP) for tWi year" 107-. "

Benefits will als9 be withdrawn from a particular country when more than 50

of the total..U.S. imports of the particular article come from that country,

provided total U.S. imports exceed'$5,000,000 P1us-.an adjustment- for growth in

the GAP, since 1979.

- i
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This mechanism which has been in place since the beginning of the GSP program
has proved to-be extremely effective ii eliminating GSP beneffi ts for, products,

which the developing country isvable to produce in a competitive manner and 1 " "0

substantial quantities. At present 250 articles are -ineligible for GSP,-.--.+, :

benefits from numerous countries, because they have-teqdeo th competitive

need' limits. Of that.amount, 110 items are ineligible from Taiwanwith a A

Customs value of $3,740,285,766 in 1985; 50 1tems' are inelai',,, frim,-Hong -

Kong with a Customs value of S1,397!,692,152; and 47 htems are ineligible from

Korea wtth & Customi value of $937,809,425:+

These figures are extremely significant in- their own right and mre so when

opared to the dollar value of GSP imports from Hong Kong and Korea. "

/tistcaiiy, GSP imports are a very. small percentage of the total U.S.

H6ipors'. Iover, the figures show that through the use GfGSP benefits

indusr e4 Were established and alloWed-to prosper-t -the point that, they'

became s~elf,sufftcient and competitive in woAld markets.

Taiwan, Korea and Hong Kong have benefit tted from, GSP ky expanding industrial

basestin light industries such as toys, ceramics, wooden articles, pnd plastic /- -

.articles. The, SP program has not inJured American' industries'in these areas,
-but in many cases has allowed a U.S; induqtr to grow because of offshore

suppliers- at reasonable prices. The toy industry is a perfect example.

+ -* * I++t "
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aployment ,n the toy industry in the U.S. has-increased g tly in the past

10 year, yet imports have risen sharply. Thi clear shows that there can

be i creased imports simultaneously with increase domestic employment. While

most toys from Taiwan, Hong Kong and Korea are now ineligible for GSP, they

were so eligible for GSP prior to their "graduation.

As those countries became competitIVe on world markets and were able to
compete, with the dev l& d on!r teS, O$P l eflt were removed. Since the'

b~eftts'were not~al1 tepoved a et!m?fropai countries for all products,

there was an otderly- transition n At'sO.to [,le*. fr ,dut;free status to

a mostly dutiable status.

The Iaw. has worked ai (t was: intended to work. It prove es an opportunity for

an industry to nurture and grow in developing -countries to the point when they

no longer need-GSP assistance "

The change contemplated by S.1867 will damage this proven system by suddenly"'-,

removing all GSP benefits without any proven gain tor the U.S; economy and

with a guaranteed loss of jobs and friends In Taiwan, Korea, and Hong Kong.

- Yours sincerely,

Chairman
Generalized System of Preferences Comittee

WHP/cc".

.. ' --. * N~77
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STATEMENT BY HALLMARK CARDS, INC.
SUBMITTED TO THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE SUB(qOMITTEE

OF THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITThE -

". ...... Regarding th'6" ubcrmittee's Hearings on S. 1867
. . ./ June 17, 1986

Executive Summary

The U.S. General zed System of Preferences (GSP) has, since
-its implementation, been a program of great Importance to Hallmark

* a Caris.Inc. GSP-free imports have played a key role in enabling
Hallmark to offer a diversified line of consistently high-quality
products at the lowest possible prices to the consumer. Noneqf
these products can be-efficiently sourced from U.S. suppliers;
hence, our only' viable sources are overseas vendors.

The key GB beneficiary suppliers for Hallmark are HongKong, Taiwan and Korea -- the three countries specifically -targeted
by S. 1867. Consequently, .this initiative poses a serious th eat to
our ability to continue marketing our products at the quality and. prices consumers have come to expect of Hallmark. In addition, it
threatens: th many American workers whose jobs are tied to GSP
imports. In Hall1mark's case alone, over 1,000 U.S. workers are
employed in such positions.,

*. Because-of the GSP's importance to our operations, Hallmark
actively.6uppo~rted Congress' renewal of the program in 1984. Ve
have been participatfng'fully in the program's General Review since.
its initiation last year.

S. 1867 is based on the-concept thac.certain GSP beneficiary-,* countries have reached a level of development high enough to warrant
their complete -graduation from the prOgrsm While we appreciate: the....concerns, underlying $. 1867, w6-believe iti broad-brush approach',
will -result in unintended aeeetive consequences. Hallmark believes
that a product-specific approach to graduation is'the best way to
deal, with questions of development, Interna nal competitiveness,
and the effect of GSP imports on U.S. inteests.

We believe that the issues raised y S., 1867 are being
addressed in the- ongoing General Reviewp'.under'which a couAtry's"
competitiveness in each product category is being assessed.

*: Countries foun4 to be "sufficiently competitive" in the manufacture/
.of a particular product will be graduated from the GSP op'.that item

I' - °I
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or will have their competitive need limits significantly reduced.
Obviously, for the nore advanced GSP beneficiaries, benefits have
been and should Continue to be curtailed in many. cases. However,
the product-specific approach to graduation ensures that these
countries will maintain their GSP benefits on those items for which
GSP treatment serves U.S. interests,

While we share some of the concerns- exprposed about the
competitive levels of GSP beneficiary countries, we urge Congress to
preserve product-specif'ic graduation and the General Review. The
GSP's strengthened graduation procedures as enacted in the 1984
trade legislation will more carefully focus GSP benefits and will
also enable U.S. manufacturers to continue sourcing from overseas
those productswhich cannot be efficiently made in the United,
States.

In &ccordance -vith the ongoing'General Review, Hallawk is
supporting waivers of the GSP's competitive need limits on 16 items
of particular Importance to us. We source all of these articles
from the three .countries targeted by S. 1867.. Thus, this bill would
render futile, the considerable efforts we have made in the General
Review. Yet Congress to change the rules under which the General
Review Is being conducted. at this stdge of the process would be
unfair to companies like Hallmark that have been abiding by these
rules-for the past two years and that have spent considerable time
and financial resources .to be participants.

HallUark would like to see the GB? process continue as man-
dated by the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984. 'We believe that, if the
General Review is allowed to be completed,. it will produce many of

---the -improvements inthe program that Congress is seeking.

Introduction,

Hallmark Cards, Inc., is the United States' largest producer
of greeting cards and other social expression products. A
priyately-held firm headquartered in Kansas City, Missouri, Hallmark
employs ao;ut 22,000 full-time and 5,800 part-time workers. In
1985, Hallmork, a sales exceeded$1 ;5 billion,,

From its founding -n 1910 until abot 1960, Hallmark
specialized in making greeting cards and other stationery products.
Today, although greeting cards continue to be the mainstay of our
operations, we market a broad -line of gift products, including
stuffed toys, picture frames, and, fashion jewelry. -We- market these
articles in over 35.000-retail shops, department stores, and drug
stores.

- TO f Ill our expanded product lines, 'Hallmark first turned to'
Domestic suppliers. However, we found that many of the Items we
werq looking for simply were not available domestically, -For these
products-, we therefore turned to foreign suppliers.

t -
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Thus, imports have played a vital role Jn Hallmark' objec-
tive to offer a complete ine of 'sift products at the-lowest pos-
sible cost to the 'American consumer.' As noted below, the-GSP has
been an Important factor in Hallmark's success in meeting this
objective. - 4

The Imprtance of GSP IMports to Hallmark -
I

In 1985, Hallmark and its subsidiariesl/ ported about •
$24 million worth of products from GS? beneficiary countries. The
$2.1 million of estimated duty savings from GSP treatment on these
items were shared with American consumers.

The countries which would be elainated from the GSP program
under S. 1867 (Heng Kong, Taiwan, and Korea) are by far the three
most important sources of Hallmark products. This is because, they
have proven to be the most reliable oupplt6rs of-the productivw
mst buy overseas.,

Most of the products we purchase from Hong Kons, Taiwan, and"
Korea are designed first in Kansas City by our in-house artists.
Our purchasing personnel then must find a supplier capable of pro-
ducing the item at the level of quality and quantity we need anid on
the delivery schedule wehave established.

In our search, for quality products at competitive prices, we
have epjored sources of supply all over the world. We always look
first at the possibility of sourcing .an item in the United States..
In those instances where this is not feasible, we turn to overseas
suppliers.,

Consistently, we hav tound that, for the vast majority of
items we Import under the GSP, our most reliable suppliers are in
Hong Kona,- Talwan,° and- Korea., The graduation of these countries
fromtha GSP program would leve us with two options: to continue
sourciu from these countries and to adopt uastires responsive to
the increased costs, or to eliinate the product offering alto-
gether. It i unlikely that Nallmark would be able to source-these
products in the United States, and it would take many years. to dave-
lop the skill level and expertise neCes~ary t6 source them im any
market.,

Neither of-the two options-is an attractive prospect from
Hallmark' perspective The first, dealing with the increased costs
resulting-from duties on these products, would result in higher
prices and lead to either 1iher costs for the American*consumer or

11 Hallmark's subsidiaries include Blinney & Smith, Charles D.
Burnes Company, Graphics International, Trifari, hallmark
Properties, and Neartline.

- -. 3
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a loss in sales, since purchases of these products arediscretion-

ary, and bey.op certain price points, consumers ir11 simply'elect.,
not to buy these ties.-The second option, no longer-Offering a
particular product, would restrict our ability .to respond to con-

. sumer demands. Another necessary result for us is a reduction in
- our workforce.

S..In order to conduct our business both-in the United States
and overseas as effectively as possible, w have made a considerable
investment of. resources in the Far East. To handle our interna-
tional trade operations, we established Graphics international in
1973. Graphics maintains several overseas offices, the largest of
which, is in Hong.,Kong -, indicative of the- Inyortance of the Far
East to our operations. In addition to directing regional opera-
tions for Southeast Asia, the Hong Kong office contains a product
inspection center and certain productive facilities/ Additional
offices aro located in Taiwan, Korea, Japan. and, most recently, the
PRC. The loss of GS? eligibility for Hong Koqg, Taiwan, and Korea
would impair Hallmark's ability to make optimal u3e of its
investments in these overseas facilities. -

Hallmark's Participation in the 'SPs Renewal
and the Onpoing General Review.

Because of the importance of the GSP to our operations,
Hallmark strongly supported th( renewal of the GSP program in 1984.
We actively O_ A_ n n to the House bill that would have
graduated .th.i W n-tr.ts. targeted byS. 1867.

Hallmark has also participated extensively in the Ceneral
Review of the GSP initiated by* the Trade and Tariff Act. of. 1984.- Of
the many GSP-ligible products imported by Halluark, we reviewed
those that might exceed the competitive need limits within the next
several years and selected the ten of greatest importance. On may
31, 1985, we submitted a petition to the Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative requesting waivers of the GSP's competitive need
limits On-the folhi-ng items: wooden picture fradaes from Taiwan,
ceramic picture frames from Taiwan, metal picture frame from Korea,
plastic piqturo frames from.Taiwan, wall banners from Taiw~n " --
ceramic articles from Taiwan, stuffed dolls from Taiwan, stuffed
animals from Korea *nd Taiwan, nov-stuffed antals from Hong Kong,
and Christmas tree ornaments from Hong Kong. Our petition included
detailed-analyses demonstrating the benefits that would flow from -
the waivers.

/The productive facilities are engaged primarily in the
manufacture of steel injection molds. which are. subsequently f
shipped to low-wage areas for the production of decorative /
plastic products. -

4
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n October, 1985, we presented deell4 statements "nd
testified before both the U.S. International Tiade Commission'

'. (USITC) and the tnteragency Trade Policy Staff Committee (TPSC) on
bar-- vaier requests. -At that time, we also Indicated our support
f or 'the pe lone of other parties on an additional sik products of
importance to Hallmark non-bone chinaware from Taiwan, miscellane-
ous, copper articles from Taiwan, stuff e4nimals from Hong Kong,
no-stuf fed Onimals from Korea and Taiwan,misceillineous toys from

ionsgKong afid Taiwan, and miscellaneous Jewelry 'from-Hong Kong.*

Since thenr-we he' toliowed developments in" the General
Review" closely and have'held meetings with U.S. and with beneficfry,
developing country officials, in the case of the latter, 1!d have
encouraged the beneficiaries to address U.S. concerns raised during
phe coursewof ;he General Review.

While the economic facts of' each .of %he 16 cases of prtnci-
pal interest differ somewhat, they do have several points in common.

7 " In virtually all" cass, the products are made 'through labor-inte-*
sive processes that make them Impossible to manufacture efficlently
in the United States. 'For this reason, U.s. production of the
specific types of- articles sourced by Hal.'mark Is either nonexistent "
or extremely limited. In fact, imports a.:count for virtually all
U.S. consumption of the particular types or styles of products of "
interest to Hallmark,,

The unconditional graduation of Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Korea
-from the GSP program would increase the costs to Hallmark of sourc-
ing these items, with the concomitant negative consequences outlined

earlierz The loss of GSP treatment would also disadvantage the many_
US. workers employed in import-related activitiei- All the pro-
ducts which Hallmark imports under the 16 categories of primary
interest to us are designed by our artists 'employed in Kansas City,
Missouri, and are produced overseas solely, for Hallmark. More than
150 Hallmark employees design productsthaot-Hallnark produces.,
abroad. 'Hundreds of other Hallmark employees are engaged in other
activities related to Hallmark importing operations. All' together, -we maintain over 1,000 U.S. Jobs related to 6ur overseas sourcing.
In addition, Hallmark has used several sheltered workshops for the

''packaging and finishing of certain 4.SP imports. .

Two of the products on which we petitioned for competitive
need waivers, Christmas tree ornaments and stuffed animals,
illustrate these points.- The Christmas tree ornaments we import
from- Hong, Kong, are mae of plastic and feature elaborate finishings •
and decorations. The. finishing work is done, by hand through a time-
consuming process. To:Our -tnowledge, comparable ornaments are not
produced in the United States.

The close ties betweenour importingand domestic operations
.. are apparent in the sourcing process of the Christmas tree orna-

ments. The Christmas ornament is designed and planned by Hallmark
artists and editorial staff. Following that, teams of quality"

.. • .. . ....5
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control personnel, marketing experts, and product plannersin)(Knses
City work the ornament's design into Hallmark's entire Christmas
line. The Kansas City-based purchasing staff then make manufactu-
ing arrangements in Hong KOng and work with the eventual manufac-
turer to secure the design, quality, and integrity for which

'Hallmark has become famous. Once completed# the ornament is shipped
to the United States where it is placed in a domesticlly-designed
and produced retail package, then integrated into the original theme
and marketed worldwide.

The stuffed toys weimport.from'Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong
-- such as our Snuggables collection, stuffed animals that we market
through our Heartlino, subsidiary -- are generally suall (less then
12 inches in height), Their manufacture is very labor-intensive and
does not rely. on 'a significant amount of technical equipment..
Workers sew together the animal skins, stuff them with filler
material, and then sew cinsed thi filler hole. The stuffed animals
Hallmark imports also generally require a good deal of finishing,
such as the application of facial features and other decorations to
the animals. These finishing operations 4Vi-performed by hand.

. - oBecause of the high labor cofttdnt'of this product, the.S, -*
toy industry has rationalized virtually all its production of

stuffed animals to overseas locations over the past ten years.
Imports, especially those from the countries targeted by S. 1867,
supply virtually all---U.S.' consumption of small stuffed animals.
U.S. toy companies are the principal importers of stuffed animals
and are therefore beneficiaries ot the GSP,status of supplying,
countries. The U.S. industry maintains .extensive U.S. operations,
such as. designing, packaging, and marketing related to impors of
these products...

The limited U.S. production of stuffed animals. concentrates
on. the manufacture of large stuffed figures, on carnival or other
special items, pr on the stuffing and sewing of imported skins
(these are-frequently shipped to the United States for filling in
order to save on'transportation costs).,, Each of these operations iq

-clearly complementary to the extensive importing operations con-
ducted by U.S. toy companies.

Conclusion--

- Throughout the ongoing. GeineraL Review, Hallmark, has actively
pursued- its interests in accordance with the rules established. by-
Congresb for seeking changes in the GSP program. Because of the
GSP's 'cpnsiderable importance to Hallmark, we have, devoted extensive -.
resources to participating in the" General Review over the course 'of
the last year and a half.

. 8'r17 would render useless all of Hallmark's efforts. The
wholescale graduation of Hong Kong. Taiwan, and Korea would elimi-
nate'GSg t eatment for_ all of, the products on which Hallmark

*/1 - ,
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petAtione:under the General .Reviev;-- a process which the Congre's
initiated less then two years asgo.

For Congress to change the rules of the game at this staeS
in 6 process that the Congress itself created less than two years
ago would- be extremely unfair. Not only Hallmark but the many other
U.S. businesses, that have been participation in the General Review
would be needlessly penalled by this action.

In addition, the grsduation of HlongXongs, Taiwan, ad Koreafrom the GO8 program would disadvantage US. consumers and the many
U.S. workers whose jiqI are tied to GOP imports,

While ve support the Congress' intetone to review and
Improve the GSP program, we feel that this particular initiative
would work to the detriment of U.S. manufacturers, workers, and'"
consumers. We therefore would urge the Congreis, rather than revise
tho'GSP *hrouh S. 1867r-to allow the General Review to be completed
-under its.,original mandate, so that the objectives established for
the program in the Trade and Tarif- At of 1984 can be advanced.

I
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XkZ2eWc-rTMos Korea appreciates the system -in' the United
Statesunder which'all points of view are solicited before'now

,.legislation is enacted, or new regulations impleme:tedo The.
SRepublic of Korea Government (R010) displeased tO submit this

written statement to the Finance -Committee of the -U.8.
Senate in conjunction with the-June 17th hearing on proposals
to modify the U.E* GOP program.

The ROKO is seriously concerned with the GSP proposals in
two U.S. Sbnate bilaW (8. 1867 and Title VI of 8. 1860).
The proposals instrucf the U.8O Administration to establish.
criteria- for the mandatory graduation from GSP eligibility of
Korea, the Aepublic'ofChinr (Taiwan), Hong Kong and possibly
other advanced developing countries, The enactment of6 such
proposals would not help achieve U.S. trade policy objectives.
Unilateral. graduation would reduce support -in Korea for trades
liberalization, reduce the competitiveness of U.8. producers
relying on GOP imports from Korea add increase costs to U.S.
consumers. It would have few offsetting benefits sipce import
sensitive, products from -Korea injuring U.S.. producers are
already, not eligible'fol GSP. Also current legislation already

- allows for the denial of GP benefits in cases where thil.
would assist lesser developed countries to penetrate the U.S..

/market. .

IORA an THe .ORNEWL aSe REIEWs, g-.S off-lcials have-
briefed Korean' officials onhe current administration of the

- - GSP p9ograw including the 'ongoing general review mandated by . - -
The~rade and Tariff Aai of 1984. 'They have focused on the
requirements,for trade liberalization. "Korea has.accepted the
0oS..'invitation to participate in the review 4nd is -curently
engaged in full-fledged- consultations with OSTR and. other-,---
agencies, in-the interagency trade policy group concerning its'
current trade practices.

In the general review. Korean' officials have been'told
that -the U.8. President will -evaluate each country's trade
-practices ,in- light of the criteria for--market openness and

- other forms of responsible trade behavior. ' These criteria
- revolve around considerations involving, market' access,- for-

- gods and services, export practice, protection of
intellectual property rights. investment* -practiceA* .and-
protection, 6f workers' -rights. '-The. nteragency review is __.
examining the trade. policies, of beneficiary countries todetermine how -closely they -adhere to • the liberal trade

" policies:.which. the Trade and Tariff Act eftourages. This
adherence would be . taken into accodht in determining, the
country's competitiveness in-specific products and whether the
. SP" competitive need limit 'would be waived# maintained or-
reduced for specified products.

if - *



The review is not designed to achieve product by product
reciprocity since such requests would be in violation of U.S.
GATT obligations, to . administer GOP as a non-reciprocal

- program.. This requirement was contained in --the GATT waiver
providing a derogation from the Most Pavored Nation, (MFN)
clause in order to allow the establishment of a trade
preference. system for developing countries. GP was, made
non-reciprocal to :reflect the development objectives of -the

-program and to prevent powerful but'less.scrupulous developed
,countries " from forcing -under the table' side-deals upon
beneficiary countries which would hurt the beneficiary as well-
.as third countkies... .

,.HoweV'erp,oespiterthe absence~of requirements for specific
reciprocity, the GOP program still serves as an impetus for-he' type of market opening measure supported by the U.S. .

Administration and Congress, The review examines the -trade-.
-regimes of each beneficiary country to determine how closely
the regime adheres' to the criteria in 'the Trade Act. The
indirect link. between GSP benefits for specific products and
trade practices encourages the broadening of trade
liberalization in Korea. By being able to point- tQ .the

., willingness of the Uaited States, to continue GSP treatment as
-part of ite overall trade posture, the ROKG' can more easily
advocate. liberal trade policies. Any' diminution of this.
commitment through unilateral graduation, would give a strong
argument to those.oppo ing.liberalization in Korea.

CURRENT KOREAN TRADE LjTERA4ZING EEORTS$ Since the beginning
of -the 1980's Korea -has 'been implementing a program of
sweeping liberalization in.all Sectors of the economy., As a
nation whose, strength rests ,inits ability to compete in the
world. market Korea appreciates the danger it could fave in.a
protectionist- world. Korea is -also willing to assume the
obliga ions of - a country whose -economy, though -still.
developing, is.. strengthening.-

Korel s libeiilizing efforts are indeed Impressive. . The-
ratio of\ items that -can be, imported without government
approval has been boosted from 68 percent -in 1980 to over 91

S percent today, and will further increase to over 95-percent by
1988,., Thi ,compares -with an average of .92. percent ih.
developed coutries and a-much lower percentage throughout the
developing wo ld. Foreign investment, restrictions have been
1Iargely removd and Korea -now allows 100 percent fqx._g.

* -euity .in most\areas of. the' economy. , The ROKGOis currently
revising regulatb0ns to allow foreign-firms much easier access
to its services,\ market and to strengthen the prdtection of
intellectual pro rty rights.

equally impr.~ive. are Korea's efftats -to narrow the,
imbalance in its bilateral 'trade with.thb U.S. which is its

- largest'and ^oSt im, rtant trading partner, Since th 'balance

.~-'*~ ' 2
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of U4.-Korea *trade changed to Korea's. favor for the first
time in 1982., Korea has not' only accelerated its import
lI beralization, but also *embarked on a series.-of programs to
further increase:its purchases fom..theO'U.S.

The following is a detailed discussion- of some of-these
efforts. .
(1) Efforts for' MOge Balancd Trade vtth the U.,,

Korea has made ma34 effortst. ,#nce 1983 to' achieve morebalanced UA8,-Korean, trade and lib6railized or'reduced import
restrictions on 104 items during 1904-85 at the request of the0.89 Korea liberalizetthetmport of an additional 301 -items
as of-July It 1986. Of)"he newly libetalized items, 89 itbms,
such as soda ashr.mach ne.tools, transport vehicles, weighing
machinery," nylon carting and batteries, were'included at
.the request of the US. . , .

Besides import liberalization, Korea is endeavoring to
diversify its import *ources in order to promote more balanced
trade with its economic partners. Under this policy, Korea

*encourages the shift of,- imports. from those countries likeJapan with which Korea runs trade deficits to those countries
like- the UtS.- with'j~hich ' Korea runs -. trade surpluses.
-Considering the close economic relationship between Korea and
the U.S., the major, beneficiary of this policy would be "the

tc Noreove fihe-"1KG-has dipatche 'five trade missions to
the U.S. since. 1973 as an expression of Korea's determination
,to achieve more balanced trade and to help build an ,evez
closer economic partnership between the two-countries.: One
the missions' principal -.goals was- to'-transfer import sources

* of synthetic fiber, electronics -and machineryfrom Japan to
- the. U.S. ' Through those trade missions, Korea has already
purchased or "negotiated about $T billion worth of U.S.
products. The- ROXG is planning to dispatch- -buying *missionsmore frequently and on an ongoing basis, i.e. two or three
times a-year, under'government sponsorship to increase Korea's.
purchases from the US. ' - . ".

(2)- import T41eralizAtion Poli'y . -,
Dspte its chronic trade '.efi, Kore0' continuouslv

-,: cle i.c rer. *cnu'u
carries out ,liberal -econooic reform-and supports ,a free andfair. world 'trade system. -This commitment is made out of a
conviction that only by opening markets can Kgrea'continue-to.
grow and qpy competitive in the international arena. In
addition, korea is concerned about rising protectiohtsm in the
world economy and is cbnvinced. that.in order to reverse- theprotectionist trend every nation must begin by making efforts .'-

Stol liberalize at home*

It' is tru , that the current degree of import
I - .-
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liberalization. Is lower in Korea than** in most developed
industrial nations and some developing countries. However, in
any discussion of import liberalization, the critical question
is not only "Where have you arrived at?" but also. "How fast
and In what-d~rection are'you going?' In this respect, Korea's
liberalization effo.r should be acknowledged since. Korea has
traveled far along the r*4, to free and fait trade at a time
when most other,trading/ atiopn have intensified protectionist
measures. . .

Since 1980 Korea has vigorously pursued an open door,..
policy, liberalizing-imports, reducing tariff rates, and
opening its market to foreign investors. The'-ROKC-announced
in advance in Qctober 1985 the 01987-88 Iportberal'zation.

* Plan" which specifies those items to be liberalized each year.,
..This liberalization plan was announced to confirm, externally,
Korea's firm commitment to- import. liberalization and,

3; internally to give local: manufacturers proper-time, to adjust.
' to the new competitive environment. The'plan fixestho import
liberalization ratio for 1987 at 93.5 percent# and for 1988at
95.4 pekcentt -a level commensurate with most industrialized
countries.

In 'order to accelerate genuinemarket-opening, Korea is
reducing tariff rates as well. The average tariff rates have
already been reduced from*23.7-percent in 1983 to 19.9 percent
currently and *ill be further reduced substantially in the
coming years.

(3) Liberalizgtign of Servico-Mrades-

There are few. international rules covering trade in
services especially when compared Vith the. comprehensive-
regime covering trade in goods.; This deficiency is one reason
why the United States -has been placing such an emphasis on
including. service trade in the proposed MTN. The ROKG has
been supporting the U.S. in this endeavor. *

It is noteworthy that Korea's unilateral import
liberalization policy embraces not 'only product trade but

: :service trade as 'well. Korea's record *n this' area is;superior to that of most developing countries. Korea is
taking. steps. tO .liberaiize its service, trade despite the,
Infant stage ff 'service industry and small internal market,
which is not large enough to support -'unlimited competition

-,from abroad. . Many of" Korea's existing 'restrictions are
-similar, to thpe imposed by individual states in the United
'States against ,oompanies- domiciled in other states and/or in

* foreign countries.

Korea has been lifting restrictions on foreign banks in
the financial market t. , e 'a first step ^toward according full
national treatment for foreign banks, as of March 1985 foreign
-banks were permitted to make -use of the - rediscount facilities.
at th Bank of Korea for' report f financing, and by the end of

4
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1986 they will be entitled to have access to the central bankrediscount facilities for other operations, including* the,,rediscount of commercial paper. As of July 1986, the ARKG has'.allowed eleven foreign bank--branches to engage in the trust -'business and is ready to permit other foreign banks as #oqQ asthey apply,. SinceAugust 1985, foreign banks have been allowed.
- toenjoy-membership n the Clearing House.,

In coming years, Korea will open its' bond and equitymarkets to, the direct participation by foreigninvestors, InJuly 1986, the government also removed the import quota of. moti on pictures, linked to the production of doa=stic movies.All registered importers can now import foreign movies. It is-possible for foreign lawyers and CPAs to open bdsinesses on areciprocal basis, after obtaining permission of the -relevantgovernment agencies." Short-term financing, merchant banking,leasing and venture capital. companies can freely invest 1n
. Korea.

.(4) Poeto fr~~eta rpry
The ROKG recognizes that there is an urgent need to'provide adequate protection for various forms of intellectualproperty in Korea, and -. shares the U.S.* commitment tostrengthen the protectto6 of intellectual property rights. Asthe result of bilateral negotiations :initiated last', fallpersuant to Section 01 of the U.S. Trade Act of 1974, finalagreement on strengthening -copyright# patent and trademark.Protection in -ora Is imiinent. ,
The ROKG is currently drafting a new copyright law whichwill be submitted to' the National Assembly before the end ofSeptember 1986 and will -i itj-best to'" enforce this. newcopyiright 'law by July" 1987. When the. law 9Mew m-*tffc, itwill become-'illegal to make copies without permission, and allrights will- be adequately protected.

In another_ :ma~oi step to impro vt- telect1..popertprotection in Korea# the 4oKG will revise the nation's patten'laws to cover product patents, Since the' patent system ipart of Korea's legal code# any changes to it. must be approvedby-the'National Assembly. The ROKG will: thus submit its draftof the strengthened patent law tothe Assembly in September1986. The protection of product patentsfraebeen thesubject.of -'much-' debate - in Korea# and. many ,business ad--academic Ifigures have argued -that the nation, still lacks the level of-* technology needed for such a sypt.em., Product patents willindeed -b- Ojtly to Korean firms. Nevertheless, theprotection of product-patents will give .concrete evidence ofKorea-s belief in fair trade.
Cofcernin trademarks, Korea has completely repealbd-- export requirements- on goods covered by trademark !icenses and.has lifted restrictions on royalty terms in licenses, under

.S
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" the now Ministry of Finance guidelines that were 'established
in September 1,985. , .No other restrictions, such as
'restrictions 'on, duration. or amount of royalties, " are ndw

* trposed on trademark licenses, For the.purpose of -preventing
counterfeiting related to industrial property, including
well-known foreign trademarks, the, National
Anti-Counterfeiting Council (NACC) was"estAblished'within the
Office of Patent Administration in January 1984. The WACC has
- een actively engaged in'preventing cQunterfeiting since its"-
establishment and will, further strengthen its regulatory
activities in the near future.

By both enacting n6y domestic legislation and joining
international conventions, i.e. Universal Copyright-
Convention, KOreas system of-intellectual property protect ion
will become one of the strongest in the world.

(5) unuport for a N RoNnd'of MTNg -'

*. - Korea is" committed to free and air 'trade and thus

welcomes the launching of a new round of multilateral trade
negotiations within the framework of the GOA T In order to
resolve many-- of the. problems currently confronting the, world
trade system,, the. -New Round should aim to reverse
protettonist -trends in .world 'trade and promote trade-

* liberalization. In this regard, gorea is ready andwilling to'
.participate actively in all international meetings designed to
prepare for and launch *the Noy Round pnd- all subsequent
negotiations.

'In line with this commitment, and in Orde;Wptomote" the
early launchingL of thm Newr Round, Korea recently hosted the
Seoul Trade Ministers' Meeting. Many countries agreed at the
Seoul Meeting that all nations.participating in the New Round
should. be committed to a standstill' ',reement on protectionist
measures inconsistent with or not Based on GATT, including
those applied through bilateral negotiations. Kooea strongly,
shares this belief. -

--- orea- hopes the U.S. will recognize" Korea's active role
in- launching the m~ltilateral trade negotiations and its
support for the UoS. position in the New Round, despite both
internal an5 'external constraintso /

" SSAGE Oi THE AMENDMENTS WOULD_ DISrOURAGE FUTURE KORMA? J
" TRADE IBERALIZATION 2 Enactment of 'the amendments to GSP
would send a signal to discourage these- positive movements.'
Requiring the U.S. Administration to remove countries from
eligibility without regard to.4,country's liberalizing efforts
would be interpreted in' Koea as the withdrawal ,of American
support for Korean liberalization. It would undo the positive
impetus for, coakihued liberalization which 1s emanating from
the current U.S. OSP posture and would punish countries like

-6-
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Korea which have been adhering to the liberalizihg criteria of
' The 12A4 Tade and Tarif .b . It would bi difficult. to

justify to the Korean public opening its economy whii the
United States, its most 'important trading partner; is' notr
moving in th.same direction.

Korea characterizes these proposals for GSP amendments
as representing a'protectionist initiative and a reversal of
U.S. policy supporting trade liberalization in its 'trading.
partners.- Their paSsage would not assist in the. attainment oU
U.S. objectives. All one would accomplish through unilateral
graduation iS 'removing a positive impetuS for Korea to
continue to liberalize while-dnying the benefits of GOP to
U.S. consum6rs -and industries relying on G0P Inputs. The
principal beneficiary would be developed countries since these
countries account for the bulk *of the- trade in.. those
categories where Korean exports' are eligible for GOP. Japan
.would probably benefit the most from the graduation of Korea.
This would be particularly Tironic in view of* the largetrade
surplus Japan maintains ,both .with Korea and with the United
States. T-

'A MAJOR IMP~ R= GSP T0R1! TN ON KOREANJ ACQ11NY~
Automobile4q., steel products, color T.V. sets, tires and
textile goods produced and exported to the U.S. by large
Korean corporations are either inetgible for GOP treatment or
face quantitative and other, restrictions. In 1984
miscellaneous manufactures, such as toys, leather goods,-
household articles, wooden furniture and costume .ewellery,
accounted for nearly one-half of U.S. GSP imports from Korea.
Most of th manufacturers 'of such. miscellaneous items are
small or. medium-sized firms,

The industrialized 'sector-represented by such firms ,is
the least developed of Korea'sindustries and is characte-i-zed
by low4evls of investment low labor productivity and high,
labor intensity. ' Their access. t* modern technology is still
Limited, ,management techniques often outdated,, and employees
mostly unskilled. While the employment of such sm#lJ, and
medium-sizbd firms" accounts for 55 percent ^ the, total
manufacturing laborforce, their share of toal manufacturing
output is only 35 percent.

C

The-lois of one million-U,S, dollars worth, of.exports for
such small' and medium-sized firms 'would result in the- oss of4
150 iow-skilled jobs. Withdrawals of .GSP benefits fromi.Korea4'

'would thus cause a disproportionate -increase- in unemployment,
among' the least advantaged- workers, the adverse consequences-
,f which would. be particularly severe in human as well as. '
economic and social terms;

-7 ~
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AM NDMANT aRg NOT IECESSARYu Termination of GOP for Korea'
would not help 1.8. industries. According to the 1984 USITC
report on the operation of 08P, U.S. industry is not ad4Vesely
impacted by' the GOP program. "Import sensitive products are
not designated for or are removed from GOP eligibility during
the annual: GOP review. Specific countries become ineligible"
for GOP benefits'with specific products which disruptthe U.S.
Industry.

The interests of lesser developed countries are not'
harmed by the continued elilbillty of Korp*- &" 4.P. Many
products for which Korea is judged competitive ate Ineligible
under the competitive need criteria in thi current law. In
fact, in 1985 *e' value of Korean trade ineligible under
competitive, need for exceeded the value Vof--Korean products
eligible for GP. The trade value of 'Koreaes comphtLtive need'-
exclusion Amounted to more than $2 million. The trade value
of Korean imports eligible for G8P was only $1.65 bljp.49p,.

R - ITSORM T RAMENT: Korea values
its. relationship with the United States which it believes to
be mutually beneficial. The United States and Korea are
strong allies. Their combined efforts, by effectively deterinJg
Communist North Korean aggression, have greatly contributed to
the maintenance of peace -in Northeast Asia and the Pacific
region.*-orea-and .he .United States have also closely'
cooperated in various international forums.

in the economic area, the RQKQ has embarked on a liberal
policy similar to that advocated by the United States. Korea
agrees with the U.S. that only -by -adopting principles of
competition based on *market economy can a country hope to grow
-and prosper. The ROK also-agrees with the U.S..pohition that
only by keeping markets open to imports of its trading

....... .. partners" can- country, expect- othes- tOd" keep m arkets --open- to' '..its exports,., Y ./ ' ..

- Korea' does not merit the blatant. discriminatory.
treatment provided ' in these -proposals - Lq view -of its
willingness to assist the United States in resolving some of
its own trade problems. For example', in steel, although not an

'unfair trader, Korea agreed to reduce and-voluntarily limit
its steel exports to the-United States.... In this 'case, Korea
has not sought trade compensation from the;'United States.

I t .,Xi oc be appropriate for Korea' to comment-,onth..
trade practices of other countri-es, but the ROKG boLieves that
in any *,comparison of, country practices Korea would stack up
well against a great,. majority of: th thher beneficiaries.
Therefore, -there i little,- understanding in .Korea for the
passage of legislation which singles: out Korea for graduation
along-with only two other beneficiaries.

/ -
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IJAROPRIATENERS Or UNILATEUAL GRAUATION CRITERIAt The'ROKGalso questions whether it is appropriat, for the United Statesto 3unilaterally impose -graduation criteria. Given themultilateral aspects-, of GOP, particularly requirements forequal-bytden sharing..fmong the donor countriesi it may be moreappropriate to deal with this 'issue in the-.MTN. Anotherprovision of SQ 1860 reqognizes the multilateral nature ofegtaduation. This 'provision requires U.S. officials tonegotiate on establishing graduation criteria in the upcoming
.MTN*

Korea isstill'not a developed country. The.level of percap 4ta GNP is only one-fifth 'to on*-sevonth that of most
develped nations, including 'the United States. There aremany GSP beneficiaries whose per capita GNP generally hoverSWclose to or exceeds that of Korea. Those countries include,Mexico, "Argentina, Cyprus, Israel, Halta, Brazil, Chile,Uruguay, Singapore and Yugoslavia. Sii .iar results are_obtained'if one compares Korea to developed countries in termsOf average wage- rates and per capita. consumption of suchproducts as .automobiles, telephones, and 'medical services.The Korean economy is much more' dependent .on labor-intensivelight industry than are more developed countries.

In addition, the /Korean debt position is much morecharacteristic of a developing than of'a developed economy.Korea's foreign .borrowing exceeds '$46 billion, its ,debtservicevto-export earnings ratio is around 20 'percent an4 'its,"debt service-to-GNp ratio is over 7 'percent.
Furthermore, Korea, confronting a belligerent threat trom,North Korea, bears a heavy burden of defense expenditure --over- one-third of its annual budget and six percent of ,GNPO - -N9 other major ally of- the 'United. States -is forced-by-theithreat of communist -regimei to spend as much:.-an- defense.- A'strong Korean economy is essential to the maintenance 6t p"6eand security. in East Asia and- thePacific region. As itseconomy grows stronger,.Korea vill be able to help lighten theU.S, expenditures in the region by sharing the defense burden.

I The -9 bass will provide any additiona: 'information upon tI'EeqItestt or) .+ . +..+, -
. I- l
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TOT STATEMT 0F tMU
TOY NMM ACTUR Or AM RCA, Inc.,

IN OPPOSITION TO PROPOSED AMXINMNTS.
TO2 TMU GENRAIZD S E 01 P EN

This statement is submitted by -thi Toy Manufacturers of America,
Inc. (THA) in opposition to S. 1867 (and the corresponding Title VI
of 8. 1060), legislation providing -for the withdrawal of trade'
benefit# provided under the Generalited System of Preferencev (001P)
from certain developing countries. THEA is'a trade. organi.sation

representing 250 Aerican toy manufacturers and, importers. THA
members account for an estimated 99, percent of the $12 billion in .

annual toy, game and doll saleiin the Unit -States today. Because
many of the products sold oy ? A members are imported from GSP
beneficiary countries or contain imported components, TMA has a'very
importantstake in the continuanc, of GSPbenefits for all benefLciary
countries. °i .

S. 1867,- and the correspnag: provisions of S., 1860,# woud
L.t , th-s.,0 --

require the President to submit drw'ft legislation providing for the
withdrawal, withLn two years, of 0P'bonefits from any foreign country
for which it is d4~. ned..the 1uoh' benefits csn no longer be
Justified as' economic ,rowt: and development. This

determLition is to be* base4 upIkk (1) the 'cointryls per capital
incq*e, and (2) other indications'. of the country's economic
development and ability to compete Internationally in the absence
of- GSP benefits. Both bills ipec0ifcally. name three major'

-1
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benefici'aries Taiwan, Hong Kong, and the Republic of Korea as
the countries to which the legIslation shall apply-.

TMA believes that the proposed legislation is' unwarranted and

unwise for the reasons ot forth-'below. .' ,.. -

I. THE PRESENT OSP LAW PROVIDBO SUFF'ICU SAPRaUARDS TO EVETw
WAYDaoRS31X TUI' RO. GSPh .P... .TSO l01! M INDUZSTRS,-

The present GOP 1a has evolved into a balanced and effective'

program to encourage economic .devel !pent An developing countries

while insuring that V.8, industrijes are not adversely affected.k

-GOP imports, The present system of product-$pecific "greduations"'

under which m iftidular product from a particular country will

autoatically be removed from GOP eligibility *t found to beimport.

,' snsitve o. ~~cczain~omptitive. need limits are 'surpasopod,

proviidos more than _#dequate safeguard against anr potential adverse

,-- -impact from GOP imports. This is especially true for the, stpe

competitive developing cointries, since the 1964 amendments to the

GOP law establish much more stringent competitive need_ limits for

these-countri-s.

Current law already provides, that when a developing country

reaches a certain level of economic developments, that country will

cease to be. a 080 beef Icitar7L - peciticallyj once a beneficiary'& -

per capitt gross batLonal pro~uct-1GNP) exceeds approxiLuate $8,500

'-an amount which will .be adjusted to reflect the growth in the 9.8'.

GNP), its competitive need limit will be reduce~ aurLag'the, next w

years from porceqt of Lports to. 25 percent of Imports. At the end
*~,?

, t 4,'
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Ofjthis two year, permit, ithe country will lose 082 eligibility or

( all products.. In addition, the President has the authority" under.
current law to waive the statutory competitive need limits or remo" --

articles from 08P eligibility wherd particular circumstances -warrant/or when it is* in the national economic intor~fat to do So>-

2. THE PRESENT GP PROGRAM RESULTS IN INCREASED DOMESTIC EMLLOYENT "
AND &ER PRICE-TOn- AMERICAN CO SMRS.

The U.8. toy industry has'developed into an integrated industry
utilisin' both impottb and domstic production to maximize sales.,
Because-many toys" games and dolls are labor-intensive, and'because
the g'xeat variety of patterns & -tyles necessary t? produce a full
product line makes automated. production processes, impractical, the
U4. toy; industry has turned to foreign sourcing for' an¥h-- --

1qaq-expainsiva tbeyo-,and toy componens.,
- By sourcing these toys and components abroad# tlfw toy industry
has bee able9 to ratioilise production oifthe basil-of labor and,
transportation costs,,.ueb that 0'GS2 imports actually complement-
American production a d lead to increased U.S. employment in research,

desighiuhing, p ckaging, advertising and marketing operations.
Rather than w - Ameiican-made goods, imports from

dovel oingcountries actually-round out the tPy, dollfa gape' lines
which are offered in'the U.S..*arket. Accordingly, many Ue 8.- jobs
have resulted 'from and -ee now dependant on complementary 'foreign
production. In addition, te rationalization of the' prod n

, -- ---
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2with firms located 1broa.-
- .Toyr imports under GOP have also- resulted in substantial savings

... to U.80 consumers. The GOP Orogra has 'allowed TVA maj..ber comaqes

"* " .ta._.[we'their coots# in lar ;'ogJP'art, due toe the, disparity- between the

..... evlopngcountries.- -Thd lor-intensive work required" tovproduo

ir-

.Many of he relatively low-priced toymand- toy compoents no.

tongr f35 coslyer foThed GSinrort h as alow-taed. The4A S pbrcogrmans

allooe-Tl embers t o keep e elltng pes sa there vaie d

" poducts at reasonable levelers to the great advantage of the American

L man-By konh relvU.S. toy-ompaniesto reduce 'costs o nent pim,

S has contributed to thk_ bLlity'of these ap-mPaniee tolIncisease sales, .

-profftabiliLty, and dome~sticemployment. floweoo,.'tho amount of dUtY 4"

.. saved because ofGaP does not equal* the difference between the osts,
oe f i peformed i t fn the Un te d abroad and. the lmi tion

bf7-ttyfarl e etreartont for products of tthe more advancvanefdiary
c pountrsea will not result e o the greatnof production tohe United

cosuer . " - "

States. .. A

hascThis tL ohpecally.true in the base of the 8 t-tndustrs

aveBecause to .0d, games are discretionary purchase n hlee cwill
Stts. ' -
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decrease when prices are-increased to cover cos 4. Thius:e*tree

price sensitivity in the demand fot toys means that'conaumers will

simply spend their discretionary dollars on ,othe; products .as toy

prices rise .

Because so, many of the toys and toy componentsalwhLh ThA mAmbrs

- source from overseas r.eqdir. labor-intensive operations iL" th9'

production process, these toys would not.be continuously available -

on-the'.U.S. market at prices which most U.S. con'sumers-could-afford

if foreign sources of supply were not avaIlabfe, INA is unaware of

-any company--which Ourrently produces high:-volume toy products in

commercially significant quantities-in the United States*. Thus,

rather, than "returning production to the U.S., 8.1967 would$- if

enacte.4, &lmply result_. in the removal of many toy products fxom the

U.S. market.

>4. WITHDRAWAL OF GSP BENEFITS .ROM ADVANCED DEVLOPING COUNTRIES
WOWD RESLT_____ IN UC NMFIG'O RD

-~ TO OHER REVELWPIR2 C291MINt-

it is simpliatio to'supbose that, by withdrawing OSP benefits

t~~om ertinof the mre ad codeeloping countries,.th, Congress

-can engineer.' the ohi J.. investment to-other b0enqficiary-

v decisions involved in sourcing

. f rom, deWl):pi6n countries wuld. not abruptly change with the cut-of f

- of OSP eligibiity# These decisions often hinge on many factors

; unrelated. to 'G beneftt' for example, many developing countries -

lock the infraitructure which wouldilow a U.S. company to quickly

-- I
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. -hift production. Shifts in production should be OFaduai, as v,

currently being accomplished under the existing GOP law. he wholesa

withdrawal of benefits from the 'seulaal more advinoed developing.

countries, even over a two yeat period, would not allow fQr such, a

gradual shift to other beneficiary, countries.-. .
S. . ... IT. \hTAEPE

. 5. CONGRESSS SHOULD NOT MEND THS G SP &W BEORE ITS LaST AEDMENTS

NAV! asE G-aIVEN XAK 12NC TO WRE.

- Pursuant to the Trade and TariUf Act of 1984, a major review

of eltible and ineligible articles from the various kenefcliary-

developing- countries Js currently be conducted by the United-

States T'rade Rppresontative (U$TR.), Un unr this -general review, 'which
-is ezoecte4d--to-be--completed y January 4, 1987,. asrotrod',by l wj,

Aha UTRw1 1-take into account, in deterkining whether a particular'

country sfiould 'receive GSP benefits, "the* lovely o2-. economic

development of such country, including- its per capital, gross national

product, the living standards of it inhabLitnta, and-any other

economic factors which he-deems appropriate." It would be completely --

inappropr atefor Congress to continueto tinker with thib8P program-

beforo the. USTR has had an "opportunity: to *comlete',fifs review; or

before the changes made by ihe 1984 revisions have even taken effect.

- It is especially important tc the success ot trade benefiL.

.programs like-the GOP and Caribbean. Basin InitivatiVe (CRT) that

there be continuity of application. ...U;s. businessmen making long

term -decisions with regard - to overseas. .sourcL. requtre ' such

/S -,/ : ,
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consistency. When the U.S. enacts a trade perference program'such
as. the GSP, U.S. businesses are enticed into making o&lgnifLcant
%investments in.developing-countrLs, and Congress should-not make

frequent -hanges in the rules of the.game. AccordingXy,-we believe

-- it is unwise to .it'nd the law so soon af ter th' most recent amendments.

6. S. 186-' A PARTCUAY FLXIB ISGUI AND A

APPROACH-TOSP' REFORM. ow
The provisions of 5..1867 (and S. 1860) represent a particularly

. inappropriate" a& implistic approach to reform of the QaP program.
Successful benefLciary developing c'ountrLes Should pot be penaiised.

'for Eheir limited success in developing their economies. It is also
.uportant to note that certain industrial ,Sectors in Taiwan, Hong

Kong apd South Mgre are stIl undevsloped- na very weak. lI'-addition;
cGrtain'. sectors.of fr little *or no competition. to U.S.', industries.-,
1 [*Accordingly, the'proposed rholesali-graduation of these three

countries fromGSP eligibility' is espec ally unwise,. The complete
llack of flexibility in such a policy wo.gld adversely affect U.S.'

in*erests, since imports of many OSP poducts-i Including* toys, are "
to-the distinct advantage of -the ., economy.. AS: explaineda above . .
toy imports gnder-GSP actually complement U.S. production, Increase

"domestic .e41loyment,. and. insure a full range- of products to the /

, -, American. consumer ,at otherwise unattainable prices*. Thus- to deny

0SP to-the qpuntries whtch have legun' to develop7 their ,conomies

would be counterproductive.

-1.
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For these reasons?

8. 1860 'would

concerned, and

,eiLeve that he enactment of S. 1867 or

harmful to the Jnterestr- qr all-

ge that these bills be rejected:

isplotfully submitted,,.

" .ouglas, Thoison, President
iToy Manufacturers. ofAmertca, In
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J New York, NY 10010"
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Of Counsel:
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I. INTRODUCTION

Universal Furnituret Industries, Inc. (Universal

?urniture), Whittiet, Cali ornia, a manufacturer And 1iprter

of wood furniture and and furniture parts from Ta n

Singapore, submits these comments in opposition to S. 186 , a

bill which requires the President to submit legislation .

withdrawing trade benefits provia"-d nder the O3neralized

System of Preferences (GSP) from certatir-developing- counters.

For the reasons set forth he reinbelow the 'enactment of this .

bill into law could negatively affect the supply and sale of

furniture in the United States. Further, because imported,

furniture is comprised,,of raw materials obtained from supoliers

.,in the United States, any measures-affecting the importatiq ofE

wood furniture in the United States would result-ii"lost- jobs

cAmerian raw materials suppliers.,. Finally, Universal

Furniture submits that, the current GSP law provides a

sufficient and 0bjective-mechanism for ,graduating countries for

certain products who should no fonge qualify for GSP

.,benef ts. Accordingly, Univereal Furniture respectfully ..

requests that this. Committee decline to send 5. 1867 to the
full Senate fot -'v~t. IA. •"
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, 1886

1867 1p org

6 ic -' "oruire the President.

to submit legielhton wtlidrawifig' trade benefitsprovided under

" Oenera lized Syst 'cdt Preferences from certain developing
countries." -SectiQn 1 of this bill is entitled tFindings" ahd

states in parts

neither the generall Agreement on Tariffs-and Trade
nor United States laws according preferential.
treatment to developing countries provide adequate

' . rules and procedures for gradual"Withdrawal of suchtreatment as uch countied-become more advanced with
a view to promoting the'opportunities fot edonomic

* - growth of-leOse'r evelope4 countries'.

On the baiis of the' foregoi., precisee,. S. 1867 sets forth a
proJedure whef*by the President shall Submii to Congress a. I

"-.draft bill to provide for the-withdrawal of sp benefits from

any foreign country. Section 2 of 8,.-1867 provides that the
President's draft bill is to be based on certain criteria, -

includin' the per capita income 6Efthe subject counbry, and
"indiCations" of the."economic development" of the country and
"the ability of the country to compete internationally in the.
absence of such preferences." Sectlon 2(c) of tlhe bill
specifically lists.Taiwan, HongKong, and. the...Republic of Korea,'

as countries to w l im he, Preeident's draft bill shall appl'
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III. ITEtEST OF UNIVERSAL PURNITJRE"

Universal Furniture is a manufacturer and. importer of wood

..furniture and furniture parts, witfi manufacturing facilities

14ated in Singapore and .Taiwan. The 'products imported by

> Universal Fuafnitureare currently designated eligible-articles'•
Under the GSP program. To thivbat eoUn vrui.Purniture' ' -'r

Xn6wledge, it is one of the largest impoartmri in the-United

states of wood furniture and furniture parts from Singapore and

Taivw4anj, As manufacturer arnd importer of merchandise

potent ally'subject to withdrawal of GSP'benefits under"S.

1867,, iversal Furniture has a direct inter st-in this

.legislation.' At this time, universal Furnit re is most
co , rnei, about the effect of$. 1867 on its imports-from

pj w-f ,ountrsly namqd as a target of, thi .

legislation. til. / -'I * I. -,°:

' .,j As demonstrated hereinbeiow, Taiwanese firniture accounts
for a relatively small percentage of the wood-fUrniture sold in

the Uniteo States, Moreover, because of, the na"ure of the wood

-- ,..furniture industry, domestic producers have historically'

dominated the U.So market, -Available data ipdicates'the.
continuation of this pattern. Thus, the U.8. wood furniture

- industry is not suffering from competition from ipOrts.-.

Fihally, Taiwanese furniture. producers utilize raw materials
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imported from U.S. suppiiers,. The passage* of S. 1867 would -

therefore have the effect of decreasing business and Jobs for

these U.S. sup liers.

1XV. WOOD .FURNITURE INDUSTRY

A. Taiwanese Furniture Producers
/

There are at leas 50 to 60 mufActure p of wood
furniture and- parts in Taiwan, with the top(*ive companies

- accong for 80 -to 90 percent 'of fprnituro pro4uctioW' i'W51l
as fOr'most exports to.'the Un!.te4d' States; ' Furniture-

. manufacturing plants ate scattered throughout Talwan.".. Several

of the large companies operate. multiple plants, as -do the large

companies in the United States.. , Because of the moremoderate

c-limate,' many firms donot havd. traditional four-wall-type

' factories, but only shed-likq structures to protect the workers

and equipment from the.rM,., The humid" weather in TaiwAn"is

-also an important factor oince humidity ranges are different

from those in the United Staes. Thus, 'different drying,

techniques are, required for wood "irniture to be. exporte',-_ Th-

quality also varies greatly f row manufacturer to manufacturer.,

but it-'i general yr4S99 " d .that the largest producers have ,

a quality level ac{~jptable o consumers in the United State..

-I 4
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Although Taiwan has virtually none qf the raw materials

necessary for furnitgro pro4uctlon, i't has become a center for-

worltld furniture production.i The direct consequenceof.,tlik is.

that most of the wood furniture imported from Taiwan L. .

frncorporates phrticle or compressed board as a base material,

the bulk of which. materials are imported by Taiwanese ,

'man4facturers from the United States#-. Also, because of their-.'

appeal to* the. American consumer, popular U 'IS. hard-wood Jvqods.

are.usod ad veneers, with practically All of these woods aso

imported :from the United States. Finally, Taiwanese fur iture

manufacturers, particularly the larger-exporters uso'f<n ' :

materials including stains and lacquers. imported from the

United States:. In fact#- many U.S. techiicians, r well as
US,-tralned .local workers, are running the finishing

4o1,peations and training. native employees to perform these'

tasks, which aro-aMong tqhe most crucial stages in furniture

production.,-.. -6.recent study oi the furniture industry

conducted by the U S. Internationa' Trade Commissio .entitled

Competitive-J0ahessment of U.S. Wood and.Upholstered Household-

Furniture industry, it was conservatively estimated that at

'least 60 percent of the cost: of furnitUro production by these

companies iT.Taieiwan comes from materials-and services supplies' .

by the 'United Ptates. This- fact unequivocally establishes the

dependence of the-Taiwanese wood furniture industry on imports.

f romt the " ni ted, States, and significantly ties the health o

7then.-two--conomes-to 7. - +

,-++ N+-+
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'Thus, any legislation, such as 8. 1867j' which would limit
or affect 1atwanese importP of wood furniture in the ,United
States would likewise affect the U.S. vendorO and technicians

involved, in the manufacture of wood' furniture in Taiwan.

B.. The Nature of Univeral Furniture's Business

Universal Furniture ts engaged in the design, manufacture,

and'sale of medium-priced wood furniture, i.e., dining room,

bedroom and occasional furniture. Universal FurnitJure, whtch"
$has been in business for 2S.years, manufactures a kide
selection of dining tables, chairss, dinette seti buffets,
hutches,. I-)drpom dressers, mirrors, chests, beds, and 7 Z.

occasional tables. 'Thi companyy manufactures all, of"its
furniture in eight plants .locat*4 in-Singapore, Malaysia,'

-,Taiwan* Hong Kot3. *ndthe, Unit 4 States. "

The mai raw materials "Ud - by Universal Furniture in 'wood
furniture production are. lumber, .veneers, particle board,. '

hardwood" .. ,ca and hols1 ri'n

materials. Universal Furaiturq s facilty-in aiwan imports-

, .any of these componeots frown .s, suppliers. --- ccOr ly-. --

Universal Priua Lnal- product Iscoppis I a injryof U.S.
m .aterial.and the Ee'fore produces dire-t ani measurable benefit

to the U;.S economy. '"to
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The manufacturing process at Universal Furniture begins

with the purchase of sawed timber which is converted, by a

series of processes, into furniture components. These

conponents are finished prior to shipment for final assembly.

Mo3t finished components are transported to Universal

Furraiture's regional assembly plants located in the United

States where final assembly occurs prior to shipment to

customers. Components are also shipped directly to

manufacturers and wholesalers worldwide. So again, the nature

of Universal Furniture's business results in significant

manufacturing and assembly in the United States with direct and

measurable benefits to the U.S. economy.

In sum, continued GSP eligibility for wood furniture and

parts promotes the businesses of U.S. wood furniture suppliers

and the U.S. wood furniture assembly industries, both of which

industries are substantial.

C. The U.S. Wood Furniture Industry

According to the study of the furniture industry conducted

by the U.S. International Trade Commission, there were

approximately 2,100 manufacturers of wood household furniture

in the United States in 1983, with 828 companies, or 39

percent, having 20 >r more employees, and 12 having 1,000 or

-7-
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more employees. Although virtually every geographic area of

the United States has some producers of wood household

furniture, the bulk of the companies are located in the

Southeast, especially North Carolina, Virginia, Tennessee, und

Florida. No company supplies more than 4 percent of the wood

household furniture market.

A review of current industry data demonstrates that U.S.

wood furniture manufacturers are in the midst of a growth

period. Commerce Department figures show that while product

shipments of household furniture in the United States, which

includes upholstered furniture, increased only 2.5 percent in

1985, U.S. wood furniture industry shipments increased 5.1

percent in 1985. (See Excerpt from 1986 U.S. Industrial

Outlook at 45-3, U.S. Department of Commerce (1986), attached

hereto as Exhibit 1). This growth rate is impressive

considering that in 1985 retail sales of furniture stores

increased only 4% in the first half of 1985; housing

completions and new home sales, two key indicators for the

success of the wood furniture industry, were sluggish in 1985;

and there was a build-up in consumer installment debt by virtue

of the fact that over 60% of all furniture sales are financed

on credit. Id. at 45-1--45-2.

-8-
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As can be seen from above, the health of the U.S.

furniture market is dependent on a number of factors unrelated

to the level of furniture imports. For example, the Commerce

Department reports that the moderating growth of the domestic

furniture industry is attributable in part to changing

lifestyles. Because an increasing number of households are

-comprised of young couples and of persons living alone in

apartments, townhouses, or condominiums, there is reduced floor

space available for furniture. Further, spending on other

household goods, particularly electronic products, accounts for

an increasing share of consumer expenditures. Id. at 45-4.

The net result of this consumer behavior is fewer dollars spent

on furniture.

Notwithstanding the dynamics of the market, the outlook

for the U.S. wood furniture industry is poskive. TheCommerce

Department predicts that overall demand for furniture should

increase 5-7% in 1986. Id. at 45-4. Long-term predictions of

inreased real disposable income and the growth in households

-over the next five years also bodes well for the industry. Id.

In sum, a careful review of all available industry data

and U.S. government statistics confirms that the U.S. wood

furniture industry is healthy and growing. Thus, the continued

GSP eligibility of wood furniture and parts from Taiwan will

not adversely affect the U.S. wood furniture industry.

-9-
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V. CURRENT GSP LEGISLATION PROVIDES A SUFFICIENT

AND OBJECTIVE BASIS FOR GRADUATING COUNTRIES

The practice of graduation has been an integral element of

the GSP program since 1981 when the President initiated a

policy of discretionary graduation. Under this policy, GSP

"Benefits available to the more advanced developing countries

are reduced in those areas in which these countries are

competitive. The United States Trade Representative (USTR) has

estimated that in 1986, this graduation policy will exclude

from GSP benefits trade valued at almost $1 billion from Taiwan

alone.

The eligibility of products under the GSP program is

further limited under the current law by "competitive need

limits." When a country's exports to the United States of a

product exceed the competitive need limits, that country

automatically loses duty-free treatment for the product in the

following year. Many products from Taiwan have lost GSP

eligibility because competitive need limits were exceeded,

among them many of the wood furniture products.

The GSP program was renewed in the Trade and Tariff Act of

1984. In administering the amended law, the President has

continued the practice of product graduation, i.e., as

-10-
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countries become sufficiently competitive in a product, they

lose GSP eligibility for that product. Universal Furniture

etadorses this practice because it takes into account the fact

that different sectors of an economy may develop at different

rates. For example, although Universal Furniture's facilities

in Taiwan are increasingly modern and efficient, furniture

production remains a relatively primitive operation in Taiwan.

As discussed previously, climatic conditions are harsh and

practically all essential components, including lumber, must be

imported. Under the current law, these factors will be

considered in deciding the continued GSP eligibility of

Taiwanese wood furniture and parts. Under S. 1867, such

considerations will not be relevant because all products from

Taiwan will lose their GSP status.

Another important aspect of the renewed GSP program is the

provision encouraging developing countries to improve their

country practices relating to trade and other matters. Taiwan

has undertaken several steps in this direction and has

implemented measures which enhance the protection of

intellectual property rights, reduce, and eventually eliminate,

tariff and non-tariff barriers, improve market access, and

improve workers' rights. Needless to say, the passage of S.

1867 would eliminate all incentive for Taiwan to continue these

measures.

-I-
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Finally, the key aspect of the current GSP program is the

annual review conducted by the USTR. During the annual review,

domestic and foreign persons having any interest in the

eligibility of products under the GSP may petition the

President for appropriate changes or modifications in the

program. With respect to wood furniture, the American

Furniture Manufacturers Association (AFHA) filed a petition

with the USTR on June 2. 1986, requesting the withdrawal of GSP

benefits on wood furniture and parts from several countries,

including Taiwan. During past annual reviews, other petitions

were unsuccessfully filed to remove GSP eligibility for various

wood furniture tariff provisions from Taiwan. Further, during

the 1985 annual review, the AFMA opposed Universal Furniture's

request for waiver of competitive need limits with respect to

certain wood furniture and parts from Taiwan and Singapore. We

therefore submit that procedures exist in which full and

complete studies are conducted to assess the effects of GSP

eligibility of wood furniture products, and that these

mechanisms are the proper way to address the concerns of the

AFMA.

Universal Furniture submits that the furniture industry

provides a good example of the necessity of the current

procedure. As mentioned previously, wood furniture from Taiwan

relies to a great extent on U.S. materials and labor for its

-12-
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manufacture and assembly. The withdrawal of GSP benefits for

this product will have a negative effect on certain U.S.

businesses. Under the current procedure, Universal Furniture

can indicate this fact to the President as he considers the

AFA's comments. Under S. 1867, possible adverse effects on

the U.S. economy will be ignored in favor of what is

essentially a knee-jerk reaction to the current trade deficit

with Taiwan and other developing countries. Ironically, as

pointed out by the USTR, the passage of S. 1867 is more likely

to be a boon for Japanese imports in the United States rather

than a benefit for U.S. products and producers.

Vr. CONCLUSION

For the reasons discussed hereinabove, Universal Furniture

opposes S. 1867 and requests that the Committee not favorably

report this bill to the full Senate.

On behalf of our client, we appreciate the opportunity to

present the views expressed herein.

Re ::tfully submit ed,

eP. Kersner
Den se T. DiPersio
Brownstein Zeidman and Schomer
1401 New York Avenue, N.W.
Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 879-5700
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